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1
INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The series of books where this volume belongs started as Quaderni
di cultura italiana in 1999, then it changed to Quaderni italiani di
cultura, and from this eleventh volume it is becoming simply
Quaderni di cultura to indicate a wide aim to think globally and
host even more international authors and texts than has previously
been the case.
This particular volume, edited by Roberto Bertoni (general
editing and volume co-ordination), and by Lorna Carson, Catherine
O’Brien and Teresa Whitington (English language revision of
different papers), constitutes the Acta of EurKorea 2013: A
conference on European perspectives of Korea, held from the 7th to
the 9th November, 2013, in the Trinity Long Room Hub, the Arts
and Humanities Research Institute of Trinity College Dublin.
The prevalent objective of the conference was to develop
knowledge on how Korea is seen from Europe, but also on how a
number of cultural and social aspects are seen from Korea.
The conference was generously supported by the Embassy of
the Republic of Korea in Ireland which provided encouragement, a
reception, and a photographic exhibition. Ambassador Hae-yun
Park’s address to the conference is included in these Acta.
The Korean writer Jia Jeong was invited to read a short story,
which is reproduced here with her permission and the permission
of her translator Seung Hee Jeon.
All participants were asked to send contributions to this
volume, and the majority of them responded positively, thus
7

contributing to what seems to the editors an interesting discussion
on relevant problems that focus on Korean-related topics but
appear to reach a wider scope both in methodologies and contents.
A general description of the conference, including summaries of
all papers given, and biographies of all participants, is not included
here but it can be found online at http://eurkorea. blogspot.ie/.
We believe that it is important to collaborate intellectually in
the increasingly globalized world, and to exchange views, ideas,
research and competences. We hope that the conference and this
volume might give a small contribution to this general aim.
The publication of this book was made possible by a grant from
the Italian Department, Trinity College Dublin. The translation of
Jia Jeong’s short story was additionally funded by the Centre for
Literary Translation, Trinity College Dublin.
Roberto Bertoni and Lorna Carson
(Convenors of the EurKorea 2013 conference)
Dublin, 2nd April 2014
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2
AMBASSADOR HAE-YUN PARK’S
ADDRESS TO THE CONFERENCE

I would like to thank everyone who is here at the conference
today. A conference on European perspectives of Korea,
held for the first time in Ireland, is most welcome and
timely, given that 2013 marks the thirtieth anniversary of
diplomatic relations between Korea and Ireland.
To organize an event such as this surely takes a great
amount of hard work. On behalf of my Embassy, I sincerely
thank Trinity College Dublin for hosting the conference and
in particular I would like to thank Prof. Roberto Bertoni and
Prof. Lorna Carson for all their effort and dedication in
ensuring this event was excellently prepared.
The broad variety of topics covered in the conference Korean literature, history and philosophy, multiculturalism,
immigrant experiences, Korean studies overseas, Korean
cinema, and the highlighting of the issue of strong capable
Korean women demonstrates the depth of how far the study
and understanding of Korea has advanced in Ireland and
across Europe.
To help me understand the nature of the conference, Prof.
Bertoni sent me the book Glimpses of Korea.1 There is a
1

Bertoni, R. (ed.) 2013. Scorci di Corea / Glimpses of Korea. Dublin:
Trinity College, and Turin: Trauben. This volume includes texts in English
and Italian. Ambassador Hae-yun Park refers to the sections in English.
9

short story by renowned novelist Jia Jeong, with both
English and Italian translations. It is an excellent work for
helping foreigners to get a feel for Korean pathos. The
attendance of Prof. Jeong, who is a great celebrity in Korea
and has won many prestigious literary awards, is a superb
addition to the conference. The English translation of this
story by Fr. Brendan McHale also won a literary prize of the
Korea Times in 2010. I once worked as a reporter for the
Korea Times many years ago, so I read this story with all the
more affection.
I praise Prof. Kevin Cawley’s “Korea and Matteo Ricci”
for his profound study and understanding of neoConfucianism and historical background of the late Chosen
dynasty. I also appreciate Prof. Lorna Carson’s evaluation of
Korean studies in Europe and her assessment of how to
promote Korean studies in the future. The contributions of
Prof. Eun Jee Do and Prof. Stephen Van Vlack are also
insightful.
Over the past several decades, Korea has made great
strides in political and economic areas. On the strength of
these developments, Korea wishes to contribute more to the
international community, while raising awareness of Korean
culture in the world.
The launch of the Irish Institute of Korean Studies at
University College Cork in 2009 and the Korean language
program at Trinity College Dublin in 2010 have greatly
raised the profile of Korean studies in Ireland. This
conference will serve as a significant further step to
strengthening Korean studies in Ireland and Europe.
I wish you all well and hope you enjoy the fruitful results
of the conference. Thank you.
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Amalya Ashman
(La Trobe University, Melbourne)

THE SOUND OF HAN:
RESONATING WITH CULTURAL TRAUMA IN SOP’YONJE

Speaking in New York in 1982, the minjung theologian, 1 Hyun
Young-hak (1985, p. 7), reflected that “we Koreans often think
of ourselves as a han-ridden people”. Hyun’s comment on this
national sentiment of suffering was delivered during a period
of intense political oppression and civilian uprising in South
Korea caused by the military dictatorship of Chun Doo-hwan
(1979-1988) (Cumings 2005). With it, Hyun (ibid.) attempted
to communicate to his western peers the feeling of han, which
gripped his beleaguered nation:
“[it] is a sense of unresolved resentment against injustice
suffered, a sense of helplessness because of the overwhelming
odds against, a feeling of total abandonment, […] a feeling of
acute pain and sorrow in one’s guts and bowels making the whole
body writhe and wiggle and an obstinate urge to take ‘revenge’
and to right the wrong all these constitute”.

His efforts to convey this specific Korean sentiment of
unjust suffering constituted perhaps the first academic dialogue
1

Minjung [민중], literally meaning “the people”, also gave its name to the
democratisation movement [민주운동] in South Korea active in the 1970s
and 1980s that encompassed campaigns for native Korean folk arts, religion
and politics (CTC-CCA, 1983).
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between East and West on the topic of han. Since then, the
work of Lee Jae-hoon (1994), Isolde Standish (1992, 1994),
Nancy Abelmann (1996), Son Chang-hee (2000), and Heather
Willoughby (2002) have established what little discussion of
han exists in the English language. Despite these contributions,
han has remained an elusive concept outside of Korea. 2 In
1985, Hyun’s American collaborators remarked on the
frustrations of conveying his message to their western
readership and noted their simultaneous “sense of immediacy”
and “sense of distance” from the notion of han (Sye 1985, p. 2)
- a state of affairs that applies as much now as then.
This paper will consider the existing literature and
knowledge of han in western scholarship - in South Korean
cinema studies in particular - in order to introduce an
additional western perspective on han as an instance of
“cultural trauma”. However, applying the notion of cultural
trauma to filmic examples of han is problematic; it brings with
it Eurocentric concepts of the collective experience and the
mediated transmission of trauma. These issues will be
discussed in relation to the interpretation of han in the closing
scenes of Im Kwon-taek’s
(1993).
was a
landmark film in the history of South Korean cinema, not least
for its commercial success, but for the national emotional
response to the text. Cultural commentators, foreign and
domestic, have remarked, from the 1990s and more recently,
on the intense expression of han from the audience and the text
itself. This paper reflects on the insights that
offers
on the nature of han, and by extension, for cultural trauma.
Western scholars have interpreted han, variously, as “the
essence of being Korean”, “an ethos of the Koreans”, and “the
2

All references to “Korean” refer to the culture and peoples of both North
and South Korea, whereas all references the nation, society and cinema of
the Republic of Korea are prefixed “South Korean”.
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[Korean] people’s world view in relation to life, death and the
cosmos” (Grinker 1998, p. 787; Son 2000, p. 15; Willoughby
2002, p. 88). This paper intends to contribute another AngloEuropean perspective on han by elaborating on the western
discourse of the expression of han in South Korean cinema of
the 1990s. Julian Stringer and Chi-Yun Shin periodize South
Korean filmmaking produced from the early 1990s onwards as
“New Korean Cinema” due to its “qualitatively different”
production values and consumer patterns (Stringer 2005, pp. 23). Michael Robinson (2005, p. 27) goes further and asserts
that beyond economic circumstances, New Korean Cinema
represented “a liberation [...] from the imperatives of the
master narratives of nation, anti-Communism, and lament over
modernization’s assault upon traditional Korean culture and
memory”. The era “loosed new energies and made synergies
possible’ including, in his opinion, a collective outpouring of
han” (Robinson 2005, p. 28). At the fore of this phenomenon
was the film,
, directed by Im Kwon-taek and
released in 1993 to unprecedented box-office success (ibid.).
The intense emotional reaction to the film was labelled
“
syndrome” by the South Korean press at the time,
and since then han has featured in every academic discussion
of the film (e.g. Cho 2002, Kwak 2004, Robinson 2005).
According to Robinson (2005, p. 27), the national sentiment
of han in regards to
manifested as “a strong desire
of Koreans at all levels of society to remember their sufferings
but to move on” (italics my own). This paper focuses
specifically upon this interpretation of the nature of han in
South Korean society of the 1990s as an expression of painful
remembering and collective healing. It draws parallels between
this atmosphere of han in post-authoritarian South Korea and a
comment by Joshua Hirsch (2004, p. 18) that “there exists a
period of time in the life of a society that has suffered a
15

massive blow - after the initial encounter with a traumatizing
historical event but before its ultimate assimilation - in which
there arises a discourse of trauma”.
In short, this paper intends to evaluate to what extent han
can be considered an example of “cultural trauma” with
specific reference to the representation of han in the film,
And hence, it limits the analysis of han to its
manifestation in the cinema of this newly democratic nation.
These caveats are vital given the complexity of the concept of
han, which has signified different ideas and emotions in
different social and historical contexts. The western notion of
“trauma” is clearly not fixed in meaning, but its history and
purpose are more immediate than han. Therefore, it is
important to note that this comparison has been constrained to
a specific context.
Han is a complicated and emotive concept within Korean
culture that requires a brief historical review to contextualize
its traumatic presence on screen in the 1990s. The origins of
han are debated: some scholars support a theory that the
etymology of han is ancient and indigenous to Korean culture,
while others argue that the term han came into circulation with
modernity as part of the nationalist ideologies of the twentieth
century (Suh 1983, Lee 1993, Lee 1994, Son 2000,
Willoughby 2002). On the one hand, Son (2000) is convinced
of the aboriginality of han from his interpretation of Korean
creation myths and the etymology of the word. Han, depicted
in hanja [한자, Sino-Korean] as 恨 composed of two ideograms:
shim [심] 心, meaning ‘mind or heart,’ and kan [간] 艮, meaning
“to remain still” (Son 2000, p. 4). Son reads 恨 as symbolic of a
tree whose roots penetrate deep into the ground, which is to
say that the wounds of han have long penetrated deep in the
Korean psyche (ibid.). An obvious oversight in his argument is
that the character for han, 恨, is also used in the Chinese
16

language, pronounced as “hen”, to denote hatred or dislike.
While, the Chinese 恨 does not share the same complex cultural
significance as han does for the Korean people, it proves
nonetheless that its etymology is not purely Korean.
Contrary to the indigenous perspective favoured by Son
(2000), Willougby (2002) and Lee (1994), is the view held by
Sang-Il Kim (1984), Abelmann (1996), and the Commission
on Theological Concerns of the Christian Conference of Asia
(CTC-CCA) (1983) that han is most germane to the political
agenda of the minjung movement. The disparity between these
two positions is slight, since the “discovery” of han by the
proponents of the minjung movement is proof that a concept of
han, in some antiquated form, existed prior to its appropriation
for political ends. To a large extent, definitions of han have been
shaped by the appropriation of han by the anti-establishment
movement of the 1970s and 1980s known as the minjung
movement [민주운동]. The movement broadly represented the
divergent political objectives of democratization, intellectual
aspirations for the revival of a sense of Korean-ness from folk
culture, and spiritual intentions to create an indigenous canon of
Christianity (CTC-CCA 1983).
The minjung resistance movement treated han as a device to
unite their diverse anti-establishment groups in order to raise
the political and historical consciousness [의식화] of the people
towards revolution (Abelmann 1996, p. 37; Willoughby 2002,
p. 95). Chungmoo Choi (1995, p. 107) describes the
aspirations of the movement as “attempts to heal the nation’s
wounded history by reconstructing a popular culture common
to all”. Soon, han became synonymous with traumatic,
political oppression:
“Haan [han] is the heart beat, the cry, the song, the longing of the
minjung, the people ‘who are oppressed politically, exploited
economically, alienated socially, and kept from being educated in
17

cultural and intellectual matters’. The minjung’s haan is the
womb from which Minjung theology was born. To know haan is
to know the minjung and vice-versa” (Son 2000, p. 33).

In the process of creating an emotive impetus to revolt, the
minjung movement fabricated associations between han and
the traumatic events of the twentieth century that redefined the
concept irrevocably. Kim Chi-Ha, poet and prominent leader
of the minjung movement, described han as “the emotional
core of the anti-regime action” that “is inherited and
transmitted boiling in the blood of the people” (quoted in Suh
1983, p. 64). Thus, han was depicted as a traumatic psychic
inheritance that linked the revolutionary actions of past
generations with the civilian revolts of the present. Following
the transition to democracy from 1988 to 1992, the minjung
movement’s message lost its relevance in the democratic era
and the discourse of han as a call to arms faded. However, han
did not, in my opinion, completely disappear from the cultural
imagination, and instead re-emerged as an expression of latent
cultural trauma.
In short, the ideology generated by the minjung movement
around the idea of han redefined it as a collective sense of
suffering derived from histories of political oppression. To the
western scholar, this condition of collective suffering brings to
mind the idea of cultural trauma developed in the Humanities
as part of trauma studies. “Cultural trauma” is defined by
Michelle Balaev (2008, p. 152) as:
“[…] massive trauma experienced by a group in the historical
past [that] can be experienced by an individual living centuries
later who shares a similar attribute of the historical group, such as
sharing the same race, religion, nationality, or gender due to the
timeless, repetitious, and infectious characteristics of traumatic
experience and memory”.
18

Although the term cultural trauma may appear on first
glance to be an accurate description for the collective feeling
of han in the post-authoritarian era of the 1990s, it introduces
specific Eurocentric expectations of the affect of han and how
it may function as a societal response to trauma in the Korean
cultural sphere.
The theoretical framework of trauma theory is firmly
couched in the western experience of trauma, prompting Irene
Visser (2011, p. 277) to suggest that trauma theory be renamed
“Holocaust theory”, to highlight, at the very least, the origin of
its specific historical referents. Trauma theory in the Humanities
grew out of the intersection of deconstructive literary criticism
and the Holocaust studies at Yale University in the early 1990s,
which resulted in Dori Laub and Shoshana Felman’s Testimony:
Crises of witnessing in literature, psychoanalysis and history
(1992), and Cathy Caruth’s Trauma: Explorations in memory
(1995) and Unclaimed experience: Trauma, narrative and
history (1996), all considered seminal texts of trauma theory.
For Caruth, trauma is “the unthinkable, lack of witnessing,
numbing, the unrepresentable, the absence of narrative, and
failures in language”, which she in her own (much quoted)
words describes as “a response, sometimes delayed, to an
overwhelming event or events, which takes the form of
repeated, intrusive hallucinations, dreams, thoughts or
behaviours stemming from the event” (Caruth 1995, p. 4;
Kaplan and Wang 2004, p. 4). Her approach was influenced by
concepts within clinical psychology, namely, Sigmund Freud’s
concept of Nachträglichkeit (belated experience of trauma),
which in turn underpins the theory of Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) first defined in the 1980 edition of the
American Psychological Association’s Diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders (Kaplan 2005, p. 33;
Visser 2011, p. 273).
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The psychiatric treatment of PTSD and the influence of
Derridean deconstructionism and Lacanian theory have
compounded the central role of language in the emotional
engagement and healing of trauma in the West (Alexander
2004, p. 6). One of the most pervasive concepts within western
trauma studies is the idea that “unspeakable” trauma may be
cured by talking through traumatic personal experience to
create a coherent “narrative of recovery” (Sturken 1999). In
order to achieve a “narrative of recovery”, the sufferer must
convert “traumatic memory”, which is “uncontrollable,
intrusive, and frequently somatic”, into “narrative memory”
(Brison 1999, p. 40). Susan J. Brison (ibid.) defines narrative
memory as “speech acts of memory” that empower sufferers:
“[…] to gain more control over the traces left by trauma […] it is
an act on the part of the narrator, a speech act that defuses
traumatic memory, giving shape and a temporal order to the
events recalled, establishing more control over their recalling,
and helping the survivor to remake a self”.

Brison (ibid.) explains that putting words to one’s own tragedy
creates subjectivity and ownership of the trauma that victimised
the sufferer, not only linguistically, but psychologically. Creating
a personal narrative of trauma removes the victim as an object
in the language of oppression, according to Brison, and
produces an account of trauma that reconnects the victim with
their community.
Postcolonial critics, like Susan Najita (2006, p. 62),
complain of the “fetishized narrative of complete recuperation”
in trauma theory, arguing that promoting the principle that
trauma can be completely healed by verbalizing a personal
narrative of suffering prohibits the exploration of non-western
approaches to trauma. Postcolonial studies take issue with
Caruth’s insistence on the universal, ahistorical nature of
20

trauma, finding this attitude masks a bias within the
theorization of trauma towards white western experiences
evaluated by Eurocentric methodologies (Craps and Buelens
2008, p. 2). In the 2008 special issue on postcolonial literature,
Stef Craps and Gert Buelens summarized the “individualizing,
psychologizing, and ultimately depoliticizing tendencies
characteristic of western models of trauma treatment” as areas
of primary concern, as well as the “Eurocentric insistence on
formal criteria of narrative rupture and aporia” (Craps and
Buelens 2008, p. 4; Visser 2011, p. 277). Narrative
explorations of trauma are not entirely dismissed by
postcolonialist theorists. Visser (2011, p. 274) finds Judith
Herman’s argument in Trauma and recovery (1994) a
compelling example of how narrative may be “a powerful and
empowering therapeutic tool, enabling integration of the
traumatic experience and aiding healing and recovery”. Visser
supports Herman’s position because of its “openness” - it does
not limit the narrativization of trauma to revelations of personal
psychological experience, and instead focuses on the context of
recovery that accompanies the emergence of narratives of
trauma. Postcolonial studies argue that “the psychologization of
social suffering [in trauma theory] encourages the idea that
recovery from the traumas of colonialism is basically a matter of
the individual witness gaining linguistic control over his or her
pain” at the expense of analysis of “the structural violence of
racial, gender, sexual, class, and other inequalities” (Craps and
Buelens 2008, p. 4; Visser 2011, p. 275). Therefore, Herman’s
approach has the potential to apply to collective non-western
experiences of trauma outwith the ambit of psychological affect,
and, importantly for postcolonial theorists, rests on a historically
and culturally specific approach to trauma narratives” (Visser
2011, p. 274).
These popular, but contested, theories of trauma that have
21

dominated the discourse of trauma in history and literary
studies since the 1980s, now threaten, in the opinion of
Susannah Radstone (2011, p. 189), to overshadow screen
studies. The study of trauma on screen has arrived surprisingly
late considering the scope for visual horror ranging from
realism to special effects, and was inaugurated in the 2001
special edition of Screen. E. Ann Kaplan and Ban Wang
(2004), Joshua Hirsch (2004), Kaplan (2005), Janet Walker
(2005) and Alan Meek (2010) discuss the capacity for media to
transmit cultural trauma, and attest to the ability of film to
contextualize historical trauma for contemporary viewers.
represents a unique insight into the mediation of
cultural trauma, on two counts: first, the collective sentiment
of han that gripped the film’s audiences at the time of its
release, and second, the expression and transmission of han in
the diegesis. This analysis will focus on the protagonists’
articulation of han through song, which channels the personal
psychic experience of trauma through the prism of a cultural
narrative of sacrifice and suffering.
The film,
, was adapted to the screen by the
director, Im Kwon-taek, from the novella of the same name
authored by Yi Ch’ŏng-jun. The title, “
”, refers to a
style of singing native to the southwestern region of Chŏlla-do
(Park 2003, p. 189).
belong to the vocal tradition of
a sori - a form of musical story-telling that recalls the great
sagas of Korean culture (Park 2003). The melodrama, set in the
1950s and 1960s, recounts the fate of a small band of a sori
performers, clinging to the traditional, itinerate lifestyle of
their art in a rapidly changing society. The ensemble consists
of Yu-bong, a a sori master, and two children he adopts to
instruct: his step-daughter, Song-hwa, a talented singer, and his
step-son, Dong-ho, who is apprenticed in the drum. Over time,
the step-brother and sister fall in love, and in retaliation Yu22

bong drives Dong-ho away and blinds Song-hwa to keep her as
his protégé and lover. Years later, Dong-ho finds Song-hwa
and in an emotional reunion they share in their grief, or han,
over their father’s death and his abusive love, in a recital of the
a sori saga, i
a [심청가].
i
a or “The Tale of Simch’ŏng”, is one of a
handful of surviving a sori sagas, and is perhaps the most
well known. The saga tells the story of a loyal daughter,
Simch’ŏng, who sacrifices herself at sea to magically cure her
father’s blindness. Simch’ŏng’s offering does not succeed in
returning her father’s sight, but the gods are so impressed by
her piety that she is returned to the world in a flower-blossom,
and becomes empress of Korea. Despite her good fortune, she
yearns for her selfish, blind father. When at last they are
reunited, her father does not believe that the empress could be
his deceased daughter. It is this climax of the saga that is
performed by the reunited sister and brother at the end of
. Song-hwa and Dong-ho meet under the pretence
that Dong-ho wishes to have an audience with the talented,
blind a sori singer who is famous in the region, however
despite this assumed anonymity, Song-hwa and Dong-ho
recognize one another. They play for hours late into the night,
sweating and straining under the physical and emotional
burden of their passionate rendition of the saga that they
practised together as childhood sweethearts. Tears begin to
well in their eyes as they reach Simch’ŏng’s plea to her blind
father, “Aigo, appajiiiiiiiii! (‘Oh Faaather!’), why do you not
recognize me?” The final lyrics that come from Song-hwa’s
lips are the blind father’s words: “What’s going on? Who’s
calling me Father? I have no son. No daughter either. My only
daughter sank into the water and died three years ago. Who’s
calling me Father?” And Simch’ŏng’s sad retort: “Father, you
still haven’t opened your eyes? Father, open your eyes and
23

look at me”.
The musical collaboration between separated siblings/lovers
expresses the pent-up emotion over their step-father’s selfish
actions. Like the blind father of i
a Yu-bong
metaphorically refused to “recognize” his children and their
love for one another. Dong-ho’s complicated feelings of hatred
and jealousy towards the man he loved as a father is
channelled through their music, as well as Song-hwa’s
affection for Yu-bong despite the sexual abuse and physical
harm that he directed at her. Moreover, the suffering they both
felt as separated young lovers adds to the expression of han in
the scene. The morning after, Dong-ho returns wordlessly to
Seoul, and Song-hwa explains to her landlord, and sometime
lover, what occurred between them the night before:
“Landlord: ‘Is that person the brother you’ve always waited for?’
Song-hwa: ‘When my sound met his drumbeat, I recognized him
at once. His skills were just like Father’s’.
L: ‘I knew something was strange. So then, but why did you two
part like strangers?’
S.: ‘We didn’t want to damage our han’.
L.: ‘Is han so deep in your hearts that you separated without
relieving it?’
S.: ‘We relieved our han last night’.
L.: ‘How?’
S.: ‘With my a sori and his drum’”.3

The conversation above brings to light to a number of Songhwa’s observations on han that contradict her landlord’s
expectations, and those of western trauma theory. It would
3

I have replaced English words in the dialogue such as “grief” with han, as
it is spoken in the original Korean.
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seem that deep-rooted feelings and experiences of han cannot,
and perhaps should not, be purged from the sufferer. Song-hwa
remarks that neither she nor Dong-ho wished to “damage” their
han, suggesting that some forms of grief should not be altered,
and that they may in fact be valuable or desirable. From this
short exchange, one can only conjecture what this refers to,
however it brings to mind a comment by Jeffrey Alexander
(2004, p. 1): “Cultural trauma occurs when members of a
collectivity feel they have been subjected to a horrendous
event that leaves indelible marks upon their group
consciousness, marking their memories forever and changing
their future identity in fundamental and irrevocable ways”.
His remark leads me to consider that one manner in which
trauma, or even han, may be “valuable” is as a facet of the
evolving sense of self of the bearer of traumatic experience or
han.
The second point raised in the conversation, and evident in
the previous scene, is the role of music in releasing their grief.
It has been a long held belief in Korean culture that a sori is
the vocal expression of han. Contemporary academic research
also attests that Korean music “has served psychosocial and
emotional functions for its people as a means of sublimation
and ventilation” of repressed feelings such as han (Chong
2011, pp. 100-102). Marshall Pihl (1994, pp. 5-6) adds that, in
his opinion, a sori’s main purpose is not to narrate the
melodrama of the sagas, but to elicit the sensation of han from
both the performer and audience. In the reunion between the
siblings/lovers, this dynamic of performer and audience is
replicated in Song-hwa’s sung narration of i
a and
Dong-ho’s accompaniment on drum. While both contribute to
the musical rendition, Dong-ho’s rapturous engagement with
Song-hwa’s facial and vocal expression situates him as an
onlooker, unlike the blind Song-hwa. In this regard, their
25

cathartic song of han resembles Herman’s notion of narrative
recovery from trauma. The duo do not find their own words for
their personal traumatic involvement, as western trauma theory
would anticipate of a “narrative of recovery”. Yet they do find
a creative outlet for their repressed emotions, and even share in
a cultural myth that resonates with their loss of their own
father.
One of the major contentions of western trauma theory is
the apparently “unreflective” adaptation of concepts of
individual trauma onto the collective experience of cultural
trauma. The emotional and narrative climax of
provides an alternative impression of cultural trauma. Instead
of notions of collective repression of memory and public
testimonies of reclaimed histories that populate the western
idea of cultural trauma, it would seem those suffering the grief
of han access their trauma in shared (and collectivelysanctioned) cultural spaces and modalities. It is not only Songhwa and Dong-ho who find release in the comfort of their
reunion,
’s audiences in the early 1990s created an
“imagined community” that constructed (a traumatized) South
Korean identity from the shared pain of a society in the throes
of social transition from dictatorship to democracy. By
identifying in the culturally constructed trauma of han in the
narratives of i
a and
sufferers (real or
imagined) found a space of safety to partake in a narrative of
recuperation. Herman (1994) speaks directly and at length
about the establishment of safety for trauma survivors, and
names it the first stage of recovery. Thus, in the aftermath of
the chaotic decades of authoritarian rule and accelerated social
transition, han came to signify - perhaps only fleetingly - a
cultural heritage of repressed emotion, from which the nation
could draw solidarity and, ironically, strength in a collective
cry of pain.
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Roberto Bertoni
(Trinity College Dublin)

SOME ASPECTS OF THE REPRESENTATION OF KOREA
BY ITALIANS

1. Introduction
Korea has been represented by Italians in a variety of ways.
Some samples of these representations are given briefly below.
They include general accounts, scholarly essays, translations,
visual arts, press articles, ideological depictions, official
government sources, the Internet, informal surveys, touristic
descriptions, and cultural trends.

2. General accounts
Rossetti’s book Corea e coreani (1905) is perhaps the first
Italian study of Korea that has some anthropological aspects
while including also travel notes and social considerations
gathered during the eight months of the author’s stay in Seoul
as Consul of Italy in 1902 and 1903. One of the important
features of this work in two volumes is the large number of
photographs portraying images of people and daily life in
Korea as well as interiors, places and city landscapes. Despite
his brief stay, Rossetti was sensitive to activities and traditions,
inquired about them and gave accurate descriptions. Even
though intertextual references should be made to the works of
others, from different nationalities, on which he partly built his
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own considerations, this text was written with an enthusiasm
that reveals authentic interest in Korean culture. At the same
time, however, and in tandem with genuine curiosity, one of
the background ideologies adopted would seem to be the
conviction that a western-like type of development in terms of
institutions and efficient technology would be desirable. This,
however, did not prevent Rossetti from witnessing the
incumbent presence of Japan only a few years before official
colonization of Korea. Human sympathy towards Koreans can
also be noticed in Corea e coreani despite the clear perception
of the distance in time and place between Asia and Europe.
After Rossetti, one might mention Muzio (1920), where
indications of a rather descriptive variety are given on
geography, plant and animal life, the people and their activities,
rituals and habits. Attention is also paid to aspects such as
agriculture, housing, the status conferred by marriage, the
condition of women, religion, and death rituals. The type of
orientalism adopted in this text would seem to belong in the
realm of intentional objectivity, thus coinciding with an
attempt to render Asian cultural difference from Europe in
terms of scientific knowledge and therefore without any
pronounced western prejudice.
On this line of interpretation, more recently, one might also
mention Maraini (1978). Even though the best part of his
volume is devoted to Japan (a country where the author, an
ethnologist by training, worked as a lecturer in Italian, and
where he was imprisoned in 1943 due to his rejection of
Fascism), his approach to Korea is accurate and culturally well
informed.
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3. Scholarly essays
Italian scholarly representation of Korea has become more
prominent over the years. The image of Korea projected by
essays of this kind is highly qualified intellectually. Its
contribution to knowledge is oriented mainly towards fellow
academics, students of oriental disciplines and languages, but
also, on some levels, towards the general public. Topics in this
case are studied from a specialist perspective similar to that of
colleagues operating from Korea, yet with the additional task of
explaining details of the background culture hardly known to a
non-specialized Italian readership. In order to provide just a few
examples in the last two decades, one might mention here wide
ranging historical and literary works (Riotto 1996 and 2005),
essays on shamanism (Bruno 1997), political reflections (Fiori
2009 and 2010), commentaries on classics such as Samguk Sagi
(De Benedittis 2013a), and women’s studies (D’Urso 2002).

4. Translations
Remaining with written and intellectual representations, let
us now move on to the field of literary translation. Academic
literary translators such as D’Urso and Riotto, as well as
others, have rendered a number of Korean classical and
modern authors into Italian. Gatti (2013, p. 53) from “O barra
O”, the first publishing house that supported translation of
Korean texts into Italian, observes that his task is made
difficult by “lack of an Italian collective imaginary repertoire
about Korea”, however what motivates Italians to buy Korean
books is precisely “curiosity on such an ‘unknown land’”
(ibid., p. 54). According to Gatti, there are few translators and
scarce institutional encouragement, so the works published
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remain confined to a limited number of readers.

5. Visual arts
Some approaches to Korea occur in the field of the visual
arts, due to the fact that a number of Korean painters and
photographers have had work contacts with Italy. As Foschi
(2013) points out, since 1995 Korea has been represented at
the important International Biennale in Venice. Artists such as
Bae Chan Hyo, and photographers such as Bae Bien-U, have
exhibited their work in Italian galleries. Even though the
presence of Korean contemporary visual arts is not too
frequent, it does constitute a way of communicating effectively
with Italians through the medium of images. To remain with
the two names just mentioned, interaction takes place between
the cultures of Korea and Italy due to Bae Chan Hyo’s
European intertextual references, and Bae Bien-U’s landscape
themes that, for their own nature as photo-subjects, can be
appreciated transnationally.
In the area of visual media, one further example is the
Korean cinema festival in Florence, held once a year; an event
facilitating cultural exchange and appreciation that builds up
not only the Italian audience’s knowledge of a specific school
of cinematography, but also a realistic approach to people,
places and society through the scripts and settings of the films
shown.

6. Press articles
The above examples illustrate intellectual and mostly
specialized approaches, but what we are also concerned with
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here is how Korea is seen by the general public in Italy. A
number of sources and agencies can be considered in this
respect. Let us start with the press by looking briefly at how
some newspapers and magazines have represented Korea in
Italy in two different periods, the 1970s and the 2010s.
In his introduction to a book comprised of a selection of
newspaper articles, the editor, Barbi (1979, p. III), wrote that
Korea was hardly known by Italians, and only few individuals
seemed to be aware of its history, artistic heritage, ethnic
nature, psychological configuration and social features.
In the area of politics, a number of articles included in the
same book, however, were not un-biased, in fact they were
taken from right-wing newspapers (Il Tempo and Il Giornale),
and clearly interpreted Korean events largely in a proAmerican and anti-communist light.
A more balanced approach was adopted in Barbi’s selection
by Torchia (1979, pp. 13-17). He criticizes both President Park
Chung Hee’s “authoritarian rule”, and Kim Il Sung’s politics,
which, he specifies, isolate North Koreans “from the rest of the
world” and makes them resemble “the inhabitants of a
different planet”.
A few articles from various newspapers discussed the truce
between the two Koreas and its international repercussions.
Sormani, in particular, devoted an article to the killing of
President Park Chung Hee, and interestingly, or perhaps
curiously, compared Korea to Italy with regard to violence and
the character of their peoples, while of course also showing
obvious differences between the two nations.
Other articles paid attention to South Korean economic
development. Pizzinelli wrote about the “wide reaching
economic growth”, and compared South Korea to other
developing Asian countries. Rather well documented articles
were written on this topic by Weisser for the economic
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newspaper Il Sole 24 ore.
Parallel to this, in some other articles included in Barbi’s
volume, visiting journalists focused on social issues, in
particular modernization, urbanization and Confucianism.
If we compare the above mentioned entries to contemporary
newspapers, it appears, even given a difference of thirty-five
years, that the most frequently discussed topics are still more
or less the same, with lengthy space being accorded to North
Korea and its threats of war. However, a higher level of
interest in global topics, as one would expect, is clearer in the
2010s than in the 1970s. Let us look at some examples.
In a January 2014 Internet search on Korea in the sites of La
Repubblica and Il Corriere della sera, two of the major daily
newspapers in Italy, what recurs most often are indeed articles
on North Korea, followed by some reports on the South
Korean economy and on sport news.
Occasional articles though, appearing in the same month,
attempted a deeper analysis of issues relating to Korea.
Stancanelli, for instance, reviewed the translation of a novel by
Kyung-Sook Shin.
A tendency towards either critical or appreciative serious
examination of South Korean society could be found in
magazines.
For example, Berardi Bifo (2013) wrote a mostly negative
travelogue in which a sociological analysis of difficulties
created by the increase in prices in Seoul was presented in
relation to the global “contemporary paradox of wealth that
produces poverty”.
By contrast, Ciotti (2013) gave a positive evaluation of
South Korea in an article in which comparisons between Korea
and Italy were made in terms of welfare and modernization,
and similarities between the two countries were identified in
size of population and GNP. However, significant differences
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were noted in unemployment (11.2% in Italy, and 3% in South
Korea), and development was foreseen to be higher in Korea
than Italy. The article showed how Korea had invested in
scientific research and education, with university ratings higher
than Italian academic institutions. The author’s conclusion was
that “a comparison with a dynamic, young and highly
competitive nation such as Korea highlights inefficiencies in
development and competitiveness in key sectors in our
country”. Just over a century since Rossetti’s account of Korea
as other than Italy, we now see a comparison that not only puts
the two countries on the same level within the framework of
globalization, but in fact shows that South Korea can be, in
some respects, a positive model for Italy. In this article, the
concept of otherness is therefore left neutral, in fact it is
abolished at least on the plan of economic analysis.

7. Ideological depictions
Ideology is at times the motivation behind recent information.
Italian newspapers insist in particular on a negative representation
of North Korea, seen as an illiberal prison state and almost the
epitome of the absolute other in relation to democracy and
human rights.
On an opposite note, we also find positive analysis and
news provided by the “Association for Friendship between
Italy and North Korea”. The news items included in the
Internet site of this association are generally positive
illustrations of all-Korean culture viewed from a northern
perspective - see an entry on the Lunar Calendar festival, and
one on “Humminjongun, the Korean alphabet”. The site index
in February 2014 included a celebratory article for the 72 nd
anniversary of Kim Jong Il’s day of birth as well as other
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propaganda-based posts. The otherness of North Korea,
expressed in several press representations, is overturned here
in the name of the international communality of communist
ideology. In the approach of the “Association for Friendship
between Italy and North Korea”, North Korea becomes one of
the last remaining fortresses of resistance to global capitalism.
Such is also the case with a communist-biased account of
North Korea in a travelogue by Rossi (2012) where only
positive aspects are given of this state, seen as home of
hardworking and smiling people.
De Nicola and Del Corona (2006) offer a more detached
representation of how propaganda works. They take into
account both some manifestations of anti-Communism in
South Korea, and a corresponding anti-Capitalism in North
Korea. They also explore a variety of representations of North
Korea in western countries.

8. Official government sources
As one might expect, due to bilateral communication and
official purposes, Italian Government sources provide qualified
information. We shall see just one example here - an analysis
(dated May 2013) of Korea analysed as the twelfth world
economy on the Internet site of the Italian Department of
Foreign Affairs.
On this site, in addition to information on Korean industries,
and an interpretation of South Korea as characterized by a
good balance of the global and the local, we find data on the
number of Koreans visiting Italy (about 400,000), and statistics
according to which Italy is the third European country, in a
scale of preferences, that Koreans would like to visit.
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Interest and information in this case are oriented towards
development of services and facilities that might suit the needs
of Koreans, and at the same time towards promoting the
development of Italian business. South Korea is thus adopted
among the democracies of the western world, and it is
presented as a valid interlocutor of European countries due to
economic and diplomatic compatibilities.

9. Internet
One would certainly not say that Korea is absent from the
results of Italian Internet searches. In a Google search based on
the two key words “La Corea” (that grant exclusively Italian
entries due to the Italian grammar used - the article “la” - and
“Corea”, the Italian spelling of the word Korea), 89,600,000
entries were obtained on January 7 th, 2014, a figure that, on the
same day, was actually higher than 28,500,000 entries for “Il
Giappone” (Japan), but lower than 122,000,000 entries for “La
Cina” (China).
One of the dimensions of the Internet is blogs devoted to
information. Among such sites, one could mention Anselmo
(2000-2013), who created La Corea vista da un italiano, a blog
that offers an image of Korea mainly based on the South through
which, while showing sympathy, the editor provides a reasonably
balanced and non-stereotypical account of miscellaneous topics
with the aim of deepening public awareness.
10. Informal surveys
Notwithstanding this, awareness about Korea does not seem
to be too extensive even among intellectuals who are not
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concerned specifically with oriental topics. The results of a
survey among an e-mail list composed of Italian academics,
teachers, writers and translators prompted ten replies.
Two people responded that they knew nothing about Korea.
Among those who answered most questions, what prevailed
was an overwhelming majority of “no” answers to the
questions “Do you know what Hallyu is”? (100% answered
“no”), “Do you know what kimchi is?” (99% said no), “Do you
know any Korean films”? (70% did not know any).
One of the questions was “Mention three words that you
associate with Korea”, and interestingly the words chosen by
the interviewees were “war” (40%), and, one entry each,
“Buddhism”, “cars”, “Catholicism”, “greenness”, “opera
singers”, “Samsung”, and “smartphones”. One answer to this
question was the following three words: “far”, “mysterious”,
and “silent”.
In the section of the questionnaire that prompted
respondents to indicate any aspects of Korea not addressed by
the questions asked, some of the answers were “Beauty of
Cheju Do”, “Good high school results”, and “PSY”.
Clearly, given the limited number of interviewees, this
questionnaire cannot claim to be scientific. Yet, some of its
results were briefly described above in order to show how
information on Korea is rather fragmented, and, strangely,
things or events that in Asia are well known about Korea do
not seem to have reached even a highly educated public in
most cases in Italy. This does not mean that Korea is totally
unknown. Economics and politics prevail among the aspects
that have spread from the Asian to the Southern European
peninsula. Indeed, some reasonably accurate information in the
questionnaire was provided by the majority of the people
interviewed on the position of Korea in the world economy,
and some details were given on the northern and southern
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Korean political systems. Finally, one interviewee had visited
Korea and was therefore better informed on a number of
aspects.
Data provided by Italians who have resided temporarily or
permanently in Korea is noticeably more accurate. Even
though differences between Korea and Italy are identified by
this group of observers, it must be noticed that otherness is not
pronounced in these interpretations. A short survey (Bertoni
2013) among temporary residents there has given the following
results.
Italian students of Korean studies, while staying in Seoul
for a few months, reported favourably about the teaching staff,
the learning environment, equipment in general and libraries in
particular, but some of these interviewees found it difficult to
socialize with Korean peers. A number of differences, for
instance, were found by female students among the dress codes
and daily habits of young Italians and young Koreans. In
general, though, the experience in Korea was valued positively
by all Italian students interviewed.
People who worked in Korea for periods of at least one year
expressed admiration for Korean colleagues’ work ethic,
helpful attitudes, collaboration and the sense of belonging in a
work collective. They also appreciated their increased earning
capacity, as their salaries were higher than in Italy, and also the
efficient and reasonably priced Korean public transportation
network.
Yet, even if English was the main language of
communication used in circles including both Koreans and
foreigners, some of the Italians interviewed, since they could
not speak Korean, felt cut off from authentic local life.
Parallel to this, some Italians felt that, irrespectively of their
limited fluency in Korean, it was an awkward sensation to be
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confined most of the time within international and
transnational communities.
Only very few Italians who have recently arrived in Korea
expressed the wish to stay for reasonably long periods. The
majority of business people intended to leave for other Asian
countries in a few years.
Even though Italians working in the educational sector in
South Korea admired the curricula, the seriousness of the
students, the libraries and other infrastructure, one of them
stated that perhaps, when time came for Italian children to go
to high school, they would be better off in Italy, perhaps
because of the pressures imposed on students in the highperforming Korean school system.
A different level of understanding and evaluation was
expressed by Italians who live in Korea as permanent
residents. Some of them explicitly voiced satisfaction, and they
found Koreans collaborative and emotionally warm (Cipriano
2011). Some have Korean spouses, and their children are
bilingual.
Some actively participate not only in Korean family life but
in society. Confalonieri (2014), for example, is in charge of
“Yeoksam Global Village Centre”, an institution dedicated to
helping foreigners find their bearings in South Korea.
It would appear that integration of permanent Italian
residents is to a large extent based on the ability to speak
Korean and on the adoption of local Korean customs with a
view to participating more fully in family and social life. These
are also strategies towards new identity formation. This new
identity, which was relevant in all cases in order to better
interact with others in Korea, was in the process of becoming
even primary at times, while an individual Italian, and more
widely western, identity was of course also maintained on
other levels.
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A special case is that of the religious. Italian Catholic
priests and nuns studied Korean from the very beginning of
their stay. They integrated in society through the religious
communities and the institutions to which they belong. They
intervene in a variety of real-life situations through pastoral
and social activities.
An example of this is Father Vincenzo Bordo, who founded
“Anna’s House”, a centre for the recuperation of poor and
drug-addicted people. His institution obtained official
recognition from South Korean authorities.
In terms of interpretation, Bordo uses two main conceptual
frameworks. One of them is the consideration that affluent
societies in the globally developed world in general still retain
pockets of poverty, and it was precisely in these lesser
privileged areas that he decided to do pastoral work in South
Korea. The second conceptual framework is related to
elements of Korean ideology, and on this level Bordo admires
Confucian values of loyalty to family and work and altruism in
general. He fears that Korean society might suffer from the
weakening of these values as he has witnessed in recent years
vis-à-vis modernization (Bordo 2013).
In the case of Bordo, and with regard to imagology, we
have a thinning down of the concept of otherness, which is
replaced by native-like action within a local community and by
rather autochthonous sociological concerns.

11. Touristic descriptions
Italians also visit Korea as tourists. The travelogues of
visitors reporting on an Internet site called Turisti per caso are
normally positive. Most of them write about efficient services,
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interesting sites, and seem in fact to lack excessive orientalist
exoticism.
Some Italian tourists were rather down to earth when they
wrote that the Korean landscape was fine, but the weather was
not always great. This would perhaps indicate a sense of
“normality” in approach, and even a sense of comfortable
adaptation, as their negative comments focused merely on the
weather and they showed no uneasiness with the social aspects
of the Asian peninsula.
Some other tourists appreciated the “undervalued but
surprising Korean cuisine, low fat and varied”. In other words,
there was a pleasant sense of discovery of a material culture
previously unknown to them.
However, on this Internet site, a minority of Italian tourists
found “unique and mysterious atmospheres”. One indicator of
otherness is indeed the term “mysterious”, already noted in this
paper.

12. Cultural trends
Modern identification with Korea also takes place via the
cultural trend of Hallyu. There are Facebook entries and other
Internet sites on this trend even though the “Korean wave” has
perhaps not reached so many people in Italy as in other
countries.
Hallyu Italy, for example, includes several videos of songs
and other materials. A blog called Rome to Seoul includes
references to a number of TV soap operas.
In 2011, an Internet site called Anime and drama published
a post about a survey among members on Korean TV serials.
The survey had revealed high levels of appreciation and a wish
to import these serials into Italy, but this apparently clashed
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with the plans of Italian TV authorities who find it difficult to
broadcast programs provided with subtitles instead of dubbing.
At the same time, according to this post, it is apparently
difficult, for unspecified reasons, to have Korean TV dramas
dubbed into Italian.
In brief, slowly and despite some difficulty, Hallyu would
seem to have become one of the ways of representing Korea in
Italy. One might wonder to what extent fan-clubs such as the
ones mentioned above can provide an authentic depiction of
contemporary Korea. Yet, it might be argued that, even though
academic culture unquestionably has profound intellectual
content and it regrettably does not reach a wider audience, the
popular culture of late modernity should not be despised. On the
contrary, we should appreciate the fact that, since K-dramas and
pop-songs are agents of intercultural communication, they
constitute one aspect of the positive reception of South Korea
within a media-oriented world where the local interacts with
the global. Additionally, it is perhaps from this type of
interaction that further interest could be raised in more things
Korean including scholarly culture.

13. Conclusion
From an analysis of even the small number of sources
indicated above, one could perhaps conclude that Italian
representations of Korea provided with intellectual depth and
accurate details are mostly found in specialist academic works,
translations, exhibitions, governmental sources, financial
reports, accounts of Italian residents in Korea, and texts by
individuals who for one or other reason have developed a
personal interest in the Asian country. In quantitative terms,
these works constitute the minority of Italian texts available on
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Korea. Among the majority sources, newspapers seem to focus
mostly on a limited gamut of events and sensationalist trends.
Among non-specialists, it still seems that only a limited
number of Italians are fully aware of Korea as a specific
cultural and social entity. Despite this, we might conclude by
underlining the curiosity about Korea and its culture, and the
non-negative approach, that are evident in a number of the
sources examined.
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AN EXPLORATION OF THE ROLES OF ENGLISH
IN SOCIETAL AND INDIVIDUAL MULTILINGUALISM IN KOREA

1. Introduction and context
This paper seeks to explore some of the roles embodied by
the English language in Korea from an applied linguistic
perspective.1 South Korea’s investment in and dedication to
education is renowned. Clark and Park (2013) cite for South
Korea the highest gross university enrolment ratio of any
country in the world,2 an indicator that is representative of the
value placed on education in Korean society. According to
their report, sixty-five per cent of Koreans aged between 25
and 34 years have attained a university education, and over 97
per cent of the same age group has finished, at least, upper
secondary education. South Korea ranks consistently near the
top of OECD’s PISA survey. However, despite a record of
investment and achievement in education in general, English
language proficiency in particular lags behind in international
rankings. The average TOEFL scores for South Korean
1

The author most gratefully acknowledges the support of The Academy for
Korean Studies, whose generous funding supported the preparation of this
paper.
2
Total enrolment in tertiary education, regardless of age, expressed as a
percentage of the total population of the five-year age group following on
from secondary school.
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examinees ranked 93rd out of 147 countries in 2004 and 2005
(Park, J.-K. 2009, p. 51).3 In the internet-based TOEFL
English language proficiency test (‘iBT’), Koreans collectively
ranked 136th out of 161 nations on the speaking test in 2008,
with an average score of 18 points from a possible 30, lower
than the world average of 19.3 points. Koreans’ collective
listening scores and writing scores in the iBT also ranked
lower than the world averages, and the only above-average
scores were in the reading section, where Koreans’ collective
scores were slightly above the world average (scoring 20
compared to the world average of 19.4) (Kang 2009).
Although, according to its test organizers, Korea has the
highest number of TOEFL test takers in the world, Korea may
be described as a context of dominant monolingualism, where
most Koreans are “rarely in regular contact with speakers of
languages other than Korean, and virtually all aspects of their
lives are conducted in Korean” (Park, J. S.-Y. 2009, p. 30).
English remains a language that is rarely used or heard in most
people’s daily activities. Yet, English is a national obsession:
school children spend every available hour cramming to obtain
high scores in English language proficiency tests, private
English language education is booming, and there seems to be
no logical limit to measures which promise the production of
accurate, native-like utterances. And English is on display
throughout the Korean landscape, urban and rural, seemingly
in every sphere of life. It seems that the conventional role of
English as a Foreign Language (learned for communicative
interactions in the workplace or when abroad) has been
outstripped in contemporary South Korea, and replaced by the
local dispensations of a social signifier, an educational asset

3

Test of English as a Foreign Language.
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and a global commodity. J. S.-Y Park (2009, p. 55) considers
the roots of this phenomenon:
“This current English boom in South Korea is rooted in Korea’s
so-called ‘education fever’, originating from the combination of
the country’s long tradition of Confucianism and new egalitarian
ideas from the West after the collapse of the old class system
(Seth 2002). Since the 1990s, this ‘education fever’ has made
English the most powerful vehicle to achieve success in South
Korea”.

At the start of Lee Myung-bak’s presidency in 2008, it was
estimated that some 15 trillion won (c. US$ 13 million) were
spent annually on private English classes alone (Jeon 2012).
The Samsung Economic Research Institute reported similar
figures for the same period (14 trillion won, Kang 2008). Jeon
(2012) cites data from a joint annual survey conducted in 2008
by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology and the
National Statistical Office (NSO), which estimates that
spending on English within the private education sector at
primary and secondary level was worth 20.9 trillion won in
2008. Yet, despite this sustained and intensive pursuit of
“English education” (described as a “collective neurosis of
English fever”, Kim Y.-M. 2002), the outcomes and
international rankings seem unsatisfactory in Korean public
and political opinion.
This paper seeks to address some of the contradictions
identified above, through examining the nature of individual
and societal multilingualism in Korea. The paper will start with
a brief discussion of some terms that may be helpful when
investigating multilingualism, before moving to the central
concern of this paper, an exploration of the roles of English
within, respectively, societal and individual multilingualism.
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The paper will finish with a discussion of the salient points,
and explore some of the tensions that arise in this examination.

2. The role of English in societal multilingualism in Korea
The study of societal multilingualism allows us to learn more
about the status and roles of English, attitudes towards English,
symbolic and pragmatic uses of English, and correlation
between English language use and factors such as social class
and economic prosperity. This section will examine four key
roles for the English language in South Korea: English as a
means of external representation or branding, English as a
means of national self-expression within the official language
debate, English as a Second Language within a context of
inward migration, and English as a display language.
The use of English in external communications or
international marketing is evident in the deployment of various
slogans and corporate taglines, which embody symbolic
messages for tourists and business visitors. These include the
slogans of “Hi Seoul” (launched in 2002, picked from among
7,000 suggestions by citizens, Breen 2009), which hoped to
convey the relaxed and informal atmosphere of the city
through connotations of the greeting “hi”; the “Soul of Asia”,
and “Global Seoul-Mates” of the Seoul Metropolitan
Government,4 which require English language competence to
“decode” the word play involved; and the “Dynamic Korea”
and “Korea, Sparkling” slogans of the Korea Tourism
Organization. There has been much debate in Korea about the
success of these marketing slogans, which often fail to impact
in the international audience appropriately (e.g. the
4

http://english.seoul.go.kr/.
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connotations of the word “sparkling” in English are often
related to mineral water rather than to energy, which the
campaign had hoped to convey). Debate in the media reveals
awareness in Korean society about how such slogans fail to
communicate effectively abroad and how such branding must
understand the audience as well as the national brand. It seems
that the awareness of the external, representative role of
English, as a way of communicating a “national brand”, is a
matter that will continue to attract attention in Korea’s media
and public debate.
The second role of English within the perspective of
societal multilingualism in South Korea is closely connected to
the representative role described above, and embodies the use
of what Curtin (2009) describes as “vogue or display English”,
or in fact other European or pseudo-European formulations.
These instances, along with the “English frenzy” described
earlier in the educational sphere, contribute to our understanding
of the symbolic and pragmatic functions of English. This type of
English language use will be immediately familiar to most
readers: international corporations (“Baskin Robbins”,
“Kentucky Fried Chicken”), national brands (“Seven Springs”,
“A Twosome Place”), names of apartment buildings (e.g. “Park
View”, “Lotte Castle”), as a qualifier on packaging or on
restaurant signs amid Korean script (“organic”, “healthy”),
romanized versions of Korean names (“Lee Hyun Ju Hair”), and
slogans on products such as clothing. McKay (1992, in Curtin
2009, p. 542) writes that these types of instances are “designed
to be seen rather than read”, and argues that “the visual appeal”
of foreign items or orthography takes precedence over “their
accuracy and appropriateness” (ibid.). Whilst the predominant
language is English, this is not exclusively the case, and
Japanese, Italian, French and Spanish, inter alia, are also visible,
e.g. “Paris Baguette”, “Caffè Pascucci”, “Caffè Bene”. Curtin
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(2009, p. 229) argues that “English has come to signify a
cosmopolitan life-style”, “cosmopolitan, educated, well-to-do,
and fashionable”. Yet, as both McKay and Curtin point out, a
surface reading of these signs as simply indexing globalization
is overly simplistic, and ignores the bi-directionality and the
appropriation of such language displays to fit the local
economy, needs and tastes. Curtin (ibid.) describes how
English language signage in Taipei fits the local multilingual
context, and creates complex English word plays that require
knowledge of Mandarin to be decrypted. Similarly, local
knowledge and context is embodied in English language
signage which plays both a symbolic role (globalized, modern,
fashionable) and an appropriated pragmatic role that means
knowledge of the Korean language and culture enhance and
complete the illocutionary force of the signage. For example,
two restaurants in the Gangnam district in Seoul employ a
romanized version of the Korean word tang (soup) in their
restaurant names: the restaurant named “Asian Tang”, selling
Korean soups and noodle dishes, and a nearby restaurant
named “Tang”, selling Vietnamese rice noodle broths.
Knowledge of Korean is necessary for the full illocutionary
force of both restaurant names. Kim (2010) describes the
tendency in Konglish to abbreviate longer English words, and
cites the abbreviation of the word “sandwich” in Korean
eateries, where signage and products only make sense to the
local Korean clientele, including “sandpresso”, “sandbuck”
and “Sand&Food”. Such linguistic borrowings, calques,
reformulations and abbreviations are present in all speech
communities and situations of language contact, and reflect
local appropriations which, whilst sometimes “inappropriate”
for speakers of the source language, are fully suitable for and
understood by the local audience.
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Thirdly, the representative role of English assumed a new,
internal dimension from the late 1990s onwards, when a debate
started regarding the possibility of employing English as an
official language. Despite the small size of English-language
speech communities, and the lack of official/historical role for
English in Korean society, there has been intense public debate
on this subject since the late 1990s. This discussion is situated
within a largely monolingual context: the introduction of
English as an official language of the Republic of Korea would
therefore represent a legislative role for a language which is
not understood or spoken by the majority of the population.
Song (2013) points us to a publication from 1998 entitled
Kwukcey-e sitay-ui mincok-e [Ethnic languages in the age of
an international language]. Its author, Bok Geo-Il, argued that
“it would be extremely costly, even if possible, to access
global information and knowledge through local languages
such as Korean; hence, the lack of English proficiency in the
age of globalization would be a serious impediment to gaining
access to global information and knowledge.” (ibid., p. 141).
Bok’s recommendation therefore was to replace Korean with
English as South Korea’s official language. It seems the
subject is unlikely to disappear from headlines. See for
instance an article from The Korea Times (Oh 2008):
“After three years as the leader of ‘Invest Korea’, aimed at
drawing foreigners here to do business, Chung Tong-soo has one
message - make English an official language. […] ‘Years from
now, we may look back on a lost chance with regret’, he said.
Acknowledging the difficulties the government would face in
adopting English as an official language, Chung said, ‘That is
what the government is for’”.

Within this perspective, English is not just viewed as a way
of improving Korea’s access to “global information and
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knowledge” (Bok, in Song 2013), but it is also a global asset
which could improve Korea’s competitiveness with other
countries where English is already a “unique selling point”
when attracting investment, such as Singapore. However,
critics noted that comparator countries have a different
historical relationship with English, expressing concern at the
feasibility of the project as well as the prospect of excluding a
large proportion of the population. Within the discipline of
applied linguistics, Kachru’s seminal model (1985) of circles
of English exemplifies the issues at stake in the English as an
official language debate in Korea.
The fourth role of English, and possibly the most dynamic
role at present under the umbrella of societal multilingualism,
is that of “English as a Second Language” or “English as a
Lingua Franca” in Korean society. Whilst Korea is typically
described as “linguistically homogeneous” and “monolingual”,
sometimes compared with Iceland for its lack of linguistic
diversity, multilingual language varieties co-exist on the
Korean peninsula, including multiple varieties of Korean (and
among these Chinese Korean) as well as neighbouring
language varieties. From the late nineteenth century onwards,
this has included European language varieties.
Until the 1990s, South Korean immigration policy may be
described as restrictive, only admitting professionals and
foreign investors who were mostly from developed countries
(Kong, Yoon and Yu 2010). Recent decades have seen changes
in policy to meet contemporary economic and social demands.
International marriages, for example, accounted for almost 9
per cent of all marriages in Korea in 2011. These marriages are
generally (although not exclusively) between Chinese wives
and Korean husbands in rural areas. The need for manual
labourers has also led to the adoption of a work permit system
with fifteen countries, which accounts for several tens of
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thousands arriving annually for jobs in manufacturing, creating
speech communities of, inter alia, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Indonesian, Filipino and Thai-speaking individuals.
Whilst most of “officialdom” in Korea is communicated
exclusively through Korean, the use of English and other
languages is now increasingly necessary as a response to new
population diversity in South Korea, for instance in relation to
the safety and protection of migrant workers where English is
often used as a lingua franca. An interesting interplay between
authoritative and pragmatic language use is found in the
Ministry of Employment and Labor’s provision of English
translations of legislation, such as the Occupational Safety and
Health Act (1981) or the Industrial Accident Compensation
Insurance Act (1963). These translations are each prefaced
with the statement, “This translation of Korea’s labor laws is
intended mainly as a convenience to the non-Korean-reading
public”, designed to address the many reported dangers faced
by migrant workers on construction sites. The standard
response to these dangers has been visual representations of
the need to wear a hard hat, high visibility vest and so on,
although there are some instances of pragmatic, simple signage
in English to alert workers’ dangerous conditions. Workers
who campaign for the rights of illegal migrant workers in
Korea use the English language as a means of attracting
international attention to their working conditions, a tactic that
has been largely successful. The Migrants’ Trade Union
publishes an English version of its website, 5 and the “Korean”
version tends in fact towards a bilingual site,6 where
information on rallies and events is available in both English
and Korean. Pragmatic responses to difficulties experienced by
5
6

http://migrant.nodong.net/?mid=home_eng.
http://migrant.nodong.net/.
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population members who do not speak Korean fluently are often
provided by non-government bodies, charities and religious
organizations. For example, the Korea Support Center for
Foreign Workers provides a “Multilingual Consultation for
Migrant Workers”: a helpline for advice on wages, immigration
status, employment permits, industrial accidents, international
marriages, medical care, housing rental, funerals, fraud, assault
and litigation. A call-back service operates using three-way
conversations between clients, advisors and interpreters in
thirteen languages.7 Many members of these speech
communities are speakers of English as a Second Language
(e.g. Pakistani, Bengali or Filipino), and also use English as a
lingua franca.

3. The role of English in individual multilingualism in Korea
The study of individual multilingualism addresses the
language varieties of individuals, sometimes described as their
linguistic repertoires. It investigates their learning pathways,
their attitudes, motivation, and outcomes, as well as the
interaction of the different language varieties within their
repertoire. English plays a number of roles for individuals in
contemporary Korean society, particularly in its “testocracy”
where English language proficiency scores are used as a
gatekeeper for educational progress, employment and even
marriage, and the washback from the test (its influence on the
curriculum, teaching and learning) permeates all aspects of
English language education.
7

Mongolian, Vietnamese, Chinese (variety not specified), Indonesian, Thai,
English, Filipino, Tamil, Uzbek, Urdu, Cambodian, Nepali, Burmese,
Bengali.
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Given the societal context described above, it is not
surprising that mastery of English has become a national
concern, where proficiency does not simply represent a skill
which may open doors for some of the population but rather a
greater good to help promote Korea on an international stage.
Lo and Kim (2012, p. 259) comment how “South Koreans’
supposedly poor skills at speaking English are constructed as a
hindrance to national modernization and development, and
framed as responsible for the country’s low global status”. The
authors argue that “newspaper editorials, presidential speeches,
and laments about ‘Konglish’ present portraits of the linguistic
insufficiency of South Koreans in spoken English”. In this
paradigm, the inability to interact with English speakers is a
shame and burden:
“The imagery of chance encounters with a Western, Englishspeaking foreigner (and the corresponding image of an
embarrassed Korean who cannot say a single word in English) is
a constant obsession in Korean discourses of English, one of the
most repeatedly invoked scenarios across many different sites”
(Park, J. S-Y. 2009, p. 76).

Park (ibid.) points out the contradiction in this scenario,
where it is the “hapless South Korean, who brings shame upon
his nation through his linguistic incompetency”, rather than
“the foreigner who should feel embarrassed at his ineptitude in
Korean”. Hu and McKay (2012, p. 350) cite three major
reasons posited by J. S.-Y Park, which may explain recent
interest in learning English in Korea, namely “government
policies, social and economic changes and the increased
influence of communicative teaching methods”.
The embodiment of these national concerns is found in
gradual lowering of the age of commencing English language
instruction in the national curriculum, the expansion of the
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curriculum to include speaking and listening components, and
in family concerns to supplement this provision with a variety
of private means. English language education in the public
school system starts from the third grade onwards, a starting
age that has been gradually lowered in recent years. The
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology requires 204
class hours of English in elementary school, 8 340 class hours
in middle school, and 408 class hours in high school (Jeon
2010). Current policy efforts are now directed at improving the
quality and outcomes of English language education,
particularly through promoting exclusive use of the target
language in class (despite teacher difficulties) (ibid.), and on
ensuring that the productive language skills of speaking and
writing are adequately taught and assessed. I will return to the
issue of productive language skills and their assessment below.
The public school curriculum represents only a portion of
the time and money spent on English language learning;
Korea’s cram schools, private tutoring, English language
camps and study abroad periods are widely reported in the
media and in educational research. It is estimated that eight of
ten Korean high school students are enrolled in one of the
forms of private tutoring available (Park, Byun and Kim 2011,
p. 5). The sums spent by Korean families on private education
- that is, in addition to the state’s provision in the public school
system, taking place during evenings and weekends - are
mentioned at the start of this paper, and estimates range from
$14-$18 billion per year. For the sake of comparison, this is
the equivalent of Google’s first quarter revenue in 2013. As
elsewhere in East Asia, this “shadow education” is seen as the
only way to get ahead in a competitive education and
8

One class “hour” equates to 40 minutes of class-time in elementary
school, 45 minutes in middle school, and 50 minutes in high school (Jeon,
2010).
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employment market, where success in schooling is often also
the only way to climb the social ladder. English language
tutoring represents the lion’s share of the private education
market. The lengths to which families are prepared to go to
obtain proficiency in English for their child certainly surprise
international observers, but are no surprise to Korean parents
who are presented with a perceived Hobson’s choice in terms of
their child’s future prospects, including the phenomenon of
“wild goose” mothers or “sojourner families” who accompany
young children to the USA or the UK in order for them to enrol
full-time in primary or secondary education. Although it is now
illegal to send such children abroad without an accompanying
family member, the author has met many teenage Koreans
abroad who have stayed with “host mothers” abroad in order to
complete their high school education, as well as young Korean
mothers who went so far as to travel when pregnant in order to
give birth abroad and spend the first few years of the child’s life
within an English-speaking environment.
These efforts, within the national curriculum and within the
private education sector, are all targeted at succeeding in the
Korean version of the Scholastic Aptitude Test/College
Scholastic Ability Test (KSAT or CSAT), which determines
entrance to Korea’s universities, and, in turn, students’
employability, future salary level, social status and even
marriageability. For outsiders, these stakes seem extraordinarily
high: Choi (2008, p. 55) describe it as “the most important
high-stakes test in Korean education”. The English language
component is mandatory, along with Korean and mathematics.
Concerns at the negative washback of the KSAT (where all
language testing in middle and high schools essentially
replicate the English component of the KSAT) and lack of
testing of productive skills have led the Korean government to
develop a National English Ability Test (NEAT) as a way of
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tackling endemic “teach to the test” practices, and proposes a
national English proficiency test whose scores would be
accepted as part of the university entrance procedures.
The points outlined above in relation to the individual
English language learning (and testing) journeys of Korean
students reveal several important tensions: between the public
provision of English language teaching, versus the perceived
need of families to complement this provision with private
measures; the role of English within a high-stakes national
standardized test and its washback, versus the government’s
drive to avoid negative washback and ensure that speaking and
writing receive adequate attention in the language classroom.
Explanatory theories abound regarding the role of English
language testing in Korea; many argue that the predilection for
selective testing is simply the ancient and time-honoured
Korean way of allowing citizens to become members of the
social elite, and international language proficiency tests in
English, Japanese and Chinese have high uptakes. Choi (2008,
p. 41), in an analysis of the impact of the many English
language proficiency tests on Korean English language learning,
describes the context: “Given that it has been the test that
provides equal opportunities for the entire population to climb
up the ladder of social status, Koreans in general have tended to
have an implicit faith in the potential usefulness of testing”.
However, selective testing means winners and losers. Intense
competition for a limited number of places in Korea’s top
universities, and the concomitant advantages of access to alumni
networks, career opportunities and social status for a small
group. A critical perspective on the role of English in this testing
context is forwarded by Song (2011, p. 36), who argues that,
“English language education must be recognized as part and
parcel of the primary ‘mechanism of elimination’ designed, under
cover of meritocracy, to conserve the established social order in
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South Korea. Thus, English has been ‘conveniently’ recruited, in
the name of globalization, to reproduce and rationalize the
‘hierarchy of power relations’”.

This is perhaps the most controversial of the roles of
English language outlined in this discussion. How can we
understand the multiple roles that the English language plays
in Korean society, and which impact so very heavily on
individual lives and indeed pockets? The final section of this
paper will discuss some of the implications of our brief review
of the multi-faceted roles of English in contemporary Korea,
and the tensions therein.

4. Discussion and conclusion
The central issue addressed in this paper can be
encapsulated by Song’s (2011, p. 37) description of a situation
of “impersonal bilingualism”, where mastering English is
essentially “appealing to the public’s positive feelings, not for
practical communication”. In this argument, English has been
appropriated to suit local needs: for selective university
entrance and employment, amongst other needs. The critical
version of this argument, addressed in the final paragraphs of
the previous section, is that English in fact plays a central role
in reproducing social inequalities where the playing field is
simply not level. Public education is supplemented by private
tutoring and cram schools; private education is supplemented
by summer camps or study abroad programmes; these
programmes are trumped by students who have taken their
entire undergraduate degree abroad, in turn trumped by
students who have spent their formative years in an English65

language environment and have acquired a fully authentic
(North American) variety of English.
The first and third of the representational roles (in branding
and as an official language) for English in a societal context
identified earlier tend to be top-down, symbolic initiatives
which do not seem to reflect current English language usage
where English remains not just a foreign language, but a
foreign language learned for very specific local purposes. The
use of “display” English (and other European languages)
projects an image in sync with the prestige status of English
language education. Aspirational desires for cosmopolitanism,
affluence, education and success are encapsulated in and
expressed through such signage. Efforts at English language
learning are directed towards the same desires: a place in a top
university, a job in a good company, access to the right
networks, and so forth. Yet, in this optic, is English a “foreign”
language appropriated for local needs, or is it becoming a
second language in Korea? A second language in this sense
can be understood as a language variety that fulfils important
communicative functions in a society, such as access to jobs or
education, and may be necessary for full economic or political
participation. It could be argued that English (or rather a high
score in an English proficiency test) does fulfil these functions
in South Korean society, but for the merits of the symbolic test
score alone rather than any communicative proficiency. The
role of English as a lingua franca or second language (in the
traditional sense) in the context of inward migration seems at
odds with the national pursuit of prestige English. Whilst many
workers from South East Asia bring native varieties of English
with them as well as the pragmatic need to use English as a
lingua franca, these are the wrong varieties of English and do
not fulfil the goals of cosmopolitanism, affluence, education
and success. However, whilst competition for educational
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places in Korea may ease in future years due to decreasing
birth rates, it seems that the need for foreign workers will bring
unexpected roles for English in the future. These shifts in
perceptions and usage of English as a foreign or second
language, official or representational language, vehicular
language or lingua franca, merit further study.
In closing, this paper has examined some of the
contemporary functions of and parts played by the English
language in Korea from an applied linguistic perspective. This
discussion unavoidably provides only a glimpse of the
complexities involved, and it does not take into account the
historical or ideological contexts, such as conceptions of
Korean nationhood and language, or previous historical
contexts of multilingualism in Korea. Nevertheless, it is hoped
that by examining individual English language learning and
testing against the backdrop of societal multilingualism, it has
helped illuminate some of the “local constructions” (Park, J.
S.-Y. 2009) of a global language.
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KOREA’S HISTORY OF IDEAS:
AN OVERVIEW WITH SOME EUROPEAN ENCOUNTERS

1. Introduction
Throughout history, Korean scholars have been extremely
important in East Asia, often importing and refining ideas
from China, before exporting them to Japan. However, the
significance of Korea’s place intellectually in East Asia
remains relatively unknown in the West. This article
attempts in some small way to redress this matter. It
provides an overview of Korea’s pre-modern intellectual
history, and highlights some of Korea’s contributions to East
Asian thought, which have influenced ideas and traditions in
China and Japan. In addition, it explores the interaction
between Korean scholars and western ideas, and introduces
some early accounts of Korea by Europeans such as
Hendrick Hamel in the sixteenth century, as well as Charles
Dallet’s more detailed account in his Histoir d l É lis d
Corée (1874). It also highlights a group of prominent
Confucian scholars, who engaged with western ideas at a
deeply intellectual level, with some eventually converting to
Catholicism and setting up their own church, thereby
establishing a good foundation for the Protestant missionaries
who would arrive at the end of the nineteenth century during
a period of turbulent change.
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2. Reception of Buddhism and Confucianism: Transmission
of ideas
By the fourth century B.C. a series of states had formed
on the Korean peninsula, with some occupying territory that
extended over much of Manchuria. Eckert et al. (1990, p.11)
explain that Old Chosŏn, commonly referred to as Kojosŏn (
古朝鮮), was the most advanced, and “bore some of the
hallmarks of the Chinese political, economic and cultural
influences”.1 Clearly due to its proximity, whatever
intellectual movements were gaining momentum in China
soon made their way to the Korean peninsula. Quite early
on, Korean scholars studied, and soon mastered Classical
Chinese, allowing Korea to participate in the philosophical
and religious developments of the Middle Kingdom,
something that would continue up until the end of the
nineteenth century.
The Samguk Yusa (三國遺事) [Legends and History of the
Three Kingdoms]2, written by the Buddhist monk Iryŏn
(1206-1289) during the Koryŏ dynasty (918-1392), recounts
the reception of Buddhist thought into Korea during the
Three Kingdom period (ca. 57 AD - 668), when the states of
Silla (新羅), Paekche (百濟) and Koguryŏ (高句麗) dominated
the Korean peninsula and much of Manchuria (Iryŏn 2004,
pp. 177-193). By the fourth century, Confucianism was also
1

The founding of Kojosŏn is described in the important “Myth of
Tan’gun”, which is thought to represent the unique, noble and ancient
origins of the Korean people. It was emphasized during the Japanese
colonization of Korea to reinforce nationalistic pride at a time when the
Korean people were oppressed. For an English translation of the myth, see:
Grayson 2002, p.240.
2
For an English translation of the Samguk Yusa, see: Iryŏn 2004, Legends
and history of the Three Kingdoms of ancient Korea, trans. Ha tae-Hung.
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exerting great influence on the political system of the Three
Kingdoms, by adapting a Confucian style bureaucracy
(similar to that of China at the time), as well as its education
system. This meant that the sons of the aristocracy were
studying Classical Chinese and Confucian texts contributing to Korea’s reputation as a Confucian country.
By 372, Koguryŏ had established the T a ak (Great
Learning Academy), a forerunner to a Confucian university,
in addition to smaller academies, known as k
da ,
where the Confucian classical texts were studied. Silla too,
linked the “kingly way” of the sage kings described in
Confucian texts with its own monarchy (Grayson 2002, pp.
48-51; Lee et al 1997, vol. I, pp. 21-29). Clearly,
Confucianism and Buddhism co-existed, hence contributing
to the intellectual development of ideas on the peninsula.
Before long, Koreans were exporting both Confucian and
Buddhist ideas to Japan, recounted in Japanese sources. The
Kojiki (古事記; Record of Ancient Matters) and the Nihon
Shoki (日本書紀; Chronicles of Japan), both dating from the
early 8th century, describe how two Korean scholars from
Paekche, A Chikki and Wang In (known as Wani in
Japanese), taught Chinese characters and the Confucian
Analects to members of the Japanese royal family. 3 The
contribution to the growth of Buddhism in Japan was even
greater and the importance of Paekche missionaries is stressed
3

An online translation of the Kojiki by Basil Hall Chamberlain (1919) is
available from: http://www.sacred-texts.com/shi/kj/index.htm. For the
reference to A. Chikki and Wang In, see: volume II, Section CX. An online
translation of the Nihon Shoki with original text, made available by the
Japanese historical text initiative at the University of California, Berkeley,
is available from: http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/jhti/cgi-bin/jhti/select.cgi?
honname=1 [17 February 2014]. For the reference to Korean scholars from
Paekche, see: 巻第10 (応神天皇): Ojin Tenno, Ch 10, paragraph 633.
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by James Grayson (2002, p. 33) in Korea: A Religious
History. This underscores the important contributions of
Koreans to the development of Japan’s own culture.
The Silla period produced two of the greatest intellectuals
in Korea’s history, whose ideas were influential beyond the
peninsula: Wŏnhyo (617-686) and his friend, Ŭisang (625702).4 In La pensée coréene, Wŏnhyo is described by
Philippe Thiébault (2006, p.28) as “the first Korean thinker
who truly attracts attention and who is unanimously admired
[…] a non-conformist figure, whose original ideas spread
beyond Korea”.5 His commentaries on important Buddhist
scriptures have received continuous acclaim, not only in
Korea, but also in Japan and China. Thiébault (ibid., p. 34)
highlights how Wonhyo’s commentaries influenced Fazang
(643-712), one of the greatest intellectuals of China’s deeply
philosophical Huayan Buddhist tradition. 6 In addition,
Ŭisang was also of great influence to Fazang: both scholars
had studied together in Tang China, and Fazang’s letter,
highlighting his respect and admiration for Ŭisang’s
scholarship, can be found in the Samguk Yusa (Iryŏn 2004,
p. 310). Ŭisang is considered to be the founder of the
Huayan school of Buddhism in Korea, where it is known as
Hwaŏm Buddhism. More importantly, Huayan Buddhism,
4

For an overview of their lives, recounted in the Samguk Yusa, see: Iryŏn,
2004, pp. 305-313.
5
Wŏnhyo was infamous for having broken many of the Buddhist precepts,
for singing, dancing and drinking, as well as getting married and having a
son. His son, Sŏl Ch’ŏng (650-730), became a famed Confucian scholar
who also developed a writing system known as Idu, an early attempt to
adapt Chinese characters to correspond with Korean phonology. For an
overview on Wŏnhyo, as well as Sŏl Ch’ŏng and his writing system, see:
Kang Jae-eun, 2006, pp. 59-60, 232, and 235.
6
For an overview of Huayan Buddhism and Fazang, See: Chan 1973, pp.
406-424.
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greatly influenced Neo-Confucian scholars in China during
the northern Song period (970-1127), and this new
sophisticated revision of earlier Confucian philosophy
would later be transmitted to Korea, discussed below.
Unified Silla (668-935) also produced many monks who
travelled as far as India, but many studied in China, bringing
Ch’an Buddhism to Korea where it is known as Sŏn
Buddhism - better known to Westerners as Zen Buddhism associated with Japan. Unified Silla’s Buddhist legacy is
impressive and admired by many today: the impressive
Pulguk-sa (Temple of the Country of the Buddha) built in
the 8th century, contains several of South Korea’s National
Treasures, and the nearby Sŏkkuram hermitage, an artificial
man-made cave reinforced by granite, contains many
carvings, as well as a large, exquisite statue of Buddha. Both
Pulguk-sa and Sŏkkuram were listed together on UNESCO’s
World Heritage List in 1985.
One of the greatest contributions to East Asian Buddhism,
and indeed, world Buddhism, was made by Koreans during
the Koryŏ dynasty (918-1392). Koryŏ witnessed Buddhism
reach its zenith before it eventually started to decline. The
founder, King T’aejo (r. 918-943), compiled the Hunyo
sipcho (訓要十條), or “Ten injunctions”, as rules for his
descendants to maintain the dynasty, advocating the
protection and promotion of Buddhism as its first task. In the
final injunction, he highlighted the study of the Confucian
Classics as important guidelines for running one’s family,
and the state (Lee et al. 1997, vol. I, pp. 154-156). However,
the greatest legacy was to Buddhism, the carving of the
P al a Ta a
(八萬大藏經), known internationally
as the Tripitaka Koreana: the most comprehensive
collection of Buddhist scriptures in East Asia, regularly
researched and studied by Chinese and Japanese scholars.
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Initially carved onto over 80,000 wooden printing blocks by
monks in the late 11th century, it was destroyed by the
Mongols when they invaded in 1232, only to be
painstakingly carved again between 1236 and 1251. The
blocks, which contain over 50 million Classical Chinese
characters, are stored in their simple wooden depository,
known as C a
a
(藏經板殿), in the beautiful
Haein-sa temple, in South Korea - they too have been added
to UNESCO’s World Heritage List.7 Grayson (2002, p. 97)
describes this incredible canon of Buddhist literature as
“unquestionably the most complete single corpus of
Buddhist writings in East Asia”.

3. The growth of Neo-Confucianism and early European
encounters
Whilst the Mongols caused much chaos and destruction,
they became, unintentionally, “the […] sponsors and
purveyors of Neo-Confucianism” during the Yuan dynasty
(1271-1368) (De Bary 1985, p. 2). Neo-Confucianism, a
development of earlier Confucian ideas, but with a more
complex onto-cosmology, was based mainly on the
teachings of Cheng Yi (1033-1107) and his brother, Cheng
Hao (1032-1085), but more importantly, Zhu Xi (11301200), who synthesized and developed their ideas. Zhu’s
texts and commentaries were soon transmitted to Koryŏ,
after it became a vassal to the Mongols in 1259, and
connections were strengthened through the intermarriage of
7

Information on the the Tripitaka Koreana on the UNESCO World
Heritage List site is available from: http://whc.unesco.org/pg.cfm?
cid=31&id_site=737
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the Korean royal clan with Mongol princesses (Nahm 1996,
p. 91). There was also much interaction between the Korean
literati and the Chinese literati at the Mongol capital,
especially in the Ma w da
(萬卷堂, Hall of ten
thousand scrolls), founded by King Ch’ungsŏn (1308-1313)
- whose maternal grandfather was the famous Khublai Khan
(1215-1294). The most important Korean scholars of this era
were An Hyang (1243-1306) and Paek I-jŏng (1247-1323)
who were acquainted with many of the direct successors of
the Cheng-Zhu tradition (Deuchler 1992, pp. 17-19). Yi
Che-hyŏn (1287-1367) and his son, Yi Saek (1328-1396),
were also responsible for the dissemination of these texts in
Korea where Neo-Confucian prestige was increasing rapidly
(De Bary 1985, p. 41).
In 1392, General Yi Sŏnggye (1335-1408), later known as
King T’aejo, founded the Chosŏn dynasty. His reign was
validated by prominent Neo-Confucian scholars, in particular,
Chŏng To-jŏn (d. 1398), who helped to successfully
accomplish the transition from Buddhist Koryŏ to Confucian
Chosŏn (Hong 1983, p. 163). Chŏng attempted to undermine
Buddhism, in order to make Chosŏn an exemplary Confucian
state. He presented his antagonistic arguments in his final
treatise, Pulssi C a
(佛氏雜辨, Criticisms of Mr.
Buddha) - a scathing attack on Buddhist religious and
philosophical theories - which he suggests, lead people to
abandon their filial and social obligations.8 The most
infamous rebuttal to Chŏng’s diatribe came from Hamhŏ
Kihwa (1376-1433), a Buddhist who had also studied
Confucianism. Kihwa’s very erudite treatise entitled
8

Charles Muller’s English translation of Pulssi a
with original
Classical Chinese is available from: http://www.acmuller.net/jeonggihwa/bulssijapbyeon.html [17 February 2014].
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H ǒ ǒ -non (顯正, The exposition of the correct), sought to
illuminate the Confucian scholars with a correct
understanding of Buddhism, something he felt they lacked,
and suggests that both schools are complementary, rather than
at odds with each other.9
Neo-Confucianism reached its intellectual maturity in
Korea during the latter half of the sixteenth century,
especially in the writings of T’oegye (退溪; 1501-1570) and
Yulgok (栗谷; 1536-1584). T’oegye’s works were particularly
influential in Japan, where he was described by the great
Japanese Neo-Confucian scholar, Yamazaki Ansai (1618-82),
as “the greatest Confucian in Korea” (Pak 1983, p. 69). Abe
Yoshio, a Japanese scholar, has extensively researched and
written about the influence of Korean Neo-Confucianism in
Japan, focusing on the influence of T’oegye’s ideas on
Japanese Neo-Confucianism. 10 T’oegye synthesized the
teachings of the Cheng-Zhu school in his masterpiece, the
ak si to (聖學十圖, Ten Diagrams of Sage Learning),
which was presented to King Sŏnjo (r. 1567-1608) in 1568.
Intellectually, it represents the culmination of his life’s
study: it is a philosophy for living a better life, not just an
exposition of philosophical theories. 11 Yulgok also wrote a
text on sagehood, which was also presented to King Sŏnjo,
9

Charles Muller’s English translation of H ǒ ǒ -non with original
Classical Chinese is available from: http://www.acmuller.net/jeonggihwa/bulssijapbyeon.html [17 February 2014].
10
A significant study by Abe on T’oegye’s influence in Japan has been
translated into Korean by Kim Sŏk-kŭn as T o
wa Ilbon yuhak (퇴계와
일본유학) [T’oegye and Japanese Confucianism], 2001.
11
For an English translation of T’oegye’s
ak si to, see: Michael
Kalton, To Become a Sage, 1988. For a modern Korean translation with
original Classical Chinese, see:
ak si to translated into Korean by
Lee, Kwangho, with original Classical Chinese, 2005.
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called S nghak chipyo (聖學輯要, Essentials of the learning
of the sages), written in 1575, dealing with many of the
issues T’oegye had raised. 12
While the end of the sixteenth century saw the
development of Korean Neo-Confucianism, it also witnessed
several years of invasions from Japan from 1592 to 1597. In
the previous volume of this series, I (2013, pp. 59-84)
examined the accounts of the “Korean War” (as it was
known at the time in China) by the Italian Jesuit, Matteo
Ricci (1552-1610). Ricci described how thousands of Ming
troops were sent to protect its loyal, but clearly important,
tributary. Ricci’s letters, but in particular his journal (which
would be translated into several European languages), gave
Europeans one of their first accounts of Korea, as well as its
tributary relationship with China. In addition, I highlighted
how Ricci’s Mappomondo, or World Map, included Korea,
which did not appear on the most advanced European maps of
the time, and so Ricci not only brought western ideas to the
East, but eastern cartographical information to Europeans.
During the sixteenth century, further, more detailed
information about Korea was brought back to Europe by a
Dutchman, Hendrick Hamel (1630-1692). Most of the
information in his account titled Journal van de Ongeluckige
Vo a va t Ja t d
rw r was unflattering. Hamel and
thirty-five shipmates had been shipwrecked off the coast of
Jeju Island and were held captive, often tortured, and forced
to live in extremely poor conditions until eight managed to
escape some thirteen years later, whereby they sailed to
Japan.13 Hamel recalls his surprise to meet another
12

For a French translation of Yulgok’s text, see: Thiébault, P., 2009.
Anthologie de la sagesse extreme-orientale.
13
Japan had been accustomed to dealing with Europeans at this stage: they
had experience with Dutch and Portuguese traders, as well as European
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Dutchman, Jan Wettevree (1595-?), who had also been
shipwrecked off the coast of Korea and who spoke Korean
fluently, and who even had a Korean name, Pak Yŏn
(BakYeon).14 Hamel provides a good insight to Korea’s
Confucian society at the time from an outsiders point of
view, especially its hierarchy, and the poor treatment of
women. He does comment on the “alphabet” that the women
and poor men used, describing it as simple and easy to learn.
He is of course describing the Han’gŭl alphabet,
promulgated during the reign of King Sejong the Great (r.
1418-1450), making this one of the earliest descriptions of
the indigenous Korean alphabet to Europeans. Hamel also
describes Buddhist monks and mountain temples, the
education of the children of the nobles, even burial rituals.
After his journal was first published in the Netherlands, it
was translated into several other European languages,
expanding knowledge of Korea in Europe.15

missionaries, though Christianity had been forcefully banned there by the
mid-sixteenth century.
14
There has recently (November 2013) been a musical produced by Seoul
Performing Arts Company based on Weltevree’s life in Korea, called “Bak
Yeon with blue eyes”.
15
An English translation of Hamel’s journal is available from the website
for the Royal Asiatic Society - Korea Branch (RASKB) as Account of the
shipwreck of a Dutch vessel on the coast of the Isle of Quelpart, with
description of the Kingdom of Korea: http://www.raskb.com/content/fulltexts-volume. This translation was originally published in 1918, RASKB
Journal, 9, pp. 91-148.
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4. European ideas in Korea: The sciences and the Lord of
Heaven
During the seventeenth century, Koreans encountered
Europeans ideas and texts while in China, particularly those
written by Jesuit missionaries in Beijing, and soon western
scientific methods made their way into Korea. By 1653,
Koreans had started to use western calendrical calculation
methods, urged on by reform-minded thinkers such as Kim
Yuk (1580-1658) (Ch’oe et al. 2000, vol. II, pp. 118- 120).
Yi Ik (1681-1763) and Sin Hudam (1702-1761) both wrote
commentaries on the Zhifang waiji (職方外紀, World
Geography) by Giuglio Aleni (1582-1649), a text which also
discussed European education and culture. Sin Hudam was
particularly scathing, assuming the inferiority of western
learning viv-à-vis Confucian moral education, suggesting
that the study of literature could “inflict permanent damage
on young minds” (ibid., pp. 121-130). But of course, it was
the huge impact of religious ideas on a group of NeoConfucian scholars in Korea, leading them to convert to
Catholicism that produced the most enduring effects on the
peninsula. As I discussed in Scorci di Corea (2013, pp. 5984), Matteo Ricci’s Tianzhu shiyi (天主實義, The true
meaning of the Lord of Heaven) 16 was by far the most
important religious text imported by Koreans, exerting an
incalculable influence on several important scholars during
the late eighteenth century - especially shaping the Christo-

16

Ricci was also an adept mathematician and astronomer, having studied
with Christopher Klau (1538-1612), better known as Clavius, and he
translated the first six books of Euclid’s Elements into Chinese from Latin,
see: Martzloff 2010, pp. 32-36. In 2000, Matteo Ricci was ranked 68 by
Time Magazine on its list of most important people of the past millennium.
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Confucian interpretations of Tasan ( 茶山) Chŏng Yagyong
(1763-1839) - a renowned scholar from this period.17
Initially, scholars like Yi Ik and his disciples Sin Hudam
and An Chŏngbok (1712-1783), holding on to their NeoConfucian roots, rejected Catholic ideas, but they
nevertheless were introduced to western philosophical and
religious ideas. Their texts have been collected and
published in the P kwi
(闢衛編, Writings Against
Heterodoxy] (Kim, ed., 1987). However, by the 1780s,
Korean Confucians had started to convert to Catholicism,
but by the first wave of persecutions in 1801, two thirds of
the Church members were women. They were very active
proselytizers, willing to die for their beliefs, among them
Kang Wansuk (1760-1801), who had actually helped to
arrange for a Chinese priest to come into Korea, whom she
hid in her own home. These women also spread the
Church’s teachings in han’gŭl, therefore contributing to
growing literacy rates (Ledyard 2005, pp. 38-71). During
this early stage of emplantation, Chŏng Yakchŏng (elder
brother of Tasan) composed the first Catholic catechism in
han’gŭl, Chugyo yoji (주교요지) [The Essence of Lord’s
Teachings], which used Ricci’s term for God, Tianzhu - the
Lord of Heaven. 18
Among the earliest men to convert to Catholicism was
Tasan, who later recanted publicly as his life was under
threat, a decision clearly influenced by the loss of many of
his closest friends, and even his own brother, who had been
tortured and executed. But Tasan was also influenced by
17

For a discussion of the influence on Ricci’s text on Tasan’s ideas, see my
2014 article: Dis-assembling traditions: Deconstructing Tasan via Matteo
Ricci, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 24.2, pp. 297-313.
18
Tianzhu is pronounced as C
u in Korean, and the term is still used by
Chinese and Korean Catholics.
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some of the more scientific texts produced by European
missionaries in China, which had made their way into
Korea. He developed a pulley system used to construct
Hwasŏng fortress, located in Suwon, near Seoul, now a
UNESCO World Heritage site.19 His pulley system was
based on diagrams found in Qiqi tushuo [奇器圖說,
Collected Diagrams of Wonderful Machines], the work of a
Swiss Jesuit resident in Beijing called Johann Schrek
Terrenz (1576-1630), who had been a friend of Galileo
Galilei (1564-1642). In fact, Tasan (2003, pp. 81-82)
describes how it was actually King Chŏngjo (1752-1800)
who had presented him with the Qiqi tushuo - highlighting
the forward-thinking nature of the King. Nevertheless,
Matteo Ricci’s ideas were far more influential on Tasan’s
writings than western science, and Catholicism would grow
from strength to strength despite the cruel persecutions that
continued into the latter half of the nineteenth century.
By this time, numerous French missionaries had entered
Korea, many of them belonging to the Missions Étrangères
de Paris, among them Fr. Antoine Nicolas Daveluy (18181866). Fr. Daveluy had collected and translated many
documents relating to the early Church up until his
execution in 1866, during what would become known as the
Great Persecution (1866-1871) when thousands were
martyred. Daveluy’s texts, which had been sent to his Order
in Paris, were used by Fr. Charles Dallet to compile his
famous Histoir d l É lis d Coré (1874, 2 vols.), though
Dallet himself had never travelled to Korea.20 While Dallet’s
19

In relation to the construction of Hwasŏng, see: Roh Young Koo 2001.
The construction and
characteristics of Hwaseong fortress in the era of
King Jeongjo, Korea Journal, 41.1, pp. 34-35.
20
Dallet’s accounts are sometimes criticized as he had never visited Korea,
though he was using information and translations gathered by people who
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work is titled a history of the Church, it also has an extensive
introduction of almost two hundred pages, detailing Korean
history, institutions, the language (pronunciation and
grammar), customs, government organisation, geography,
Korea’s tributary system to China, as well as its prison
system and excruciating expositions of torture methods. It
highlights how the population was divided into different
social classes, noting the high number of slaves, and has an
entire chapter on the inferior condition of women, with an
outline of Korean marriage customs, as well as a description
of ancestor memorial rites and of Buddhists. Dallet’s
accounts, often quoted at length from the documents he
examined, and though sometimes biased, are still of great
importance from a historiographical perspective. They
illustrate how western missionaries perceived the Korean
people and its Church during a transitional period from
Korea’s pre-modern to early modern development. This was
just before Korea would be opened up to the outside world
through the signing of its first international treaties, and
before the Protestant missionaries would start their
impressive evangelisation, with key figures such as Dr
Horace Newton Allen (1858-1932), Rev’d Horace Grant
Underwood (1859-1916) and Mary F. Scranton (1832-1909)
(Grayson 2002, pp. 155-160). They too, like the Catholics,
would use han’gŭl, and would find that women made up a
significant and important part of their congregation. They

had lived there, and the documents he used encapsulate how Catholic
missionaries interpreted the reality around them, continually under threat of
execution. In Dallet’s defence, there are no small number of modern
scholars writing on North Korea who have never been there, yet, described
as experts, they sometimes advise governments about their North Korean
policy.
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would also work hard to teach the West about Korea, a
different sort of mission that is still unfolding today.

5. Conclusion
Though Westerners are quite used to reading about
Confucianism in relation to China, and Zen Buddhism in
relation to Japan, this article has shown how the Koreans
became more confucianized than China ever did, and how it
was Korean monks who first brought Buddhist ideas to
Japan. I have illustrated how Koreans adapted and
developed the ideas they received from abroad, and were
eager to go abroad themselves to learn more, but also to
teach what they had learned to neighbouring Japan. By the
end of the Three Kingdoms period, Koreans had become
masters of Classical Chinese, scholars of Confucianism and
exemplary missionaries, responsible for the emplantation of
Buddhism in Japan. The ideas of Silla scholars, such as
Wŏnhyo and Ŭisang, influenced the deeply intellectual and
philosophical Huayan (K. Hwa ) school of Buddhism in
China, recounted in the letter from the Chinese Master
Fazang himself. Koryŏ monks produced the magnificent
canon of Buddhist scriptures, the Tripitaka Koreana, studied
by Chinese and Japanese scholars of Buddhism in the past,
but even more so in the present day. The latter part of the
Koryŏ dynasty saw Neo-Confucian ideas being brought to
Korea from China by Koreans themselves - ideas that would
make the Chosŏn dynasty the most Confucian state in
history, with scholars such as T’oegye, influencing Japanese
Neo-Confuciansm.
From the early seventeenth century, Koreans had
encounters with Europeans and their ideas in China,
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particularly the Jesuit missionaries. However, it was the
journal of the shipwrecked Dutchman, Henrick Hamel,
written in the seventeenth century, that gave Europeans the
most extensive description of Korea, arguably until the latter
half of the nineteenth century, illustrating how Confucian
and hierarchical the society was, while praising the han’gŭl
alphabet. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw
European texts on science and religion make their way into
Korea, where many scholars appreciated the scientific texts,
even King Chŏngjo. On the other hand, several critiques
were written on the religious texts by leading conservative
Confucian scholars, before other Confucians would convert
to Catholicism, soon producing religious literature using
han’gŭl, the very alphabet that was associated with the poor
and women: now han’gŭl was being used to teach them
about equality and a loving God, which convinced many to
join the Church despite the threat of execution.
Charles Dallet’s account provided Westerners with
extensive information about Korea, its history and culture.
He highlighted how the French missionaries had studied and
wrote in han’gŭl, looked down upon by the Confucian elite
who would soon lose their positions of power and prestige.
Korea’s history would face a dramatic twist of fate when it
signed its first international treaties, and before the end of
the nineteenth century, Protestant missionaries had begun to
arrive. But unfortunately, it would also see Japan encroach on
Korea’s sovereignty before colonizing the entire peninsula, as
well as attempt to eradicate Korean pride in its own history,
which had, as illustrated in this article, contributed so much to
Japan’s own culture and identity, and also to the history of
ideas in East Asia, something it continues to do until the
present. Fortunately, as more people discover Korea in the
West through movies, music and TV dramas, there also arises
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an opportunity to rediscover Korea’s important place in East
Asian and world history.
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Ilgu Kim, Kiho Song, and Yunsheng Zhao
(Hannam University)

ISABELLA BIRD’S AND MARGARET DRABBLE’S
TRANSCULTURAL WRITING

1.
Isabella Bird and Margaret Drabble are two pioneering
British women writers who enjoyed taking the risk of
crossing cultural boundaries in order to experience
adventures, witness wonders, and find wisdom. Although
their individual transcultural experiments were carried out at
different times, their visions of different cultures, especially
of Korea, are strangely overlapping and enchanting.
Compared to other self-confident modern Europeans who
despised other non-industrialized areas including regions in
Asia, these two British women writers showed warm respect
to un-modern and conservative Korea, and possessed a keen
interest in the history and culture of this country, a hermit
kingdom in Eastern Asia.
If Isabella Bird, a 19th century travel writer, is known for
her realistic and analytical description of Korea during the
process of modernization and at times of international
turmoil, Margaret Drabble, a contemporary fiction writer,
focuses more prominently on the sharp contrast between
ancient and postmodern Korea. First influenced by the secret
historical factuality of Korean society in works such as
Isabella Bird’s Korea and her neighbours (1898) and, more
directly, by the memoirs of the 18th century Korean Crown
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Princess Hyegyong’s, Margaret Drabble delves intensely
into Korea’s ancient history, particularly the episode of King
Yongjo’s terrible crime of caging Prince Sado ( 思悼世子) in a
rice chest where the mad prince took eight days to die.
As the subtitle of her book shows, however, Margaret
Drabble’s text ends in a rather transcultural tragicomedy
instead of resulting in a dry factual accumulation of
differences between western and eastern cultures. This can
be seen in the fact that she uses a contemporary British
scholar, Barbara Halliwell, as Lady Hyegyong’s ghost
writer. Adopting the ancient Korean lady’s resentful voice
for her husband’s unnatural death penalty, the postmodern
European heroine in The red queen (2004) ironically defends
the traditional values of Asian ancient culture and refutes the
phallocentric values still deeply rooted everywhere in the
world.

2.
The Year of the Black Horse (壬午年) is generally not a
good time in Korean history. In 1762, Prince Sado was killed
in a rice chest by his rigorous father King Youngjo. In 1882,
the soldiers of the traditional army revolted against Queen
Min’s government due to their unfair treatment in
comparison with the comfortable modern army whose
families were generally highly ranked. As a result, a Quing
Dynasty army of three thousand entered into Chosun to quell
the riot in response to Queen Min’s request, and Japan in
turn demanded compensation for the death of a Japanese
drill instructor for the modern army and the conflagration of
their legation through the Chemulpo Treaty. The Japanese
government also dispatched its army under the pretext of
defending Japanese citizens living in Chosun. After the
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failure of Okgyun Kim’s coup d’état in 1884, the beginning
of the presence of foreign armies in the Korean Peninsula
finally led to violent political turmoil such as the 1894 SinoJapanese War and finally the murder of Queen Min the
following year by a group of Japanese assassins.
Interestingly enough, Margaret Drabble published her
article, “Writing on the Postcolonial Situation”, in 2002,
another Black Horse Year, after her participation in the
world literary conference held two years before in Korea
under the auspice of the Deasan Foundation. Influenced by
the book, The memoirs of Lady Hong, Drabble wrote The red
queen, the story of crown princess Lady Hong, the wife of
Prince Sado. In this book, Drabble vividly shows how Lady
Hong’s resentment (恨) is like a ghost which connects not
only the past with the present but also the West with the
East. Drabble’s writing becomes a way of resolving not only
Lady Hong’s grief but all women’s sorrow because Drabble
compares Lady Hong’s fate with a western equivalent, the
character of Babs. In many ways, Babs is the author’s own
autobiographical projection, as it would seem to be proved
by the fact that Babs, as a scholar, gives a presentation about
comparative literature at a conference in the novel, like
Drabble herself did in real life. Furthermore, Babs’s family
is strikingly similar to Lady Hong’s. Babs has a
psychologically sick husband like Prince Sado. Benedict, the
son born from them, is dead because of a genetic deficiency
like Uiso, the first dead son of Prince Sado and Lady Hong.
Babs’s husband also has a dangerous father who plagiarizes
other scholars’ works. This arbitrary action implicitly
parallels the arbitrary orders given by Lady Hong’s fatherin-law to exact obedience. The Chinese orphan Babs adopted
in the last chapter is naturally indicating the happy ending of
the story of King Jeongjo, the grandson of King Youngjo
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who is often described as one of the best kings in Chosun
dynasty. The oriental Lady Hong’s resentment is therefore
presented as “transcultural tragicomedy” (not merely a
tragedy) by the western writer Drabble. And the intentional
transcultural mixture of comedy and tragedy by the writer is
emphasized by the insertion of Babs’s private encounters
with Korean culture and people and, above all, the most
comical episode of a sexual nature with Jan Van Host, who
is ironically dead during the short love affair with Babs in an
eastern hotel.
Drabble’s construction of such a comical ghost story for
Lady Hong is, in fact, greatly indebted to Korea and her
neighbours, the travelogue written about a century before by
another British writer, Isabella Bird Bishop. The daughter of
an unsuccessful Anglican minister, Bird was not a healthy
woman. Travel was a cure for Bird’s sufferings from various
diseases. Since her refreshing experiences during her first visit
to America at the age of twenty-four in 1856, Bird continued
travelling until she died in 1904. As a pioneering Victorian
woman writer, Bird went to many countries around the world
and wrote popular books about her daring adventures. Before
she first visited Korea in 1894, she had already visited
Scotland, Canada, Australia, Hawaii and Japan. After Korea,
she also took trips to China, Vietnam, Singapore and
Malaysia. There is no doubt that Bird’s Korea and her
neighbours was one of the most useful books to Drabble who
needed to know about Korea’s unknown history and culture
viewed from the perspective of British women. As Drabble’s
alter ego, Babs’s use of Bird’s book is actually mentioned in
The red queen (p. 296) as follows: “We can see a library copy
of Isabella Bird’s classic and recently reprinted book about
her travels in Korea and her meetings with the intriguing
Queen Min, the last queen of Korea”.
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Actually, Queen Min’s tragic murder at the hands of
Japanese assassins constitutes one of the most important
descriptions of Korea in the last part of Bird’s book, which
mainly deals with pressing political situations of Korea
surrounded by neighboring world powers, by contrast to
descriptions that mostly focus on cultural aspects in the early
chapters.
Let us look at the brief description of Bird’s impression of
Queen Min:
“Her majesty, who were then past forty, was a very nicelooking slender woman, with glossy raven-black hair and a
very pale skin, the pallor enhanced by the use of pearl powder.
The eyes were cold and keen, and the general expression one
of brilliant intelligence. She wore a very handsome, very full,
and very long skirt of mazarine blue brocade, heavily pleated,
with the waist under the arms, and a full sleeved bodice of
crimson and blue brocade, clasped at the throat by a coral
rosette, and girdled by six crimson and blue cords, each one
clasped with a coral rosette, with a crimson silk tassel hanging
from it. Her headdress was a crownless black silk cap edged
with fur, pointed over the brow, with a coral rose and full red
tassel in front, and jewelled aigrettes on either sides. Her shoes
were of the same brocade as her dress. As soon as she began to
speak, and especially when she became interested in
conversation, her face lighted up into something very like
beauty” (Korea and her neighbours, pp. 252-253).

In contrast with Bird’s positive delineation of Queen
Min’s intelligence and appearance, King Gojong is described
as “fat and flabby” and “near-sighted” (p. 253). He is also
mentioned as “short and sallow, certainly a plain man,
wearing a thin moustache and a tuft on the chin” (p. 253).
King Kojong’s image of poor health and weak character is
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more emphasized in his mother’s anxious perspective: “He
was the only son and the idol of his mother, who lived in
ceaseless anxiety about his health, and in dread lest the son of
a concubine should be declared heir to the throne” (p. 253).
It seems to me that Bird’s portrayal of Queen Min and
King Gojong exerted a great influence on Drabble’s fictional
construction of Lady Hong’s image and her mentally sick
husband Prince Sado, together with Jahyun Kim Haboush’s
annotated translation of The memoirs of Lady Hyegyong: The
autobiographical writings of a crown princess of eighteenthcentury Korea, published in 1996 by the University of
California Press. As Milada Frankova indicates, Drabble’s
book title The red queen is associated with the secret female
desire of “an endearment bestowed on her by her husband
Prince Sado when she was his child-bride aged ten and
wearing her once coveted red silk skirt” (p. 82). As the
significant milepost of this pre-modern and transcultural
journey throughout the whole book, this red silk skirt actually
appears at the very beginning of the novel: “When I was a
little child, I pined for a red silk skirt” (p. 3). It seems that the
uncontrolled female passion that we find in “The Red Shoes”,
a fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen, might influence
western readers’ first impression of the title of The red queen.
Maureen Freely’s review of the book in The Guardian also
reflects this sexually dominated image of the color red in
Drabble’s book:
“She’ll describe how King Yongjo took her aside as a young
girl to tell her ‘to keep her linen white’ because ‘men do not
like the red smear’. The young crown princess is confused, so
the older, wiser memoirist feels compelled to put things in
perspective. ‘I now think, with the benefit of maturity and an
afterlife, and in the light of my readings of 19th- and 20thcentury anthropological and psychoanalytical literature, that
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he was speaking of men’s fear of menstrual blood’”.

For most Korean readers, however, the title The red
queen first evokes violence and murder, as the Korean
translator of the book shows by adding a subtitle, “History of
madness”, to the first chapter. In a strict sense, the victim of
violence and madness in Drabble’s The red queen is not the
queen herself but her husband. Lady Hong as the wife of
Prince Sado just witnesses his tragic death by execution in
one of the strangest fashions in history. Lady Hong even
spent happy days during her son King Jeongjo’s reign after
King Youngjo. Drabble’s association of Sado with Marquis
de Sade also shows that Lady Hong is closer to the red queen
of secret desire rather than to the red queen of madness and
murder. The subtitle of the book, “A transcultural
tragicomedy”, also implies that Drabble intends to combine
both the comic and tragic images of the “red queen” Lady
Hong, namely her secret passion and historical violence. If
the female’s secret passion is mostly conveyed through the
western proxy Babs in the contemporary days, the violent
part is presented through the ghost revived from the past
which is rather related with the combined image of Prince
Sado and Queen Min instead of Lady Hong. As one of the
most barbarous murders in human history, empress
Myeongseong’s bloody murder is generally recorded and
accepted as follows under the rubric of the “Eulmi incident”:
“Queen Min’s life ended brutally and tragically in what
has been named the Eulmi Incident. Evidence accepted by
all parties indicates that Japanese soldiers, with the full
compliance of the Japanese government in Tokyo and
consul in Korea, butchered her on the royal palace grounds
in the early morning hours of October 8, 1895. Japanese
assassins attacked her in her private quarters, killed her
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with samurai swords, dragged her body outside and burned
her remains” (New World Encyclopedia).

Along with this tragic death of Queen Min, Prince Sado’s
death is another one of the cruelest scenes in Korean history.
In Bird’s book, Prince Sado, in whom Drabble had a keen
interest, is portrayed as the ghost who is venting his spite
without resolving it. And the gut, or Korean exorcist ritual, is
explained with reference to Prince Sado’s resentful demon:
“The ‘Daemon of the Yi Family’ is invoked in every district
once in three years by the mu-tang in a formula which has been
translated thus - ‘Oh Master and Mistress of our Kingdom,
may you ever exist in peace. Once in every three years we
invoke you with music and dancing. Oh make this house to be
peaceful’. If this malignant spirit arrives at a house, he can only
be appeased by the death of a man, an ox, or a pig. Therefore
when the mu-tang becomes aware that he has come to a house
or neighborhood, a pig is at once killed, boiled, and offered up
entire - the exorcist takes two knives and dances a sword
dance, working herself into a ‘fine frenzy’, after which a box is
made and a Korean official hat and robes are placed within it,
as well as a dress suitable for a palace lady. The box is then
placed on the top of the family clothes chest, and sacrifices are
frequently offered there. This daemon is regarded as the spirit
of a rebellious Crown Prince, the sole object of whose daemon
existence is to injure all with whom he can come into contact”
(p. 425 - emphasis added).

This juxtaposition of the extremely disastrous deaths of
Queen Min and Prince Sado can complement the meditative
or reflexive aspects of Lady Hong, thus leading to
understand the historically in-depth meaning of the red
queen in the Korean context. But Drabble’s original purpose
for the The red queen was the correct reconstruction of
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Korea’s history, not a realistic record, as she once
mentioned. What Drabble really wished to deliver in her
fiction on Asian culture was transculturalism, which is
simply and clearly summarized in Young-Ok Lee’s article:
“The first half of The red queen is narrated by the ghost of the
crown princess. Then Babs takes center stage. While in Korea,
Babs feels an increasing affinity with the princess. Babs’s
husband has gone mad, possibly as the result of his difficult
relationship with his father. Both women have suffered
grievous loss. In the juxtaposition of these two lives, the twohundred-year-old story of the crown princess of Korea sheds
light on the life of the British modern woman” (p. 498).

Drabble’s crossing of cultures in The red queen is indeed a
meaningful task in the era of globalization. The most notable
thing is that Drabble’s work contribution is not just limited to
the multicultural emphasis. Opposing the singular traditional
cultures that evolved from the nation-state, as Donald
Cuccioletta insists, transculturalism is the “reinventing of the
new common culture”. This newly shaped new transcultural
space diagnoses, according to Jeff Lewis, the “problematics
of contemporary culture in terms of relationships, meaningmaking, and power formation; and the transitory nature of
culture as well as its power to transform”. In transculturalism, cultural differences, however hideous they may
be, are welcomed rather than avoided. For Drabble, the
overlapped “red” images of the brutally murdered Korean
queen and prince invoked a spirit of Lady Hong which
crossed nation, culture and time. The newly created space of
the third chapter of her book is a kind of ceremony, gut, for
appeasing the resentful dead souls of the oriental country.
The deep grudge of the dead is rubbed out as the writer
mentions at the beginning of the book: “The dead weep with
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joy when their books are reprinted”.
As Mary Moran indicates in her book Margaret
Drabble: Existing within structures, Drabble’s growth as a
novelist might be thanks to the writer’s talent for “the
widening of the protagonists’ occupations and interests” (p.
5) which is often comparable to George Eliot:
“In the first five novels the major characters’ professions or
inclinations are literary, while in T
dl s
Simon
Camish is a Trades Union lawyer, in The realms of gold
Frances Wingate is an archaeologist, Karel Schmidt an
historian, and David Ollerenshaw a geologist, and in The ice
age Anthony Keating is a real estate developer. Although in
The middle ground Drabble again creates a protagonist of a
literary bent, Kate Armstrong’s field is journalism, a career
which brings her into contact with many types of people and
occupations. This branching out in her later novels allows
Drabble to examine the various social, political, economic, and
legal issues which affect and inform the existences of
contemporary people. Her fiction thus provides a holistic
picture of society, another way in which this author resembles
George Eliot” (p. 5).

This “holistic picture of society” described by the mature
protagonist in Drabble’s The red queen is the very ideal of
transculturalism, namely cultures shaped by continual
interactions, by overlapping political and cultural relationships,
and transformed through specific and individual actions.
Instead of adopting a static and categorical approach to
culture, Drabble’s typically intelligent, independent-minded
female protagonist emphasizes the contextual and individual
relationships to various heterogeneous cultural experiences.
Through these individual experiences among various cultures
and ethnicities, Drabble’s Babs achieves transcultured
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Englishness which retains unique values of Englishness while
respecting diversity.

3.
By juxtaposing and contrasting Asian women’s fatality in
the feudal society with the free postmodern western women,
Drabble strives to show the women’s inherent and potential
nature which is not limited to the perceptiveness of their
personal emotions but includes their commitment to global
communities beyond nationality and gender differences.
Drabble’s often mentioned theme of “the powerlessness of
human beings against the inimical conditions of life”
(Moran, p. 26) is often related with gaps of different gender,
class or race which are ultimately solved by the writer’s
intentional interposition of human comic nature. To contrast
with the dark side of the universe, Drabble uses comic
situations, irony and anecdotes. In confronting a bleak and
menacing world, human psychological illness is often
developed and understood in Drabble’s fiction. Korea’s
bloody pre-modern history might be seen as an interesting
pandemonium to Drabble who is always interested in the
universality of the inherent dark nature of human life and
society. By introducing an intelligent, comic, female
character, Drabble urges the reader to see that every human
history on this earth is more understandable, common and
sympathetic than mystic, different and antagonistic
regardless of race, nationality and time. We also must not
forget that brave female traveler Isabella Bird was the
woman behind the scene in Drabble’s neatly structured
transcultural writings.
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Brendan MacHale
(Columban Father)

THE MAKING OF THE FILM PATH TO GLORY

1. Introduction
This is a lightly adapted version of the transcript of an
interview in the early 2000s with Columban Fr. Sean A. Dunne
about the Columban missionaries who produced the film Path
to glory in South Korea, 1958-1962.1
Irishman Fr. Sean was the director, and New Zealand
Columban Fr. John D. Vaughan his understudy, in this film on
the Roman Catholic Church history in Korea and the part
played in it by the Columban missionaries, seven of whom
died in the Korean War (1950-1953).
The twelve-minute long interview reveals Fr. Sean’s
background in photography and his feelings of success and
disappointment with the 28-minute long Path to glory, which
was later transferred to video and then to DVD.
Following the interview here, I have inserted a commentary
including excerpts from Columban newsletters of the time that
provide broader context for the film’s place in history. 2

1

Liam Wylie, Content Producer at the Dublin Archives of RTÉ [Irish
National Radio and Television Broadcaster], was the editor of this interview.
2
1960. Columban Fathers U.S. Newsletter, 6 May, p. 1.
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2. Text of the interview
“When I came to St. Columban’s Dalgan Park in 1945, it was the
end of the War, there was a big resurgence in vocations to the
missionary priesthood during those years and when I came there
were at least 60 applicants, and eventually we had a class of about
30.
When I came to Dalgan it was a breath of fresh air in that sense, a
great spirit and comraderie, plenty to keep you occupied during your
leisure hours, as well as sports of all kinds. The walks were a great
favourite when you got a free day.
And then there were all sorts of occupations. In the basement
there was book-binding, for example; and shoe-making; you had
tailoring and the darkroom for photography, we would record all the
goings on among the students, like the ordinations. We would
process it ourselves, make our own photographs, and it started from
that.
After ordination in Christmas 1951, my first assignment was to
America, to study journalism. I worked at The National Catholic
Register newspaper, based in Denver, working on writing and
photography.
I was also working on movies along with [Fr.] Clem Greene. I
worked with him in the University of Lincoln. We got help from the
University and one of the men from the University advised me that I
should get some professional training in motion picture photography.
He advised the Southern University of California, which catered for
documentary movie making. I applied for entry to USC and I was
accepted.
At the time I was told I would have to film all the missions, spend
maybe six months in the Philippines, maybe Japan, Korea, our
different missions, that was the original plan. John Vaughan and I
were to work together on that. John Vaughan was a Columban from
New Zealand who had spent most of his missionary life in Japan; in
an amateur way he was very involved in movie making there.
The reason we picked Korea was that it was soon after the
Korean War, and Korea was in a dreadful state, so we thought it
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would be a good place to get out of the way first. Everything else
would be an improvement.
When we went out there first we had no idea what we were going
to do. I went looking for books on the history of the [Catholic]
Church and all of that. The Maryknolls [missionary society] were
very helpful. They had a number of books, on the history of the
Church, put out by the Paris Foreign Missions [missionary society]
and one was an English translation.
The papers that were submitted on martyrdom, for the
beatification and canonization of the Korean Martyrs later, gave
brief histories of those martyred in Korea. So from reading all that
stuff, The history of the Church in Korea appeared an ideal film to
make. We called it Path to glory but we were thinking of the seed of
the martyrs because of the old saying: “The blood of martyrs is the
seed of Christians”, so we were thinking along those lines, but
eventually we settled on Path to glory for the title of the film.
We selected the actors from the area we were working in, which
was the Hongchon area, where [Fr.] Phil Crosbie was working.3 We
also dragooned a few other Columbans into it, to do the parts of the
early missionaries. At that time we were looking for men with
beards and we found a few of the old Paris Missionaries and we
brought them to Hongchon.
3

Fr. Philip Crosbie was a Columban missionary born in Australia in 1915, he
died in 2005. As we read in the Internet site of the St Columban’s Mission
Society
(http://www.columban.org.au/e-news/e-news-vol.5-no.6/the-manthe-priest-the-missionary): “The day the [Korean] War started (25 June
1950), Fr. Phil walked for four hours to Chuncheon to see Bishop Quinlan,
a fellow Columban and diocesan bishop. He then walked back the same
day. He was arrested by the North Koreans the following day and taken to
Chuncheon and then to Seoul. Soon after, Fr. Phil and Bishop Quinlan
along with 750 other prisoners were taken north on an eight day forced
death march as the North Korean army was retreating. Only 250 prisoners
survived the death march. In 1953 Fr. Phil and Bishop Quinlan were
released through Moscow. Until then they had been presumed dead. Upon
his return to Australia, Fr. Phil wrote of his extraordinary experiences as a
prisoner and the death march in his book, Pencilling prisoner”.
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The Koreans had a natural aptitude for it. They never acted
before apart from their own concerts and things.
The death march, well that was early in the Korean War, in 1951.
Eight hundred, I think, were involved in it. The majority of them
were either diplomatic people, or missionaries, or American soldiers
who were captured in the first few days of the war and they were
marched for about seven hundred miles up through North Korea
which is a very mountainous part of the country, right up to the Yalu
River and they spent three years altogether in concentration camps
there. Many of them, of course, died during that time.
I was able to get some of those on the death march, the original
death march, to participate in its re-enactment in the movie,
including Bishop Tom Quinlan and Phil Crosbie.
We filmed it in the mountains of Kangwondo. And in winter time
too. There was snow on the ground at the time, and I can still
remember Bishop Quinlan telling me that the film re-enactment was
more strenuous than the actual death march, because at least they
were moving on the death march, but when we were filming it, we
were stopping, you see, and they had little straw sandals on their feet
and standing there in the snow wasn’t very comfortable.
After three years in concentration camps in North Korea the war
came to an end, and they were released through Russia.
We did have quite a few difficulties in the editing and we worked
on that for about a year and a half. Then I was taken off the project
to come back to Ireland to help out with television in Ireland. The
American region [US Columbans] decided they wanted to have the
film edited, so it was decided to give it to Desilu Studios, which was
run by Desi Arnez and Lucille Ball.
The technicians from Desilu Studios did most of the editing. We
had contacts and that’s how they got [narrator] Gregory Peck, and
[actor] Pat O’Brien, too. Pat O’Brien was always very, very helpful.
The editing was professional all right, but we shot a lot, a lot more
than was eventually shown in the film, and I think it should have been
much longer. We had the film because we shot an awful lot of stuff
there at the time, and we could easily have made a film that would last
an hour or even longer. And I think that there was an awful lot of good
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stuff that was left out, but for a film to be shown in a television slot of
half an hour, they did an excellent job”. [End of interview].

3. Commentary
Two areas in the interview I want to note are professional
film making and professional editing. While only briefly
mentioned in the interview, I think it is fairly well accepted in
our Columban history that there was tension between Fr. Sean
and Fr. John about the film’s direction, between the
professional and the amateur as it were, and possibly between
the US Columbans and the two men themselves. The wider US
brief was to produce films in all six of the Columban mission
fields of the time as promotional footage for its fundraising.
Not long after arriving in Korea in 1958, however, Fr. Sean
had widened his brief to a full scale history of the country’s
Catholic Church.
Fr. Sean was also an official reporter for NCWC, a Catholic
news agency in the US, and this role must have absorbed some
of his time as can be seen from the May 1960 issue of the US
Columban newsletter reporting on student uprisings at that time:
“I have a few memorable incidents of the riots. I was near the
City Hall [in Seoul] when firing broke out. A student from
Yonsei University ran over to me, threw his left arm over my
shoulder and his right hand over his head, then shielding me with
his body we ran in a crouch to the shelter of another building. He
got a police bullet across the knuckle of his right thumb
On another occasion, while taking some pictures near the HQ of
the Metropolitan Police a cop rushed out and took a shot at me
with his revolver. Although I was a good distance away I got a
picture of him as he fired. The bullet hit the ground to my right. I
have nothing more to show than a scratch on the hand from
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broken glass while taking some pictures from the Chamber of
Commerce Building”.

The 1963 August edition of the same newsletters reported:
“Congratulations of the highest order are due John Vaughan
and Sean Dunne, for the marvellous production they made of
the Korean Epic. It is a truly professional job and is being well
received everywhere”.
Satisfaction then at the highest level, but by early 1963 Sean
had been transferred to Ireland and later on to the Philippines,
and the final editing had been done without him, as he noted
obliquely at the end of the interview. Within its pared down
limits, he too was probably satisfied with what the film had
achieved, but his disappointment was that his vision of a
grander scale had been curtailed.
On its merits then, and as a glimpse of Korea from the
Europe of the early 1960s, it is easy to agree with what Liam
Wylie had to say of Sean and the film: “What most impressed
me about this was the scale and ambition of the film. You
could see that he was aware of what would appeal to film goers
- used to stories told on an epic Hollywood scale”.
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K. Hun Mok
(Trinity College Dublin)

KOREAN IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCES
IN AMERICA AND IN IRELAND:
BREAKING THE VICIOUS CIRCLE OF ETHNIC PATTERNS

1. Introduction
The experiences and paths toward integration of different
ethnicities to the United States (and for that matter, Europe as
well) are as diverse as the nations of origin themselves.
Common in these ethnic integration patterns are the typical
inter- and intra-group discriminatory attitudes. While the
former may be explained as cultural and ethnic inertia, the
latter form of discrimination intriguingly reveals an ethnic
individual’s inherent tendency for self-preservation and selfadvancement at the expense of future collective political
empowerment. Usually, overcoming this “double-whammy”
against newcomers requires several decades of failed-attempts
of immigration and employment until a critical mass is finally
reached, with the subsequent acceptance of a representative
ethnic voice by both host nation and immigrant societies. It is
within this American immigration context that the Korean
experience in Ireland (and the UK) can be viewed, in contrast
to those found in other European countries. In order to break
the potentially vicious cycle of several decades-worth of
countless individual disappointments and wasted talent, we
show that active voluntary engagement to assist the poor and
underprivileged within Ireland may be a way forward for
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harmonious acceptance amongst, and may be beneficial to, the
Irish people.
The history of immigration of Koreans to the US is
comprehensively documented by experts in the field (Kim
2004, Reimers 2005, Yoon 2005, Schwekendiek 2012), two of
whom are speakers at this conference. Briefly, the influx of
Chinese due to the California Gold Rush (in search of the
“Gold Mountain”) and the first transcontinental railroad (from
1849 and extending into the 1880s) whetted the appetite for
fostering further immigration from other Far-East Asian
countries. In the case of Korea, diplomatic relations between
Chosun and the US commenced on 22 May 1882 through the
“Treaty of Peace, Amity, Commerce, and Navigation”. In the
same year, the Chinese Exclusion Act was passed by the US
Congress (6 May 1882), prohibiting any immigration of Asians
to a significant degree. Despite these regulations, American
capitalism being ever so practical, the first Japanese
immigrants were allowed to arrive and work on the sugarcane
and pineapple plantations (Hawaii) and the fruit and produce
farmlands (California) in 1885. Following this example, the
first significant number (103 men, women and children) of
Koreans arrived in Honolulu Harbor (aboard the S.S. Gaelic)
on 9 January 1903. For three more years, this “first wave” of
Korean immigrants totaling 7,226 arrived in Honolulu on 65
different ships and persevered under difficult conditions.
Meanwhile on the Asian Continent, the Russo-Japanese war
(1904-1905) was mediated to peace by US President Theodore
Roosevelt (later earning him a Nobel Peace Prize for his
efforts). Hoping to take advantage of this political flux, the
court of Chosun sent Syngman Rhee (later to serve as first
President of the Republic of Korea) to convince the US to
return Korea to sovereignty. This attempt failed, and served as
one of many reasons for Japan to force Chosun to accept
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protectorate terms in 1905. The complete relinquishing of
Korea’s independence through the Japan-Korea Annexation
Treaty followed a few years later in August 1910.

2. Young Koreans step up to save the fate of their country
The pro-active spirit of young Koreans abroad during this
turbulent period is well exemplified by the little-publicized
actions of two young men by the name of Jang In-Hwan and
Jeon Meong-Un. The story begins with Durham White
Stevens, an American who worked to advance the everexpanding interests and ambitions of the Japanese government
through his employment with the Japanese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, and later as a Japanese-appointed civil servant of the
Chosun Foreign Office (1904). Stevens acted as a strong and
vocal proponent - and with his western ethnicity, more
convincingly from the perspective of the outside world - for
the protectorate status of Chosun. In 1908, his writings and
statements that justified the Japanese occupation - such as
those in a newspaper interview commenting that “Koreans
lacked the ability to be independent” and that “Koreans were
benefiting from the presence of Japan in their country” infuriated all Koreans at home and abroad. When word of his
visit to the United States reached the Korean community in
San Francisco, young Koreans confronted him to protest on 22
March 1908. On the following day, a completely coincidental
merging of two separate plans by two young Korean men
occurred. Jeon attempted to shoot Stevens but fails and while
engaged in a fight, Jang succeeded in fatally wounding Stevens
with his firearm. Both were arrested and tried, and while Jeon
was acquitted, Jang was found guilty of second-degree murder,
serving ten years of an original twenty five year sentence in
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California. Both Jang and Jeon were awarded the Order of
Merit for National Foundation by the Korean government in
1962 and are considered patriots in Korea. (An interesting
vignette of history involving Syngman Rhee can be added
here. As a student in a Master’s program at Harvard
University, Rhee was asked to come as translator for the two
Korean defendants and flown over to San Francisco through a
voluntary collection by the Korean American communities in
the California Bay Area and Hawaii. After a short stay, Rhee
declined to help stating that he “did not wish to help a
murderer” and returned to Boston. It goes without saying that
this episode not only demonstrated early on Rhee’s selfishness
and lack of concern on matters directly impacting his
countrymen, but also that he failed to allow due process take
its course, as neither Jang nor Jeon could be considered guilty
of these charges prior to their trial).
The reader will surely agree that a description of this
historical event does not imply the condoning of violence in
any way, shape or form, for such an act should have its just
consequences (and indeed Jang did serve a real prison sentence
for the crime committed). However, one of the reasons for
mentioning this example is to highlight the integral role of the
young Koreans and Korean Americans in the immigrant
communities. In fact, during the early 1900s, various local and
grass-roots organizations to advance the independence of
Korea were established, providing crucial support and
information to those back home as well as unadulterated, frontline news of the situation unfolding on the Korean peninsula to
the US public. Jang, a member of Daedong Bogukhoe, met
Jeon, a member of the Gongnip Hyeophoe, when the two
groups held a joint meeting in 1908 to discuss Stevens’ spiteful
declarations against the Korean people. (It should be stressed
that at these meetings, there was no conspiracy discussed to
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kill Stevens). In addition to these organizations, militant
reservist groups to train young Koreans to be ready for battle
with the Japanese were founded - one of the pioneering schools
being The Young Korean Military School (June 1909) in
Nebraska, established by Park Yong Man, a fellow prisoner of
conscience with Rhee going back to their imprisonment in
Hansung (Seoul) in 1904, and the Maengho Dahn in Los
Angeles and San Francisco (1930s). The impact of young
Koreans was also demonstrated in the founding of the Korean
Society in New York (1921), carried out with the leadership of
Korean students at Columbia University (Kim 1959-2004).
Hence, politically, the Korean communities in the US - and
especially the young Koreans and those involved in the
Christian community - have admirably demonstrated their
social conscience relating not only to Korean based events, but
also to those of other third-world countries (Yoon 2005). From
the humble beginnings of their necessity for survival in the
Hawaiian plantations; the patriotic urgency and activism to
save their country from the oppressive colonialism of Japan;
through the heartbreaking Korean conflict (1950-1953) where
the post-World War rhetoric of competing superpower
ideologies led to the realities of pitting brother against brother
to the result of more than one million dead Koreans (civilian
and military) and 142,000 military casualties for the United
Nations armed forces (Hastings 1987); continuing with
demonstration activities against the military dictatorships that
spanned approximately twenty-five years; and finally to the
fully civilian democratic governments since 1993 (Cumings
1997), a steadfast endeavour has taken place in north America
to assist and support democracy and justice for the Korean
peninsula.
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3. Inter- and intra-group discrimination
Having said this, an inescapable fact is that, notwithstanding the proactive engagement of the Korean immigrant
communities towards various political causes, socioeconomically speaking, the Koreans are still very much
(perhaps too comfortably) on their own. Rather than employed
at well-established private or public sector institutions, a
quarter of all Koreans in the US are self-employed, a figure
twice the average of the nation as a whole. Koreans are ownermanagers of 25,000 grocery and liquor stores throughout the
US, many of these stores having previously been owned by
Jews and Italians, and situated in predominantly black
neighborhoods. Although numbering a total of approximately
1.1 million people (2011 statistics; Table 1), rather than
geographically spread throughout the fifty states (or at least
amongst the urban centers), one-fifth of all Korean Americans
are found to reside in the Los Angeles-Long Beach
Metropolitan Region (Reimers 2005). Hence, a lack of true
integration with the general community has been clear, its
negative ramifications leading to tragedies such as the April
1992 Los Angeles riots where 4,500 shops (mostly Korean)
were burnt down. To make matters worse, frequent schism and
division within Korean organizations and societies are
prevalent, with rival associations frequently sprouting up
whenever there is a leadership change. Hence, what is
emerging (or has already emerged) are competing conflicts. No
longer do the issues strictly deal with friction between the
Korean and the dominant White Anglo-Saxon Protestant
cultures (or others Hispanic cultures), but unnecessary and
divisive intra-community conflicts are to be found as well.
It should be stressed that such occurrences are not limited to
the Korean immigration experience in America nor is this
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found only amongst Koreans. One well-known example is skin
color-based discrimination amongst African-Americans
(Weinstein 1990, Russell et al. 1992). In the Hispanic
community, fluency in Spanish has brought about employment
discrimination (Lopez 2011), although it may be argued that
fluency in language serves as a valid job performance
indicator. Since there are obvious differences in life
experiences, language, culture, and values between the early
generation and the second, third and further generations, much
of this has and can be explained by generational differences
(Healey 2008). Such a narrative is certainly valid when the
majority of members of a certain ethnic group share a common
historical lineage based upon coherent waves of immigration a result of immigration policies of the host nation at that time,
for good or for worse (Glazer 1987). Korean immigration to
the US serves as a good example of this. Although the initial
wave could be traced to the historic immigration
approximately one hundred years ago, a more populous wave
of immigrants arrived on the shores of the United States in the
1960s-1980s due to favourable immigration policies such as
the 1952 McCarren-Walter Immigration Act and the 1965
Hart-Celler Act (Reimers 2005, Yoon 2005, Kim 2004, Kim
2008). Monitoring subsequent generations of these immigrant
waves has led to various theories of social cohesion, be they
positively contributing or disruptive to the social fabric.
Turning our eyes towards Europe, intriguingly, the
population statistics and the ratio of Korean nationals
(expatriates) to naturalized citizens serve as a useful
approximation of the theories mentioned above. In countries
where there were defined waves of immigration (including
open adoption policies of Korean children), one finds that the
proportion of naturalized citizens is relatively high (Table 1).
Key examples are found in the Scandinavian countries where
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the percentage of naturalized citizens is approximately 30 to
55% (mainly due to the generous adoption of Korean infants)
and particularly with Germany (24.8%; mainly due to 1963
Korean-German Labour Recruitment Agreement resulting in a
large influx of Korean miners and nurses - Thomas 2013).
These figures are comparable to those of Japan (36.1%
naturalized citizens) and of the US (50.3% naturalized
citizens), demonstrating that the policies of the host nation
decisively determine the makeup of its immigrants. In these
countries, the leadership of the Korean communities usually
consists of naturalized citizens, as they are more-or-less fully
assimilated and hold significant socio-economic positions in
their respective societies. As a result, the naturalized citizens
are capable and well-experienced to guide the social and
political discourse with the citizens of the host nation when
such matters arise.
By contrast, for those western countries that did not
legislate a relatively open immigration environment (to nonEU citizens), the percentages of naturalized citizens are
markedly lower. Countries like the UK, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, Ireland, Belgium and Portugal belong to this
group. (Malta is excluded due to its extremely small total
population). In these countries, while most of the naturalized
citizens are spouses and children from inter-ethnic marriages,
the Korean nationals mainly consist of:
(i) professionals hired by various private and public sector
institutions in the respective countries;
(ii) diplomats, government civil servants and adjunct staff
assigned to various international organizations;
and (iii), to a larger extent, sojourners (3 rd/4th-level students
or contract laborers and researchers) who live in these
countries for a defined period (usually on the order of a few to
several years).
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(Note that Ireland - emphasized in Table 1 - has one of the
largest overall Korean communities when based on per million
citizens. In addition, the percentage of naturalized citizens is
exceedingly small - 4.8% - whereas the percentage of Korea
nationals is one of the highest - 19 out of 20 Koreans belong to
this cohort - 95.2 %).
In both cases, inter-group and intra-group exchanges and
experiences are moulded and melded, and given sufficient
time, the invisible hand of supply and demand for human
resources should be able to determine the aspirations and needs
of the Koreans belonging to their respective communities. In
other words, both components - be they naturalized citizens or
expatriates - would be able to share the resources and
representation in a fair and just way. Furthermore, the policies
of the Korean government towards overseas Koreans would
ideally be flexible enough to support both cohorts.
Unfortunately, as commonly observed when a competition
of resources is present, this is occasionally not the case. In
other words, one cohort is able to over-represent itself at the
expense of the other. Furthermore, this may occur regardless of
any pressure from the host (or “privileged”) population
(Schaerer 2008).
See table 1 on next page.
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The beginning of intra-group discrimination is usually
unintended, and often not even targeted against one’s own ethnicity.
As depicted in Figure 1, a struggle for survival in a foreign country
is a typical way of how things unfold. Lack of “communication
skills” (usually implying fluency of language) and/or lack of
networking with members of the host country compel the individual
to associate primarily with members of the same ethnicity. Through
diligence, ingenuity and intra-group teamwork, a certain level of
financial/ emotional satisfaction is attained after a defined number of
years. The margins of profit are wafer-thin though (or in the case of
an ethnic society/association, the chances of climbing the leadership
ladder are limited), and it therefore follows that expanding the
number of stakeholders becomes undesirable. Hence, a restriction of
the opportunities to new incoming members is inevitable.
Typical methods to keep the number of stakeholders to a
minimum consist of:
(i) limiting the qualifications of membership (for example,
mandating a number of years of residency, imposing a high
threshold for membership fees);
(ii) a passive attitude in notifying the public (for example,
limiting the exposure to selected web pages);
and (iii) programming activities/events that are relevant to only
the current membership.
A vicious circle ensues (Figure 1). (Interestingly, this circle need
not be limited to ethnic or social discrimination. Such a diagram
would nicely suit the practices found in business monopolies/
oligopolies or even organized crime).
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As such, the inherent human tendency for self-preservation
and self-advancement make it rather difficult to lay any direct
blame on such closed-loop activity.
The important lessons are as follows:
(i) The experiences and paths toward integration of different
ethnicities to various countries are as diverse as the nations of
origin themselves. Because there is variability in the immigration
practices, the composition of immigrants (naturalized citizens
as well as Korean nationals) is also likely to be very different.
(ii) When there exists discrimination (intra- and/or inter-),
the odds against the disadvantaged make it very difficult for
them to fulfill their aspirations.
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(iii) The immediate result is countless individual
disappointments and wasted talent, sometimes extending for a
number of decades.
(iv) A transparent and fair method of accurately assessing
the needs of overseas Koreans (as well as other ethnicities) is
necessary in order to prevent one particular cohort overrepresenting themselves at the expense of other cohorts.
(v) Policies should be devised and implemented to ensure a
level playing field (Takaki 2000).
4. T Kor a You Volu t rs U io (KYVU) - A proposal
to establish a new volunteer organization
In light of these realities, and inspired by the early twentieth
century community organizations formed by the pioneering
young Koreans in America, the author and approximately fifty
University age students have formed a Charter Committee to
explore the feasibility of establishing a volunteer organization
for the Korean nationals in Ireland.
The objectives include:
(i) Engagement with, observation of, and learning from the
host society (Ireland) through volunteering various services not
only to fellow Koreans, but also to the general public.
(ii) Being useful to the public through one’s service,
striving to be an element of change, and more importantly,
preparing to be changed (in attitude, outlook, and expectations)
as well.
Finally, (iii) to foster sustainable, lasting relationships with
all citizens involved, endearing them to the membership and
the ethos of the organization.
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Although still in the Charter Committee stage, for two
straight years (2012 and 2013), KYVU has hosted a
“Christmas Meal on Christmas Day” event for international
students and Dubliners who may not have had the chance to
join friends and family during the Christmas to New Year
break. In addition, the encouragement of Small Activity
Groups has led to the founding of the “Korean Music Society
Dublin”, allowing talented musicians to perform together and
“compare notes”. Also, key public lectures given by
distinguished guests such as H.E. the Ambassador of Korea
and others have encouraged the young members to think out of
the box and plan/ponder a better future.
It is our expectation that by contributing to the local
(indigenous) communities, not only will there be a fair
representation of all members of the Korean community, but
more importantly, a fruitful and mutually beneficial
cooperation between the Korean and Irish people that will
serve as an immigrant model for other countries too.
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STRONG CAPABLE SOUTH KOREAN WOMEN:
ROMANTIC COMEDIES AS A WINDOW ON CULTURE

1. Introduction
This study addresses the role of culture in the perception of
romantic comedies. As movies in this genre are affected by
both culture and society’s ideals (cf. Dowd and Pallotta 2000;
Mortimer 2010), they are good material from which the values
of an unfamiliar culture can be inferred. In Estonia, a NorthEuropean country (population 1.27 million, neighbouring states
Finland, Sweden, Latvia, Russia), contemporary audiences are
mostly accustomed to movies produced in Europe and
Hollywood and other movies are rarely seen (see Figure 1). In
this study, I analyse how Estonian women see South Korean
society through romantic comedies produced there and their
perceptions of South Korean women. I chose to research the
viewpoint of women, as women are the main audience for
romantic comedies (Abbott and Jermyn, 2009). I chose South
Korean movies as it is rare for Estonians to have contact with
South Korean culture and people (Estonian official statistics do
not even list contact with South Korea); the culture is mostly
known to Estonians through brands (Samsung, LG, Hyundai,
Kia, etc.). Yet recently, South Korean popular culture has
reached Europe (e.g. the international popularity of the song
“Gangnam Style”), and its unexpected popularity allows us to
assume an increase in interest in South Korean culture.
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Figure 1. Movies imported to Estonia 2000–2012 (EFA 2013).
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Most romantic comedies shown in Estonia follow the
formulaic narrative of Hollywood romantic comedies, in which
the movie follows a couple on their path to true love, from a
beginning in antipathy, followed by reconciliation, and then,
by obstacles to the new relationship that are overcome, leading
to the formation of a pair (McDonald 2009). Although there
have been sporadic periods of innovation, the basic structure
has remained the same (Abbott and Jermyn 2009, Neale 1992).
Female main characters are usually portrayed as either weak,
helpless or naive (e.g. Never been kissed 1999); when they are
portrayed as strong or career oriented, they need help from the
male hero (e.g. New in town 2009, Working girl 1988) or they
are shown to be vulnerable in the end (e.g. Miss Congeniality
2000, The proposal 2009). Women are often presented as
neither in control of their lives nor their relationships (e.g.
You v ot mail 1998, Overboard 1987). Usually, in the end,
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they are secured in traditional female roles (e.g. What happens
in Vegas 2008, cf. Neale 1992, Mortimer 2010). Being single
carries a negative connotation (e.g. Keeping the faith 2000), as
Johnson and Holmes (2009) have noted.
South Korean mainstream cinema rarely reaches Estonia, as
is the case in most of Europe. Film festivals have successfully
introduced art-house South Korean cinema, but the exclusion
of other genres leaves a distorted view of South Korean
culture. Japanese and Chinese cultures have historically
affected European understanding of East Asia, making it easy
to assume that Korean culture would be similar in most
aspects. Although all of these cultures share Confucian values,
there are significant differences.
According to Hofstede (1980, 2001), cultures can be
described and compared based on five dimensions: power
distance, individualism, uncertainty avoidance, long-term
orientation and masculinity. The major cultural difference
between South Korea and its neighbours is expressed through
the masculinity dimension. This dimension relates to the
values governing the societal roles attached to women and men
(An and Kim 2007).
In masculine societies (i.e. cultures with a high masculinity
index), gender roles are clearly distinct. Responsibility,
decisiveness and ambitiousness are seen as predominantly
masculine traits, while gentleness, humility and caring are seen
as feminine traits. In feminine societies (i.e. cultures with a low
masculinity index), gender roles overlap and the same traits are
no longer exclusively gender specific (Hofstede 1996).
China and Japan are known to be masculine cultures, with
Japan having the highest masculinity index in the entire world.
Their adjacency to Korea would make it convenient to assume
that the same values apply there. Yet, Hofstede’s studies show
that South Korea is a more feminine culture. Therefore,
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feminine values should be reflected in South Korean romantic
comedies, distinguishing them from Japanese, Chinese, and
also American movies. In comparison, there should be shared
values with Estonia, which is also a rather feminine culture
(see Figure 2). The gender roles of South Korean romantic
comedies should be agreeable to Estonians.
Masculinity indices
Japan
95

China

South Korea

66

USA

Estonia

62
39

30

MASCULINITY INDEX
Figure 2. Masculinity indices of Japan, China, South Korea and Estonia
according to Hofstede (2001). The higher the index, the more masculine the
society.

Conversely, the 2013 Global Gender Gap Report,1 a
comprehensive measure of gender equality in 136 countries,
places South Korea in the 111th place. The Global Gender Gap
Report reveals each country’s overall performance in closing
the gender gap. Pertaining to South Korea, the report shows
that women are at a disadvantage in many fields: on average,
women earn less than half of what men earn, there are fewer
female legislators, senior officials, managers and professional
and technical workers. Other studies have also shown that,
1

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GenderGap_Report_2013.pdf
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compared to men, educated women have limited opportunities
for work (Kim 2005). Yet the positive idea of a strong,
independent, career-oriented single woman, the Gold Miss,
also exists in South Korean society (Chang and Sproule 2013).
South Korean romantic comedies probably exhibit the
dynamics between the socio-economic realities of South Korea
and its cultural values. There has been previous research into
gender role portrayal in South Korea in advertisements, and its
results were consistent with South Korean culture having
feminine values (An and Kim 2007, Paek, Nelson and Vilela
2010). As far as I know, there has been no study dealing with
gender role portrayal across multiple South Korean romantic
comedies. Previous research into Korean romantic comedies
has focused either on single movies (Kim 2002) or has
compared two of them (Park 2013). These studies have noted
that South Korean movies present women as strong and
independent, but in an ambivalent manner.
The aforementioned findings suggest the following
hypotheses:
H1: South Korean romantic comedies exhibit feminine
culture values by differing from Hollywood movies in their
depiction of female characters.
H2: The stereotype that Estonian women have of South
Korean women derives from the perception that South Korea is
a masculine culture.2
To control the first hypothesis, I analysed twenty South
Korean romantic comedies (2000-2012) from aspects revealed
2

Stereotypes are generally considered to be “beliefs about the
characteristics, attributes, and behaviors of members of certain groups”
(Hilton and von Hippel 1996, p. 240).
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in the interviews with Estonian women, who had been shown
South Korean romantic comedies.
To control the second hypothesis, I carried out a stereotype
analysis, in which I researched what Estonian women believe
South Korean women are like, compared to Estonian women.
2. Method
The research consisted of three stages.
First, I conducted interviews with four female Estonian
viewers who had been shown four South Korean romantic
comedies to see whether South Korean romantic comedies
differed in any aspects from familiar Hollywood models.
Second, I researched whether the aspects revealed in the
interviews apply to South Korean romantic comedies in
general by analysing twenty South Korean romantic comedies
produced between 2001 and 2012. Third, using an online
questionnaire, I surveyed Estonian women’s stereotypes of
themselves and South Korean women. I used free response
methodology for this survey.
2.1 First stage participants, material and procedure
Four women with a university level education in
humanities, W1 (23 years), W2 (26 years), W3 (24 years), W4
(57 years), were shown four movies: Couples (2011), Love
fiction (2012), Miss Gold Digger (2007), and Windstruck
(2004).
After viewing the movies, I interviewed the participants,
asking them to describe what they found different from what
they had seen before in the romantic comedy genre, what they
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found to be innovative, and what was different in the portrayal
of genders.
2.2. Second stage material and procedure
Based on the results of the first stage, I chose the five most
prevalent aspects and analysed whether they apply to South
Korean romantic comedies in general:
1.Unconventional narrative: Did the narrative diverge clearly
from a conventional Hollywood narrative that depicts the
formation of a couple who surmount obstacles to find true
love?
2.Focus on women’s careers: Whether work was important to
the female lead (in that it is explicitly stated, she is shown
repeatedly at work or the plot is work related)?
3.Independent/strong women: Can the female lead be
characterised as either independent, strong-willed or physically
strong?
4.Aggressive women: Does the female lead behave
aggressively at some point (by physically attacking someone)?
5.Women control the relationship: Does the female lead
control the relationship?
From these aspects, I analysed twenty movies released
between 2001 and 2012:
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[F1]
My sassy Girl / Yeopgijeogin geunyeo (2001, Director: Jae-young
Kwak)
[F2]
My wife is a gangster / Jopog manura (2001, Director: Jin-gyu Cho)
[F3]
Windstruck / Nae yeojachingureul sogae habnida (2004, Director:
Jae-young Kwak)
[F4]
Too beautiful to lie/ Geunyeoreul midji maseyo (2004, Director:
Hyeong-jun Bae)
[F5]
Love in magic / Yeonae-sulsa (2005, Director: Se-Hwan Cheon)
[F6]
200 pounds beauty / Minyeoneun goerowo (2006, Director: Yonghwa Kim)
[F7]
Seducing Mr. Perfect / Miseuteo robin ggosigi (2006, Director:
Sang-woo Kim)
[F8]
Miss Gold Digger / Yonguijudo Miss Shin (2007, Director: Yong-jib
Park)
[F9]
A day for an affair / Baram-pigi joheun nal (2007, Director: Mun-il
Jang)
[F10]
My mighty princess / Murim yeodaesaeng (2008, Director: Jaeyoung Kwak)
[F11]
My wife got married / Anaega kyeolhonhaetda (2008, Director: Yunsu Chong)
[F12]
My girlfriend is an agent / Chilgeup gongmuwon (2009, Director:
Terra Shin)
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[F13]
Cyrano agency / Sirano; yeonaejojakdo (2010, Director: Hyun-seok
Kim)
[F14]
Finding Mr. Destiny / Kimjonguk chatgi (2010, Director: You-jeong
Chang)
[F15]
Romantic debtors / Sarangeun biteul tago (2010, Director: Geun-ho
Shin)
[F16]
You are my pet / Neoneun pet (2011, Director: Byeong-gon Kim)
[F17]
Couples / Keopeuljeu (2011, Director: Yong-ki Jeong)
[F18]
Wonderful radio / Wondeopul radio (2012, Director: Chil-in Kwon)
[F19]
Love fiction / Leobeu piksyeon (2012, Director: Kye Soo Jeon)
[F20]
Dancing queen / Daensing kwin (2012, Director: Seok-hoon Lee)

2.3 Third stage participants, material and procedure
I carried out a stereotype survey to find out what Estonian
women believe Estonian women and South Korean women
were like. Forty women between the ages of twenty and forty
(M = 25.8 years, SD = 4.8) were asked to characterise both
Estonian and South Korean women with three freely chosen
words or short phrases. Intergroup agreement of over 10% was
considered to be a stereotype (shared belief) (cf. Pajupuu
2005).
Then, three female testers evaluated the attributes to ascertain
whether they carried a positive or negative connotation, or
were neutral. Using the dominant opinion method, a final
evaluation for each attribute was determined (Pennebaker,
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Mayne and Francis 1997). In cases in which all three testers
gave different evaluations, the attribute was deemed
ambivalent. The results show whether the general opinion of
Estonian women and South Korean women is positive,
negative, neutral or ambivalent.
3. Results
3.1 First stage results
The interviews revealed five aspects in which South Korean
romantic comedies differed from Hollywood productions.

A. UNCONVENTIONAL NARRATIVES

The narrative structure of South Korean romantic comedies
was found to be nonlinear and hard to predict. Neither a happy
ending nor the formation of a couple was guaranteed. The
interviews also revealed that the focus of South Korean
romantic comedies is not constantly on relationship
development.
Examples from the interviews:
“Action is not directed towards them coming together”
(W1);
“[…] completely unpredictable” (W4);
“I thought it was quite interesting that the relationship
petered off in the end” (W2);

B. FEMALE CHARACTER
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INDEPENDENT AND STRONG
Unlike female characters in romantic comedies produced in
Europe and Hollywood, female characters in South Korean
romantic comedies were perceived to be more independent,
free in their actions and had strong personalities.
Examples from interviews:
“[…] woman is totally free” (W3);
“[…] doesn’t depend on men, she was just kind of doing
whatever she wanted to” (W1);
“A female character in a western romantic comedy would
be sillier” (W2).
WORK ORIENTED
It was noted that South Korean romantic comedies more
frequently show female protagonists at work and focused on
their careers instead of relationships and also showed women
being successful in their occupations.
Example from interviews:
“[…] they are shown working, and they are in good
positions” (W4).
AGGRESSIVE
Female characters in South Korean romantic comedies were
perceived as much more prone to use force, to the extent that
they attacked people.
Example from interviews:
“[…] and they beat up men” (W4).
WOMEN CONTROL RELATIONSHIPS
By contrast to movies produced in Europe and Hollywood,
in South Korean romantic comedies, female characters were
perceived to be leading and controlling the relationships.
Examples from interviews:
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“They aren’t chosen, they choose men” (W4);
“It was always she who was decisive” (W2);
The interviewees were positively surprised at the depiction
of women and said that they could sympathize with the
characters.
3.2. Second stage results
The results of the analysis of five aspects in twenty movies
are presented in Table 1.
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Note. Yes/no i olu
“Car r fo us d”: F13 is ot l arl d fi abl ;
F19 female lead has two occupations, she is focused on one career, but not
o t ot r Y s/ o i olu “I d
d t/stro ”: F5 f al l ad is ot
very independent or strong, but is not weak either; F9 has two female leads,
one clearly independent and strong, the other lead is weaker; F10 female
lead is physically strong, but not particularly independent. Yes/no in
olu “Co trols r latio s i ”: F9 as two f al l ads o of t
is i
control of her relationship, but the other is not.

The results show that 70% of the movies analysed have an
unconventional narrative. In 70% of the movies the female
leads’ careers were fundamental to their characters, or else the
movie was centered on the careers of the female leads. In other
instances, the female leads did not have careers, but were
either students, housewives, or swindlers. The female lead was
independent and strong in 90% of the movies: the characters
were strong-willed, independent thinkers who did not
particularly depend on others. The female lead behaved
aggressively by attacking someone in 55% of the movies. The
female lead actively controlled her relationships in 85% of the
movies, in which she either initiated or led the relationship.
These results generally confirm that most of the analysed
South Korean romantic comedies demonstrate the tendencies
that the interviews suggested.
3.3. Third stage results
In the stereotype survey, Estonian women characterized
Estonian women with a total of 120 attributes (every
respondent was allowed to name up to three attributes), out of
which 58 were determined to be positive, 16 negative, 17
neutral and 29 ambivalent. Out of these attributes, five were
shared beliefs, named by more than 10% of the participants.
The stereotype Estonian women had of Estonian women
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consisted of the following attributes: hardworking, beautiful,
independent, educated and well-groomed. This stereotype is
positive (see Table 2). Estonian women also characterised
South Korean women with 120 attributes, out of which 68
were positive, 9 negative, 23 neutral and 20 ambivalent. Out of
these, eight attributes were shared beliefs. The stereotype of
South Korean women held by Estonian women is based mainly
on appearance (small, with dark hair, short, beautiful) and on
the general idea that Asians are hardworking, cute, modest and
polite, but the latter three are also commonly associated with
women in masculine cultures (see Table 2).
These results show that Estonians lack a deep knowledge
about South Korean women, but that the stereotype they hold
is positive.
Table 2. Shared beliefs held by Estonian women about Estonian
women and South Korean women

4. Discussion
The aim of this study was to examine the influence of
culture on romantic comedies and their reception. Based on
previous research, I predicted that South Korean romantic
comedies would be affected by feminine culture values in their
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depiction of female characters (An and Kim 2007, Hofstede
1980/1996/2001, Kim 2002, Paek, Nelson and Vilela 2010,
Park 2013). This was confirmed to be true for most of the
movies studied. The women were shown to be career oriented,
strong, independent and in control of their lives, and even
aggressive if need be. This makes them different from both the
meek and the seemingly strong women of Hollywood romantic
comedies. Not only were the female characters different, but
the narratives diverged from customary Hollywood story
development. The most obvious difference is that the happy
ending sometimes does not involve the formation of a couple.
Leaving the lead character single is not a negative outcome in
the Korean movies. In addition, women are not forced into
traditional female roles, but rather they keep both their careers
and the relationships. Therefore, hypothesis H1 is confirmed:
female characters in South Korean romantic comedies exhibit
feminine culture values.
Hypothesis H2, on the other hand, was only partially
confirmed. The stereotype survey showed that Estonian
women attribute some characteristics of masculine cultures to
South Korean women. However, these characteristics (cute,
modest and polite) could also be held to be common
stereotypes of all East Asian people. The same applies to their
description as hardworking, as it is also a stereotype of East
Asians. Most of the shared beliefs are based on appearances and
show that Estonian women do not have a definite opinion
regarding the character of South Korean women. With the
exclusion of their description as hardworking, the limited
stereotype regarding the character of South Korean women
conflicts with what is seen in South Korean romantic comedies.
It remains inconclusive whether the independent and capable
women perceived by Estonians in South Korean romantic
comedies are seen as favourable by domestic audiences.
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The statistics from The Global Gender Gap Report 2013
show that South Korean women are disadvantaged at work,
earn less than men on average and participate less in the labour
force. This raises the question regarding whether, for South
Koreans, the women in the comedies are unusual, strange and
subject to subtle ridicule. On the other hand, the romantic
comedies might represent wish-fulfilment by showing women
who are free to pursue their careers and relationships. This
study is limited in that aspect, as it does not show what South
Korean women think about these movies and themselves.
Despite this limitation, these romantic comedies reveal
South Korea to us from a new angle. Although the image may
be embellished or exaggerated, it enables us to expand our
stereotype of South Koreans. In intercultural communication, a
more substantial stereotype is beneficial, as it enables us to
better adapt to reality.
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COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES
ON WESTERN AND KOREAN SELF-PORTRAITS.
STUDY CASES: REMBRANDT, VAN GOGH,
KANG SEHWANG, AND KOH HUIDONG

1. Introduction
This paper intends to research the reason why painters try
to paint self-portraits in the West and, in the East, especially
in Korea. Through a comparative study of the works of
Rembrandt and van Gogh in Europe, of Kang Sehwang and
Koh Huidong in Korea, the aim of this paper is to analyse
differences and similarities between works by European and
Korean visual artists.
Three predominant categories for the analysis of selfportraits in Western art will be considered in this paper.
Firstly, self-image impels the artistic creative process.
Secondly, this need involves economic motivations such as
advertising the painter. Thirdly, some aspects are related to
the self as a model.
In this context it seems appropriate to recall that Karel
van Mander wrote that Rembrandt’s self-portraits are the
“soul of art” and the “passion of the soul”. According to
Christopher Braider, in the form in which it has come down
to us from the Renaissance, the genre of the self-portrait is a
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kind of precipitation of the naturalism it exploits (Braider
1998, p. 286). On this point, H. Perry Chapman observes that
Rembrandt lived during an age of self-scrutiny - his
propensity for self-study was symptomatic of a broader
cultural milieu that privileged the process of introspection
(Chapman 1989, p. 158)
The reason why I chose Rembrandt and van Gogh’s selfportraits is clear - I chose them because we couldn’t talk
about self-portraits in western art without these two Dutch
painters. Rembrandt painted over thirty self-portraits during
the course of his entire life. van Gogh was a great admirer of
Rembrandt, especially of his tonal values, chiaroscuro effect,
and self-portraits. In a letter to his brother Theo, van Gogh
(1958, p. 196) wrote in 1880:
“There is something of Rembrandt in the Gospels or of the
Gospels in Rembrandt, as you wish, it comes to more or less
the same, provided that one understands it rightly, without
trying to twist in the wrong direction, and if one bears in mind
the equivalents of the comparisons, which make no claim to
diminish the merits of the original figures”.

Van Gogh, as a young art dealer early in his life was
fascinated by Rembrandt’s work in the Louvre in 1875. His
letters show his consideration of “The pilgrims at Emmaus”,
“Philosopher with an open book”, and “Philosopher in
meditation”. He also hangs prints, such as “The Holy Family
in the evening”, on the wall of his dwelling in Paris.
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2. The case of Rembrandt
No one compares to Rembrandt as a Dutch painter
producing the largest number of self-portraits and also being
a major painter in art history. He painted himself in the
mirror, with the staring dark blue pupils of his eyes, a
somewhat turned up and bulbous nose, tightly sealed lips,
and rumpled abundant curly hair. There are shadows cast
and a brightly lit cheek with restrained emotions. Needless to
say, he put his heart and soul into the details, and the
repoussoir (or, as Wikipedia defines it, “the face along the
right or left foreground that directs one’s eye into the
composition by framing the edge”).1 That is why viewers
certainly find a half-hidden look. There are also many ways
in which the independence of the self is expressed.
Through research on the ways in which art critics
interpreted Rembrandt’s works, I agree with Schwartz (1985)
who concludes that Rembrandt’s self-portraits are a unique
contribution, both in number and kind, to the world of art. He
was exceptional in having painted over eighty self-portraits,
which vary from wearing beggar’s clothing, to portrayal as a
lawyer, soldier, painter and so on. Chapman (1992) observes
that Rembrandt’s face is available in some seventy-five
versions, in multiple guises and media, composed over four
decades. From his first self-portrait of 1628, in early artistic
life, to the last etching before he died in 1669, he captured the
subtle nuance of facial expression and every movement of the
body, and he sublimated the very attractive metaphor of the
self as a new genre of art in his times.
Self-portraits of Rembrandt in later life show a continuity
1

Cf. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repoussoir.
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of self-inclusiveness ramified into self-endurance for
integrity in his consciousness. The artist dressed plainly,
rather than using the array of royal or noble clothing as in
the portraits in his early life. However, he exhibits a
philosophical and aesthetic mood with wonderfully lifelike
details. It is a parallel to the self-portrait with palette, which
renders his identity as a painter. In his later years, therefore,
the pictorial character represented in drawing and painting as
an old painter, resonates with his self-portrait as the Apostle
Paul, which communicates that art is holy and transcendent.
Like the important position of Paul in the Bible, Rembrandt
endeavored to mark his own position in art history. In this
way he attempted to establish self-portraits as a new genre of
art, and this represents a unique contribution. Reflecting the
changing moods through the Reformation, the newlyindependent country of the Netherlands emphasized the
importance and responsibility of the individual. As a new
milestone in this process, Rembrandt still dominates this
field with his progression of self-transformation.

3. The case of van Gogh
Ian Chilvers (2003, p. 185) notes that, whereas Rembrandt’s
self-portraits are spread throughout his career, all of van
Gogh’s belong to the final five years of his life. His comment
is not wholly right because van Gogh’s understanding of
Rembrandt is clear in an 1880 letter. Despite the fact that he
painted almost all his self-portraits in the mid and late period,
he clearly had great admiration for Rembrandt as a Dutch
painter. Sund (2002) claims that no one, in fact, was more
intent than van Gogh to be, as he put it, “belonging to one’s
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time”, or more ready to acknowledge the debts owed to
admired antecedents and peers. The starting point and the basis
of his artistic and modern attitude is the work by the traditional
painters whom he constantly admired during his entire life.
Even though many Impressionists and other artists
surrounded him, he ironically devoted his energy to making
observations of himself amongst them. In Paris, the aim of his
tonal transformation, his own palette and his touch and hue,
made him exhausted in the context of urban life. In addition, in
his early artistic life, from 1880 to 1884, he used the
terminology of “inner struggle”, “inner conflict” and “inner
battle”. Van Gogh finally demonstrated the possibility of the
new experiment in color and tone into an 1887 self-portrait. He
transformed the slightly traditional contrast between light and
shade into the divisionism which intensified his chromatic
studies. In this self-portrait, van Gogh’s long immersion into
“inner-struggle” or “inner-conflict” was transformed into
“inner-reflection” with a unique tonal value.
There is a process of change of his self-portraits from 1888
to 1889. It is worthy of note that the dotted yellow and brown
of his face with ambiguous edges of background in early 1888
gradually transformed the more abstract surroundings with the
edges of the head and background, and he added the effect of a
halo in August 1889.
Like the self-reflection of Rembrandt in the mirror, van
Gogh also entered into a deeper self-examination in terms of
soul-searching as a painter who “finds” bright colors in his
palette and looks like a monk in a self-portrait dated September
1888. It is interesting that van Gogh did not show his right
hand gripping the brush, while Rembrandt had placed his right
hand with the brush in the centre of the composition.
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An American art critic, Judy Sund (2002), concludes that
van Gogh “viewed his own work as part of a continuum”. She
exemplifies by referring to a Parisian self-portrait which
“echoed Rembrandt’s pose”. By doing so, van Gogh succeeded
in identifying with his admired Dutch forebear.
There is obviously contrast between Rembrandt’s right hand
with brush and van Gogh’s hidden right hand. Without boasting
of his successful early life, Rembrandt, by exploring the self and
identity of his artistic goal, continued his process of selfexamination through the new genre of self-portrait. Van Gogh,
however, never attained such a reputation from people in his
time, so that he, for a while, was tormented by his unsold
artworks. Nevertheless, van Gogh did not stop his artistic
journey to search for both nature and deeper self-transformation.
There is also a comment by van Gogh on how much he
remembered Rembrandt when he tried to map out his
artwork. Van Gogh notes:
“Ah, and what a feast for the eyes all the same, and what a smile
is that toothless smile of the old lion Rembrandt, with a piece of
white cloth around his head, his palette in his hand! How much I
would like to spend these days in Port-Aven” (LB 15, 1888, p.
511).

Through Schapiro’s description of both artists, there is
sufficient evidence to prove what van Gogh did. Schapiro
compares Rembrandt and van Gogh’s self-portraits thus:
“Compared to Rembrandt’s sixty or more in forty years, van Gogh’s
repeated self-portrayal is astonishing, and all the more so beside the
Impressionist gaiety and outwardness of most of his Paris paintings.
Illness and quarrels, and a conflict between the demands of the new
art and deeply rooted personal values, important in his earlier and
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later work, threw him back upon himself. In some of his portraits we
see a profoundly earnest, troubled face, searching and struggling for
its path” (Schapiro, p. 60).

Van Gogh appeals to his purpose for a new artistic vocation
in which he thinks that everything which is really good and
beautiful - of inner moral, spiritual and sublime beauty in men
and their works - comes from God. Most of all, he depicted his
self-transcendence in order to overcome his limitations.

4. The case of Kang Sehwang
We now move on to Korean self-portraits painted by Kang
Sehwang. There are some difficulties in this case study
because a painter rarely paints a series of self-portraits in
Korea. This is why the paper focuses on these two Korean
painters. Kang Sehwang was an official as well as a painter in
the Lee Dynasty in the 18th century.
According to conventions of the formal style, many Korean
scholars and high class officials wrote sentences in calligraphy
in the painting. Such sentences expressed, in words, something
more about the artwork. In Asian art, calligraphy is normally
mixed with paintings.
“Who is that person?
Whose beard and eyebrows are all grey?
Wearing an official hat and plain clothes,
His mind remains in obscurity
Though his name is on the Court
Who would know that this man cherishes
Thousands of books in the heart
With the power of his brush
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Shaking the five famous mountain
The old man in the picture is 70 years old
And his pen name is nojuk,
Meaning dew and bamboo”.

Kang Sehwang drew one of his self-portraits in 1782, and
wrote a legend over his picture. This self-portrait follows the
standard seated format of the portraiture of the sage. Kang
probably produced this self-portrait for the posthumous
purpose of ancestor worship.
Another self-portrait by Kang, on silk, and different in size,
is an absolute masterpiece in Korean art history due to its
highly sophisticated technique.
Fortunately, another famous painter, Lee Myungki, painted
a portrait of Kang Sewhang. If one compares the dress code in
both paintings, one can identify how Kang Sehwang painted
himself in an unconventional style. In Kang’s picture, Kang is
wearing an official hat, but he unusually wears ordinary
clothes. This combination can be compared to a crown and a
pajama worn by the same person at the same time.
A further remarkable feature is that Kang’s hands are
hidden. This is an exceptional and intentionally unbalanced
feature. The hidden painter’s hands are a metaphor of selfidentity as an artist. This painting shows that Kang’s position
is that of a member of the literati of the 18th century, pursuing a
life of seclusion even though he holds a government post.

5. The case of Koh Huidong
Koh Huidong was the first painter who learned western art
in the early 1900s. Only three of his self-portraits have been
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found. This benign shift from ink on paper and silk to oil on
canvas was pivotal in the development of Korean painting into
the assured phase of artistic modernism. The self-portraits of
Koh Huidong serve as an historical trace of multiple and fluid
articulations embodying national longings and modern ideals
in response to the dual forces of global modernism and
Japanese colonialism.
Koh used to paint a bright palette and the effect of a single
light source emanating from outside the upper right corner of
the picture frame which illuminates his form and thus negates
the quality of flatness manifest in Korean portraiture. One of
his self-portraits was influenced by French Impressionism and
western painting via the Tokyo Art School (1908-1915).
In brief, Koh is the first Korean painter who attempted to
bridge the gap between tradition and modernity. He
reconstructed the genre of Korean portraiture by changing it
into a modern genre of self-portrait. In his three self-portraits,
we can see the identity of the painter, Koh himself, before and
after the time of enlightenment. His journey from ink on paper
to oil on canvas is a kind of paradigm shift, similar to the
destiny of his fellow Koreans who, over that time, experienced
the gap between tradition and modernity.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, there are similarities in study cases of selfportraits. Whether western or eastern, painters normally show
their identity as authors through visual representation of their
hands. They demonstrate their aesthetic vocation by painting a
hand gripping a brush, or by hiding the hand. They also search
for self-reflection, but only great painters can enlarge the level
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of self-transformation. When we speak about the differentiation
between western and eastern art, comparatively, the western
artist and painter has an acknowledged independent position in
western society earlier than their Asian counterparts in their own
countries. Through artworks of Rembrandt and van Gogh, the
self-portrait became a genre of painting, while the self-portrait
in Korea did not develop as an independent genre of Korean art.
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KOREAN UNIFICATION:
CAN THE EU BREAK THE STATUS QUO?

1. Introduction
“[…] a dark a d bl ak la ra a t wit oli t ra
a d
corruption, disorderly and chaotic activities of organized violent
ri s b t os fro Nort Kor a […] ri i als t at x loit
people with fake identities, the circulation of new types of drugs
[…] a d a ra idl i r asi
u b r of d stitut Nort
Kor a s; i s ort a d sto ia wit out o ” (Lee 2009, p. 4).
This chilling vision of unified Korea from Lee Eung-jun’s
Private Life of A Nation contrasts starkly to the South Korean
Ministry of Unification’s (MoU’s) pamphlet, A Pleasant walk
with the Institute for Unification education toward unification
(2011). Both visions are imaginable, but neither is inevitable.
This paper argues that the six nations debating Korean
unification each prefer the status quo (a divided peninsula),
despite public claims to the contrary. The result is a standstill
in discussions which the EU is in a position to break. I
examine each of the six nations’ attitudes to unification,
concluding that self-interested agendas prevent each from
committing fully to the unification goal.
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2. The Koreas
Since the Korean War armistice, unification has remained a
goal for both Koreas, albeit through different interpretations. A
succession of eleven presidents of varying parties in the
Republic of Korea (ROK) has produced inevitable fluctuation in
unification policy, but the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea’s (DPRK’s) approach has changed little since its 1948
formation under Kim Il Sung. After initial tension, the 1970s
and 1980s saw inter-Korean relations warm during the Cold
War détente with sporadic inter-Korean talks and the 1972
“July 4th Joint Declaration”, which established three mutual
principles of unification (Shin 2012). A North-South telephone
hotline, talk of united sports teams and flood aid from North to
South Korea contributed to a civil atmosphere, although an
underlying zero-sum game mentality prevented genuine
brotherly affection (Cha 1997). Under President Roh Tae-woo’s
(1988-1993) “Nordpolitik”, Seoul established diplomatic
relations with communist China and the USSR, and both Koreas
joined the United Nations, implicitly if not officially recognising
each other as independent states. Bilateral trade increased
almost ten-fold between 1989 and 1992, and a “roadmap” to
unification recognised that the inter-Korean relationship, “not
being a relationship as between states, is a special one
constituted temporarily in the process of unification” (quoted in
Huh, M. et al, 2012, p. 51).
However, after North Korea’s nuclear developments and
declaration in 1993 of a “quasi-state of war” on the South, the
relationship needed rescuing by President Kim Dae-jung’s
“sunshine policy”. This sidelined unification in favour of a
policy of developing the North, believing “settlement of peace
and coexistence is more important than anything else at the
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present time” (ROK 1999). Between 2000 and 2007, South
Korea plied the North with loans totalling an estimated US$
850 million (Yonhap Editorial 2012). The policy earned Kim
the Nobel Peace Prize, but some believe his approach helped
legitimize the inefficient DPRK regime and “all but ignored
the existence of the labour camps and made no attempt to
monitor who in North Korea benefitted from the aid” (Harden
2012, p. 202).
The sunshine set when Kim’s successor Lee Myung-bak
drastically cut aid, encouraging the DPRK to engage with the
international community like “a normal state” instead of being
spoon-fed assistance. Unsurprisingly, Lee’s approach saw
inter-Korean relations “hit the lowest point in two decades”
(Lankov 2013), with the sinking of the ROK Cheoneon
warship, shelling of Yeongpyeong island, and revelation of
North Korea’s uranium enrichment programme. Today, Park
Geun-hye’s “Trustpolitik” seems a compromise between
Kim’s Sunshine and Lee’s austerity, with the potential to
combine the successful aspects of each. Through gestures of
engagement such as divided family reunions, alongside a firm
emphasis on “deterrence” (an intolerance of Northern
provocations), Park may appease both the conservatives and
progressives that split South Koreans along the so-called
“South-South divide”. Yet the temptation to please
domestically by sitting on the fence suggests unification
progress will require international support.
We have seen UN and unilateral sanctions and the Six Party
Talks (SPTs) between the Koreas, China, Russia and the USA;
however, the SPT members shared painful history, and selfinterestedness make their changing the status-quo unlikely. UN
action is also stagnant since three of the six countries hold
permanent seats on the Security Council, hence Nicolas Levi’s
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claim: “In reality nobody wants the reunification, but
everybody wants the collapse of North Korea” (2010).

3. China
China is often depicted as North Korea’s “big brother”, a
trusted neighbour, fellow communist state and economic
success story with the potential to kindle North Korean reform.
Yet China has less influence over Pyongyang than it is credited
with. China supported UN resolutions against North Korea’s
nuclear activity, yet North Korean denuclearization remains
inconceivable; Chinese president Hu pushed Kim Jong Il for
market reforms (Wong 2011a), yet illegal North Korean markets
are far from public areas for free trade. Signs of a waning SinoDPRK relationship abound: the Mass Games in 2013 saw a
shorter Chinese alliance scene and a new scene celebrating
North Korea’s Russian relations (O’Carroll 2013a). According
to Lankov (2011, p. 2), “Under the thin veneer of fraternity
rhetoric, there is a great deal of hostility, suspicion and plain
contempt”.
China’s fears concerning Korean unification include a
refugee influx draining resources and increasing nationalism
among Koreans in China, particularly in the territorially
disputed Koryo region along the Sino-Korean border, and
possibly even rekindling nationalism in Taiwan, Tibet and
Manchuria. Ensuing instability could decrease economic
growth, a vital factor in Chinese elites’ political popularity.
Furthermore, a heavily US-influenced united Korea would
render China a threatened island of Communism in a sea of
democracies without the “buffer zone” of North Korea. This
would threaten its rising hegemony as even now the “Korean
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wave” (or Hallyu) threatens, too, on a cultural level.
According to the Korean Institute for National Unification
(KINU), the “Korea Discount" means countries are reluctant to
trade with a politically unstable peninsula, whilst North Korea
faces heavy sanctions. Unification, however, could establish a
“Korea Premium” and see Korea develop into a major global
player, posing an economic threat to China (Huh et al, 2012, p.
23). Finally, a unified and economically strong Korea would
strip China of its cheap transport and labour deals with the
impoverished DPRK.

3. Japan
Japan’s official stance, according to Muto Masatoshi,
Japanese Ambassador to South Korea in 2011, is that “the
reunification of Korea is a big benefit for us” (Ramstad 2011).
Yet, so far, Japan has failed to actively contribute to that
outcome. Cha (2003) calls Japan’s policy “defensive realism”; it
is not offensively seeking to rearm or relive its colonising past,
but neither is it actively pursuing unification. Content to
“minimize peer competition and maintain a stable balance of
power” (ibid., p.11), Japan is not opposed to unification, but its
behaviour is limited to responding to, rather than initiating
action in Korea. As Cha explains, “defensive realism is pursuing
just enough power to maintain a ‘balance’ - to maintain the
status quo” (ibid., p. 10).
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4. USA
The USA’s policy of “strategic patience” (Oh 2012, p. 25)
involves waiting for regime collapse or reform in North Korea
but taking no active steps to achieve either. According to
KINU resources, “Americans hardly even think about
unification” (ibid., p. 16), and America “prioritizes the peace
and stability of the division system to unification” (Huh, M. et
al, 2012, p. 129). America’s main concern is North Korean
denuclearisation, though this is due more to the threat to US
arms supremacy than to an actual nuclear strike. What action
the US does take is mainly punitive, that is, it prefers sticks
such as sanctions and a refusal to enter into diplomatic
relations to carrots such as political and economic engagement.
One might assume unification would relieve the US of the
financial burden, estimated at US$ 1-2 billion per year (ibid.,
p. 14), of maintaining military personnel in South Korea. Yet
America would likely maintain troops in a unified Korea,
ostensibly to monitor the unification process and maintain
stability throughout North East Asia. Furthermore,
redeployment of disbanded troops following a failed
unification attempt would render costs “astronomical” (ibid.).
Even assuming peaceful unification, America could face
competition from North Korean mineral and metal producers;
the expectation that it contribute towards unification costs; and
a loss of Korean trade to a Eurasia newly connected to Korea
by direct railroads and gas pipelines through North Korea.
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5. Russia
Russia approaches unification primarily from an economic
perspective. During the Korean War, it supplied millions of
dollars in money and military equipment to North Korea,
which the impoverished nation has not repaid. Recognizing the
impossibility of full repayment, Russia cancelled 90% of the
debt in 2012 (Petrov 2012), sealing North Korea’s
subservience to Russia and forcing it into deals heavily
weighted in Russia’s favour. These include the 20,000 North
Korean labourers provided at zero cost to Russia, as well as
favourable business opportunities in the Rajin-Seonbong
Special Economic Zone. A unified Korea could jeopardize this
asymmetric relationship if, after exposure to the South’s
market economy, former North Koreans’ willingness to work
so cheaply wanes as their wealth and aspirations increase.
Additionally, as Korea’s military budget drops in the absence
of inter-Korean aggression, Russia’s income from arms trade
to North Korea would suffer.
From a security perspective, Russia, like China, fears a
Korea under US influence, which would be “equivalent to the
emergence near our east borders of an Asian clone of NATO”
(Zhebin, cited in Petrov 2012, p. 172). With a renewed Cold
War mentality, Russia is keeping a sharp eye out for signs of
declining US hegemony, which a US-backed unified Korea
could inhibit. Petrov asserts that global democratic “springs” in
North Africa and Eastern Europe mean that “Russia is
desperately running out of friends on the international stage”,
hence “instead of reprimanding Kim Jong-Un for his
provocative actions and belligerent rhetoric, Putin is dumping
off trillions of tax-payers’ roubles into supporting a friendly
dictator” (sic. Ibid., p. 170). However, in acknowledgment of
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the benefits of unification, such as greater revenues from a
railway and gas pipeline to the south, Russia takes a “twoKoreas policy” of approaching both Koreas from equidistance,
but which “is primarily designed to maintain the status quo”
(ibid., p. 164).
Russia favours a resolution made by the Koreas without
external influence, thus despite advocating renewed six party
talks, it would avoid UN Security Council involvement, due to
conflicts between itself, the US and China, the three of the six
countries that are permanent UNSC members (Petrov 2012, p.
168). This further contributes to the stagnancy of unification
discussions; if agreement is unlikely amongst the six countries,
then it is nigh impossible between the two Koreas alone, given
their painful history.

6. The EU
Thus, unification discussion remains static, each discussant
unwilling to take a proactive stance, scarred by historical
injuries and mistrust. Enter the EU; EU-DPRK relations are
rarely discussed given Europe’s lack of involvement in the
SPTs and limited historical relations with Korea. Some doubt
its competence or relevance as a political player in the Korean
issue, seeing it as another cook to spoil an already distasteful
broth.
The EU has been criticised for being “an economic giant, a
political dwarf, and a military worm” (Whitney 1991),
preferring the “low politics” of trade and aid over the “high
politics” of security issues. Berkofsky (2003, p. 10) cites its
disjointed response to the Iraq invasion of 2003 as a reason
why “the US does not yet take the EU as an actor in
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international politics seriously”. EU-critics say its Korea
policies similarly “lack a long term strategy” and are “hard to
define” (Berkofsky 2003, p. 11). One might interpret its
reluctance to stray from the US “hardline” approach, and its
assertion that its role is purely “complementary” to South
Korea’s, as a lack of confidence in its own foreign policy
(ibid.). Berkofsky (2003, p. 16) suggests that “the EU seems
content playing a secondary role when security issues are on
the agenda”. North Korea’s own attitude towards the EU is
ambiguous. It seems to view the EU as an unwelcome threat,
or useless addition, to unification discussions; useless due to
lack of military power (something North Korea sees as the
source of political clout), and unwelcome considering its selfdeclared concerns regarding Korea: “regional peace and
stability; denuclearisation/non-proliferation and human rights”
(European Union 2013). The latter two are decidedly off North
Korea’s discussion table. Another threat is its advocacy of
democracy; the democratization process which overthrew East
Germany and the USSR is “a ‘deterring example’ for
Pyongyang” (Berkofsky 2003, p. 15).
Thus, the DPRK has “chosen to ‘snub’ the EU” (ibid., p.
12). Though one might expect nothing less given the claim by
Mr Ja Song-Nam, former North Korean Ambassador to the
UK, that in response to tensions in 2010 including the ROK
Cheonon warship sinking and the bombing of Yeongpyeong
Island,
“[…] some EU Member States decided to side unilaterally
with South Korea without listening to the explanations given
by North Korea. This attitude raised concerns in Pyongyang, as
it hampers an improvement of the EU-DPRK relationship. The
trust that had been built up among the people has been
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weakened and this has created some space for suspicions”
(EIAS, 2011, pp. 2-3).
Nevertheless Ja continues: “A deepened and strengthened
dialogue with the EU is seen as a positive contribution in
Pyongyang’s eyes” and “European involvement is followed
closely and is appreciated by the North Korean government”
(ibid., p. 2).
If genuine, these assertions offer hope for EU-DPRK
engagement, particularly as the EU’s unique ontology, being
“a strange animal, not quite a state but with more powers than
many nation states in the international system” (Cameron
2007, p. 5), gives it advantages over the six nations, as
examined below.
i.

As a union of states with diverse concerns, the EU
lacks the self-interested agenda of a single nation-state that
might threaten North Korea. Similarly, its limited interest in
the region should dispel any fears of it bringing its own
security agenda to the table and complicating the delicate
balance of power in North East Asia.

ii.

Its lack of Korean historical relations compared to
Japan’s colonial legacy, Chinese and American involvement in
the Korean War, and Russian Cold War relations, grants the
EU a neutral stance from which to mediate between North
Korea and the US/ROK alliance, whose violent history
prevents sympathy to each other’s views.

iii.

As the world’s leading trade power, the EU can
influence North Korea through “soft power”, rewarding and
punishing with deals and embargoes. In 2012, the EU was North
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Korea’s 5th highest major trade partner, whilst North Korea was
the EU’s 166th ranking trade partner (European Commission
2013). Ideally, the EU would use this asymmetrical relationship
as leverage to gain North Korean cooperation in international
agreements. A unified Korea is in the EU’s interests because of
potential overland trade routes to the now severed ROK, the 4 th
largest Asian economy.1
iv.

The EU maintains dialogue with North Korea through
its “critical engagement” policy (EU 2013) including ten EUDPRK talks in 2009 after nuclear provocations halted EU aid
to North Korea (Berkofsky 2010, p. 21). Berkofsky says
Pyongyang “welcomed […] regular exchanges between the
European Parliament and North Korea’s political leadership”,
and “sent officials to Europe in 2002 to learn about EU
economic policies and models” (ibid., pp. 24-5). The EU is
represented on a rotating basis by seven member-states’
Pyongyang embassies, unlike the US, which does not
recognize North Korean statehood and therefore cannot
complain if Pyongyang prefers visits from America’s sport
stars to its diplomatic envoys (Choe 2013). Diplomatic
relations are a prerequisite for negotiation, as James Hoare,
former British attaché to North Korea, acknowledges:
“Embassies are functional things […] they’re there to
facilitate, they’re not a reward for good behavior […]. The
attitude seems to be that you only get an American Embassy if
you’re good - good on U.S. terms, that is […] but to me an
embassy is there to be in difficult times and easy times”
(quoted in O’Carroll 2013b).
1

http://money.cnn.com/news/economy/world_economies_gdp/.
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v.

The EU is an “honest broker in the peninsula” (EIAS
2011, p. 1) regarding the nuclear issue. From North Korea’s
perspective, all other SPT members are nuclear states: China,
Russia and the US literally so, whilst Japan and South Korea
shelter under “the American nuclear umbrella” (ibid., p. 2). It
is no surprise, then, that North Korea considers its nuclear
ambitions legitimate and has no plans to abandon them.
Because the EU lacks a comparable nuclear agenda, “the North
Korean government and people do not feel threatened by the
Europeans and, on the contrary, call for a more active
involvement of the EU in the Korean peninsula” (ibid.).

vi.

The EU has demonstrated political ability through its
“No-say-no-pay” policy (Ford, cited in Berkofsky 2010, p. 23);
in 2007 Javier Solana, then High Representative for the EU’s
Common Foreign and Security Policy, insisted: “the EU
wanted to be a player not a payer” (ibid.) in the North Korea
issue. Thus, whilst providing six million Euros of aid per year
(EIAS, p. 2), less only than China and South Korea, the EU
does so on a strictly conditional basis, responding to
developments in human rights, economics, security, nuclear
non-proliferation and inter-Korean reconciliation. For
example, the EU tightened sanctions in response to North
Korean threats to withdraw from the SPTs, and similar
measures followed 2013 nuclear provocations. Further
evidence of its political ability was its successful proposal,
alongside Japan, of the UN Commission of Inquiry into North
Korean Human Rights.

vii.

The EU’s experience of democratization, notably in East
Germany and the Soviet Union, would undoubtedly be useful in
a process of unification by absorption of North into South
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Korea, though, as noted above, this could discourage North
Korea from fully embracing EU unification involvement.

7. The Korea-Germany comparison
Much has been written about the Korea-Germany
unification comparison, and the general consensus is that the
differences outweigh the benefits of similarities for policymaking, some of which are outlined below.
i.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT. Though heavily guarded, the
Berlin Wall was legally crossable on both sides. In 1988, 2.2
million East Germans left legally and, unlike in North Korea,
emigration was allowed, with 15,000-25,000 exit visas granted
annually by the late 1980s (Dale 2005, p. 87).

ii.
MEDIA. Though officially banned, Western media was
readily accessed by East Germans, and Western influences also
arose legally through trade, cultural exchanges and intershops.2
Whilst North Koreans illegally trade Chinese DVDs, their
access to foreign media is negligible by comparison. The
enticing light of capitalism that shone from the “Window to the
West” of Berlin, and created a “disconsolate citizenry that
would push out the regime if given the chance” (Kelly 2011), is
unlikely to emerge in North Korea given the comparatively
limited awareness of foreign life.
iii.

ECONOMICS. Since unification, Germany has become
Europe’s greatest economy and the 4th biggest globally, 3 and
2
3

Shops licensed to sell West German goods.
http://money.cnn.com/news/economy/world_economies_gdp/.
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its unification was vital for the creation of the EU. Similarly,
the MoU envisions a united Korea heralding an Asian Union
and a “Korean Premium” to replace the aforementioned
“Korea Discount”, even claiming that “the economic power of
a united Korea is forecast to surpass G7 countries like France,
Germany, and Japan within 30-40 years of unification” (ROK
2010). However, many point out that while the difference in
1980s West-East German per-capita income was 1:2 or 1:3,
estimates place its South-North Korean counterpart between
1:15 and 1:40 (Branigan 2013). Furthermore, Germany’s
“solidarity tax”, introduced to absorb East Germany’s weak
economy (Kelly 2011), is set to continue until 2019 (Oliver
2013), despite having already raised over 1.2 trillion Euros and
despite East Germany’s heavy subsidization by the USSR as
its “showcase” nation. Lacking a comparable financial backer,
the notion of North Korea’s economy being as “well”
absorbable as East Germany’s is absurd. Seoul’s Finance
Ministry estimated unification costs at up to 7% of South
Korea’s annual GDP for a decade (Branigan 2013). Yet, the
burden will likely be higher since South Korea’s population
(49 million) and GDP per capita ($ 19,500) are lower than
West Germany’s in 1989 (population: 60 million, GDP pc: $
25,000), whilst North Korean GDP pc is US$ 1,700 at best,
population: nearly 24.5 million, compared to East Germany’s
GDP pc: $ 10,000, and population: 16 million (Kelly 2011b, p.
463). As Professor Robert Kelly of Pusan National University
summarizes: “Fewer people with less wealth in a weaker
system will support more people with less wealth from a worse
system. That domestic calculation is punishing” (ibid., p. 466).
iv.

INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT. A wave of collapsing
Communism gave East Germans the confidence to revolt
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whilst the USSR, losing money to the Cold War, could no
longer afford to support satellite states and essentially let West
Germany “buy” East Germany from it. North Korea’s patron,
China, however, is experiencing economic growth and seeking
to expand its influence. Similarly, in 1989 the US, backer to
West Germany, was at the height of its power, providing East
Germany with a soft landing stage upon its fall from
Communism. The US’ waning power since the 2008 financial
crisis and costly wars in the Middle East suggest unification
costs would be less well absorbed by a US-backed ROK.
Indeed, American troops are already withdrawing from the
North-South border. Furthermore, Germany’s physical
distance from the USSR decreased its importance as a satellite
state. However, North Korea’s location is a key advantage to
China, acting as a buffer to US troops in South Korea.
v.

NUCLEAR WEAPONS. This overbearing problem in Korea
did not threaten German unification. US Senator John McCain
recently stressed there must be no more SPTs “until the North
Korean regime shows meaningful steps toward denuclearization”
(Kim 2013), meaning unification is hopeless until either the US
relinquishes these conditions for dialogue, or North Korea
complies with them. Neither situation looks likely.

vi.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION. The numbers involved in
East Germany’s “Monday demonstrations” grew from 1,000 to
120,000 in six weeks, culminating in the resignation of head of
state Erich Honecker (Guist), a process inconceivable in North
Korea. East Germany’s secret police investigated and
imprisoned Germans suspected of anti-regime activity, but it
seems East German political prisoners faced far more humane
treatment than their North Korean counterparts today. Up to
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200,000 North Koreans are imprisoned and tortured in gulagtype prison camps,4 where “if a guard wants to kill someone
‘legitimately,’ it is very easy”, according to former prison
inmate and prisoner-supervisor Jung Kwang-Il (Kay 2013).
North Korea’s guilt-by-association law means one person’s
“crime” can imprison up to three generations of their family,
often for a simple accident. Ahn Myong-Chol, former North
Korean prison guard, says his father, a Party member, “had a
few drinks too many and said the authorities were to blame for
the lack of rice, it was not due the workers’ lack of skills. My
father was so upset he killed himself. My mother and brother
were sent to a prison camp” (Fidyk 2009). Consider, by
contrast, a 1988 report to the East German Socialist Party on
East German youth opinion:
“The shortcomings and weaknesses in our own country (e.g.
problems with supply of consumer goods and spare parts;
media policy; rose-tinted perspectives; real democratic
participation, etc.) are coming increasingly into focus and
subjected to sharper criticisms, to a growing extent, doubt is
cast on the superiority of socialism” (Dale 2005, p. 86,
emphasis added).
Such comments are unthinkable in North Korea, thus the two
scenarios really are incomparable.
German unification ought not therefore to be upheld as a
prophecy for Korean unification, but it could be useful if these
differences can be bridged. This would require pursuing a
4

For a detailed account of North Korea’s prison camps see David Hawk’s
Nort Kor a s Hidd Gula , available from:
http://www.hrnk.org/uploads/pdfs/NKHiddenGulag_DavidHawk.pdf.
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DPRK-policy of “‘basic needs’ economics first, all the way up
to full-blown political transformation at the end” (Kelly 2013),
i.e. strengthening the North Korean infrastructure before
absorption to lessen South Korea’s burden. This might require
a quasi-Sunshine Policy, but with stricter aid conditions than
Kim’s overly-liberal approach. Once the economic balance
between the Koreas more closely represents that of 1980s
Germany, the German model can be followed, through
information exchanges such as have already, perhaps
prematurely, occurred.5
8. Conclusion
European-Korean collaboration could be the catalyst needed to
break the stagnancy surrounding Korean unification discussions.
The former SPT members have self-interested reasons for
maintaining the status-quo of a divided peninsula which the EU
lacks. It has experience of state unification and democratization,
and combined economic and military resources greater than any
single nation. Evidence suggests Pyongyang is more welcoming
of and willing to listen to the EU than the US-ROK alliance.
Likewise, South Korea is increasingly turning to Europe for a
fresh approach to unification; in January 2014 its “Open
Invitation for International Expert on Korean Unification”
newly welcomed “experts in EU, the process of European
integrations and policy implication on Korean unification…”,
whereas previous invitations specifically targeted Americans,
5

Examples include a 20-member delegation of former East German leaders
invited to offer unification advice to South Korea in 2011 (Gutsch 2012)
and the Third Korea-Germany Joint Consultation Committee in 2013 (ROK
2013).
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Chinese and Germans (ROK 2014). As long as Koreans, both
Northern and Southern, remain realistic about unification and
expect neither economic disasters nor miracles, the dream of a
strong, unified Korea can be realised with the EU’s help.
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GERMAN PERSPECTIVES OF KOREA:
A HISTORIC VIEW BY A NEWS MAGAZINE1

1. Introduction
In this day and age, nations all over the world such as
South Africa, Egypt, Chile, Switzerland, Russia, Germany,
Brazil, Bolivia, Iceland, Hungary, Estonia, Japan, and France,
among many others, are paying special attention to their
national image for economic and cultural reasons (Dinnie
2008). In fact, many countries have even launched nation
branding campaigns to actively polish their global reputation.
After all, a nation’s image largely determines how much
foreign countries are willing to pay for their export goods,
how likely tourists will travel to that country, and in which
manner their people are treated abroad. In other words, a
good national reputation brings in foreign currency through
tourism and exports while improving the “soft power” of that
This research was supported by the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF-2007-361-AL0014). An earlier version of this paper was
presented at the EURKOREA 2013 Conference held in Dublin. I would
personally like to thank Prof. Roberto Bertoni and Prof. Lorna Carson
for giving me the opportunity to present my paper there. Further
thanks to all participants of the conference for their helpful comments.
My final thanks go to the Academy of East Asian Studies at
Sungkyunkwan University for generously providing travel funds.
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nation in the international political and diplomatic arena.
Conversely, a bad reputation in the world results in high
tangible and intangible “opportunity costs”.
Interestingly enough, one of the world’s most developed
nations that has continuously struggled with its international
reputation in the past is the Republic of Korea (hereafter
South Korea). South Korea’s nation brand ranking remains
devastatingly low despite joining the OECD in the mid
1990s, being ranked as the world’s 10th largest economy in
the mid 2000s, and hosting the Olympic Games in 1988, the
World Expos in 1994 and 2012, and co-hosting the FIFA
World Cup in 2002. For instance, the inaugural Anholt-GfK
Roper nation brand index (a composite index rating a nation’s
exports, governance, culture and heritage, people, tourism,
and immigration and investments) in 2008 (see Appendix 1
and Figure 1) ranked South Korea as low as 33 out of 50
nations (Schwekendiek 2010), only one position before
Thailand - a “third world” country. As an economic,
technological, and pop culture leader, South Korea’s
monetary loss due to its poor reputation is perplexing. For
instance, consumers in Japan, Germany and the United States
marked down the value of identical products by 30% or more
when told they came from South Korea (Graves 2010).
Similarly, unlike other nations in East Asia, such as China or
Japan, South Korea has faced serious problems in attracting
tourists in the past (Waitt 1996).
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Figure 1: The Gfk Anholt-Roper Nation Brand Index
Exports

Immigration &
Investments

Governance

Nation
Brands
Index

Tourism

Culture &
Heritage

People

Notes: See Appendix 1 for further explanation.
Source: Adapted from Gfk Roper public affairs and media (2009).

In this light, South Korea’s (then) president Lee Myoung
Bak launched a massive nation branding campaign in 2008 in
order to upgrade the nation’s reputation in the world:
“It is also especially important for Koreans to win respect in the
international community. […] Korea is now one of the most
advanced countries in the world in terms of manufacturing
semiconductors. Nevertheless, the very first images that come to
foreigners' minds are labor-management disputes and street
rallies. In this context, if the nation wants to be labeled as an
advanced country, it will be necessary to improve its image and
reputation significantly” (Lee 2008).

Due to government intervention, South Korea has slightly
(Table 1) improved its nation brand ranking from 33 rd to 27th
(as of 2011). Among other measures, the government has
initiated cultural commercials that were broadcasted through
important international media outlets such as CNN or BBC.
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Table 1. Anholt-GFK Roper nation brand index, 2008 to 2011

Notes: Simon A olt s ori i al surv t A olt atio bra d i d x was
launched in 2005. In 2008, the revised Anholt-GfK Roper nation brand index was
introduced.

While South Korea’s current poor reputation is well known
among scholars, how exactly it earned this image in the first
place remains a more important topic of investigation.
Astonishingly, not much research has been carried out on the
historic factors underlying this situation.
Previous research has suggested one explanation could be
that Korean multinational companies in the past chose to
portray themselves as non-Korean, and even arguably as
Japanese, to improve their international marketing (Dinnie
2009, Schwekendiek 2010). However, there are also factors
affecting South Korea’s image outside of the nation’s control.
Perhaps the most important of these factors is how South
Korea and its people are portrayed in the western hemisphere.
The current research focuses on Germany, as it is the
demographically and economically largest country in Europe.
Average citizens in Germany have no connections or contact
with Koreans, which means their knowledge and images of
Korea are largely shaped by portrayals in daily media. This
research makes two important assumptions:
i.

foreign (German) media has a large bearing on how a
specific nation (South Korea) is perceived by the foreign
population (Germans);
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ii.

national images and nation brand values are shaped and
reinforced by media over the long run.
To understand South Korea’s reputation in the wealthy
West, this research offers a systematic, historic content
analysis of a national news magazine published in Germany.
On the one hand, if the German media more often reports
positively on South Korea, one can conclude that factors
within South Korea (or factors other than the foreign media)
have contributed to and even caused the nation’s poor
reputation. On the other hand, if the German media is
systematically biased against South Korea, we can somehow
conclude that its poor reputation is at least partially due to
selected negative media coverage, which is mostly outside of
South Korea’s control.

2. Data
This paper opts for a historic content analysis of all relevant
articles that have appeared in Germany’s weekly news
magazine Spiegel (literally, “mirror” in the German language).
The first year of our analysis is 1947, which represents the
initial year of the magazine’s publication, while the last year of
our analysis is 2012. Thus, our historic content analysis covers
a period of sixty-five years that includes all major periods of
South Korea’s modern history, ranging from the Korean War
(1950-1953), the Cold War Era when the nation was rapidly
industrializing, and the post-industrialized liberalization era
since the 1980s.
The Spiegel magazine was chosen since it represents
Germany’s largest news magazine. In fact, it has the highest
circulation not only among readers in Germany but also among
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readers in Europe (given the large portion of German-speaking
people in Austria and Switzerland). More importantly, Spiegel
has a considerable indirect influence on other local journalists.
For instance, two out of three German journalists claim that
they use it as a daily source of information (Meyn 2001).
Therefore, Spiegel may serve as an excellent proxy for the
total print media coverage in Germany.
Spiegel is considered to be an independent and relatively
neutral magazine that focuses on investigative journalism.
However, like most German news outlets after World War II,
it tends to espouse a social-liberal position rather than a
conservative one. Although comparisons with a conservative
German magazine would indeed be interesting, the only
nationwide one, Focus news magazine, was launched as
recently as 1993. Unlike Spiegel, a content analysis of Focus
would not allow a macrohistorical analysis.
Even though Spiegel is Germany’s largest magazine, it does
not yet have a foreign bureau in South Korea, although it
maintains one in China. This is important to note since it
means that the magazine is largely dependent on freelance
journalists and their ad-hoc submissions as well as on news
distributed freely by national news associations (AP, DPA,
AFP, Reuters, Yonhap News, etc.) when it comes to their
coverage on Korea. As freelance journalists must “persuade”
the editor-in-chief to purchase their articles, they are more
likely to offer negative, bizarre, or extreme stories covering
Korea. Similarly, national news agencies primarily focus on
covering world events (which are, as a matter of fact,
oftentimes catastrophes and wars), thereby introducing further
bias in the form of the types of articles published.
All articles that have ever been published in Spiegel were
made freely available online (http://suche.spiegel.de/suche).
Original articles have been scanned, digitized, and made
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available for download (as pdf files). This research represents
a census of all articles that include the word “korea*”. Due to
the suffix wildcard “*”, similar words such as “Korean”,
“Koreanology”, etc., were included in the search. Unfortunately, the Spiegel search engine does not allow the prefix
wildcard (i.e. “*korea”), which would include words such as
“pan-Korean” (in German: pan-koreanisch) or explicitly
“South Korea” (in German: Suedkorea) or “North Korea” per
se (in German: Nordkorea).
The search was limited to the headline and the summary
only, as a full text search would return too many irrelevant
articles. In addition, all relevant articles were classified as
Korea-related vs. non-Korea-related articles (see Appendix 2).
About 91% of all retrieved articles primarily dealt with Korea,
whereas about 9% were irrelevant. Of further note, “korea*”
was featured only three times on the front page of the
magazine (mostly dealing with the Korean War) during the
entire observed period.
The full codebook of the content analysis is shown below
(Appendix 2) and was broadly adapted from Shin (2010), who
conducted a political content analysis of articles appearing in
US-American media. While Shin focused on the tone of the
articles, i.e. whether or not the authors portrayed or
commented on Korea in a positive or negative manner, the
current research limits itself to simply classifying all articles as
“bad news” (negative news such as scandals) or “good news”
(positive news such as articles on democratization). For further
explanation of the classification system, see Appendix 2.
Note that more advanced research, including detailed
analysis of the tone of the articles, is currently underway. This
brief research is limited to a discussion of the annual time
trend of Korea-related articles as well as the ratio of bad news
to good news.
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3. Analysis
Altogether, 215 Korea-related articles were published in
Spiegel from 1947 to 2012. Given the 65-year period, this
corresponds to an average of three to four articles per year.
The annual time trend of all Korea-related articles published in
Spiegel from 1947 to 2012 is depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that by far the largest number of Korearelated articles was published in the early 1950s, which were
the years of the Korean War (1950-1953). Specifically, 16
articles were published on Korea in 1951 alone, which was the
most of any year during the observed period. As “war” is
obviously a negative event and thus classified as “bad news”
(Appendix 2), articles on the Korean War would bias the
overall historic content analysis in a negative manner. As such,
Korean War-related articles were not considered in one of the
analyses (Table 2).
After the end of the Korean War, the number of news
articles on Korea expectedly and abruptly dropped to one per
year (Figure 2). Yet, some of the articles published in the
1960s remained indirectly related to the Korean War. For
instance, journalists used the Korean War as a basis for their
discussion of the ongoing Vietnam War (1959 to 1975),
particularly in 1965 when the U.S. dispatched troops to
Vietnam similar to 1950 for the Korean War. Other minor
news peaks in the late 1960s were due to the Pueblo crisis of
1968, in which a U.S. American vessel was seized by North
Korea, and abduction scandals where several dozen South
Koreans were kidnapped from West Germany by the South
Korean secret service on the grounds of national security.
The 1970s also saw a number of minor peaks in news
coverage, most of which were rather positive discussions on
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the beginning of Cold War détente as well as the beginning of
inter-Korean talks.
However, by the 1980s, rather negative news on Korea had
again emerged. One major event was in 1983/1984 when the
Soviet Union shot down South Korean Airlines Flight 007, as
it went far off course and crossed into Soviet territory for
unexplained reasons. Interestingly enough, this event was one
of the major Korean news events in the early 1980s, whereas
the bombing of South Korean Airlines Flight 858 by North
Korean agents in 1987 received much less media attention.
Moreover, despite South Korea hosting the Olympic Games in
1988 for the first time in history, almost no article dealt
directly with the host nation. However, compared to the 1970s
during which only one annual article on Korea was published,
at least two or more articles were published on Korea from
1983 onwards.
By the 1990s, due to South Korea’s enormous economic
rise, three or more articles were published on Korea annually.
However, most of these articles were rather negative in that
journalists chose to highlight the North Korean nuclear crisis
of 1994 (which almost brought the Korean peninsula to the
brink of a war), the Hyundai strike of 1995 and related
corruption issues, as well as, most importantly, the Asian
financial crisis (or IMF crisis as it is called in South Korea)
and the Daewoo bankruptcy from the mid to late 1990s. The
latter caused another a major increase in number of articles
during the observed period (Figure 2).
By the 2000s, the number of articles related to Korea had
increased even further to about four to five per year as a result
of Korea’s rise as a post-industrialized nation as well as its
sudden culture explosion, as the government began to develop
its entertainment and pop culture industries as new engines of
growth. For instance, numerous articles published in the 2000s
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covered Korean movie director Kim Ki-Duk, who won several
international movie awards during that decade. In a similar
vein, another minor peak occurred in 2005 due to the fact that
South Korea was a focus-of-interest country at the Frankfurt
Book Fair, Germany’s largest book exposition, during which
the German media extensively reported on South Korean
writers and literature. Interestingly enough, similar to the
Olympic Games of 1988, few articles dealt with South Korea
as a host of the FIFA World Cup in 2002. Although Spiegel
does not really focus on sporting events, some other media
outlets (particularly, TV documentaries) at that time took these
sports events as an opportunity to report comprehensively on
Korean culture, tourism, and the people. Further positive news
in the early 2000s dealt with the inter-Korean summit and
South Korea’s “Sunshine” policy towards North Korea. The
only real set of “bad news” in the 2000s were articles on South
Korea’s cloning scandal of 2006, during which then Seoul
National University professor Hwang Woo Seok was found to
have faked a number of experiments on stem cells, thereby
severely damaging the reputation of Korean academia.
Of final note, one of the most persistent themes among
articles published in the 1970s, 1980s, and 2000s was that of
the Unification Church (in German, “Moon Sekte”), a
controversial religious sect founded in South Korea.
In summation, “bad news” such as scandals, wars,
abductions, bankruptcy, political clashes, religious sects, and
the like, has obviously dominated Korean coverage in the
German media. Further, the number of articles published in
each decade has steadily increased possibly due to South
Korea’s economic and cultural rise. More importantly, news
that is more positive has emerged, although more negative
than positive news still makes it into the magazine.
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Figure 2. Time trend of Korea-related articles in Spiegel,
1947-2012

To provide a more complete picture of the type of news
published, Table 2 shows the ratio of bad news to good news
with time. In total, 147 “bad” articles as opposed to only 35
“good” articles were published during the observed period,
corresponding to a ratio of 4:1. Even after excluding the 1950s
and the Korean War, the total ratio of bad to good news
remained very high (3:1). In other terms, South Korea has
mostly been portrayed in a negative light since its foundation
until the present, six decades later. Hence, it is not surprising
that the average German citizen, who has probably never been
exposed to Korea or Koreans, has a rather negative image of
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South Korea. This can possibly explain Korea’s poor nation
brand image in the West.
Table 2. Good news to bad news ratio in Spiegel, 1947-2012

4. Conclusion
Nation brand images have a large bearing on how we
perceive that country’s people and products. South Korea’s
nation brand image has been ranked extremely low despite the
nation being an economic, technological, and pop culture
powerhouse. This research attempted to explain this paradox
by examining how Korea has been historically portrayed in the
western media. For this purpose, a systematic content analysis
was conducted on all Korea-related articles appearing from
1947 to 2012 in Germany’s leading weekly news magazine
Spiegel.
This research shows that “bad news”, such as scandals,
wars, abductions, political clashes, bankruptcy, religious sects,
and the like, dominated over “good news”, such as
democratization or literature, in all examined decades. The
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overall ratio of bad to good news was found to be about 4:1
(all decades) or 3:1 (all decades, excluding the Korean War).
However, there were times when fewer “bad” articles were
published on Korea, e.g. in the 1970s as a result of the Cold
War détente and increased inter-Korean cooperation as well as
in the 2000s when Korea’s pop culture began to make
headway into the Western hemisphere.
Based on the recent increase in the number of positive
articles published, South Korea’s image as portrayed by western
media may improve in the near future, even though the ratio of
bad to good news is still 2:1 as of the year 2000. Another
finding of this research is that many negative headlines can be
attributed to North Korea’s political provocations, which is a
factor outside of South Korea’s control.
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Appendix 1.
Understanding the Gfk Anholt-Roper nation brand index
The Gfk Anholt-Roper nation brand index polls about 20,000
people in 20 nations each year, asking more than 40 questions about
their perceptions of 50 countries. The six sub-indicators are as
follows:
i.

EXPORTS. This is what marketers call the “country of origin
effect” - whether knowing where the product is made increases
or decreases people’s likelihood of purchasing it, as well as
whether or not a country has particular strengths in science and
technology or creative energy. A perceived association with
particular industries rounds out that country’s image in this
space.

ii.

GOVERNANCE. This aspect incorporates perceived competency
and honesty of government, respect for citizens’ rights and fair
treatment, as well as global behavior in the areas of international
peace and security, environmental protection, and world poverty
reduction. Respondents also select one adjective that best
describes the government in each country.

iii.

CULTURE AND HERITAGE. Cultural aspects measured are
perceptions of a country’s heritage, contemporary cultural
“vibes” from music, films, art, and literature, as well as the
country’s excellence in sports. Various cultural activities are
presented to respondents to gauge their strongest image of a
country’s cultural “product”.

iv.

PEOPLE. General assessment of a people’s friendliness is
measured by whether or not respondents would feel welcome
when visiting the country. Additionally, it measures the appeal of
the country’s people on a personal level - whether or not
respondents want to have a close friend from that country - as
well as human resources on a professional level, that is, how
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willing respondents would be to hire a well-qualified person from
that country. Respondents are also asked to select one adjective
out of a list to describe the predominant image they have of that
country’s people.
v.

TOURISM. Respondents rate a country’s tourism appeal in three
major areas: natural beauty, historic buildings and monuments,
and vibrant city life and urban attractions. Tourism potential is
also gauged: how likely would they be to visit a country if money
is no object as well as the likely experience represented by
adjectives such as romantic, stressful, spiritual, etc.

vi.

IMMIGRATION AND INVESTMENT. A country’s power to attract
talent and capital is measured based on whether or not people
would consider studying, working, and living in that country as
well as the country’s economic prosperity, equal opportunity, and
perceived quality of life. The country’s economic and business
conditions - whether stagnant, declining, developing, or forwardthinking - complete the measurement in this space.
Source: Adapted from GfK Roper public affairs and media (2009)
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Appendix 2.
Codebook for content analysis
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Source: Code book broadly adapted from Shin (2010)
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CELTIC CULTURE IN THE MABINOGI GAME

1. Introduction
In what way does the Korean online video game Mabinogi
relate to Celtic culture? My paper poses this question, which,
in addition to its particular significance, bears relevance, more
in general, to the relationship between culture and the mass
media. My argument is subdivided into three sections: Celtic
culture and Mabinogion; the Mabinogi game; and the
relationship between culture and the mass media.

2. Celtic culture and Mabinogion
The Celts were an ethno-linguistic group of tribal societies
that lived in a number of areas in Europe in the Iron Age and
the Middle Ages. They spoke Celtic languages and shared
several aspects of a similar culture, although the precise
relationship between the ethnic, linguistic and cultural
elements of each individual component remains uncertain and
controversial. There are six areas that can be considered Celtic
- Brittany, Cornwall, Ireland, the Isle of Man, Scotland, and
Wales.
Celtic folklore is rich and varied. As in other cultures,
permanence and development of the archaic folk repertoire are
important aspects. The countries where Celtic cultures fully
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manifested themselves in a remote past changed significantly
over the centuries, yet some original archetypes survived under
new shapes, as we can notice in Ireland in the “Celtic revival”,
a movement that took place mostly in the 19th and 20th
centuries and re-circulated some of the traditions of Celtic
literature in renewed ways. With reference to the topic of this
paper, one of the cases of modern permanence, but also
transformation, of original Celtic motifs outside Ireland is the
Korean interpretation of Celtic folklore in the Mabinogi game.
However, before discussing this game specifically, let us first
focus on Mabinogion, a Welsh work belonging to the more
general Celtic tradition.
The title Mabinogion is given to a collection of eleven prose
stories collected from medieval Welsh manuscripts. In the
mid-19th century, Lady Charlotte Guest was the first author to
publish English translations of the collection, thus popularizing
it. She also inserted illustrations that were inspired by ancient
icons. In some sections of this book, we also find the word
“Mabinogi”. The Four branches of the Mabinogi are, in fact,
the most clearly mythological stories contained in the
Mabinogion collection. These stories are probably the most
popular among the materials included in the entire volume of
Mabinogion. The name of the Korean Mabinogi video game
comes from the title of these particular stories.
Some of the original story characters are adopted as the
Mabinogi game characters, on the basis of their narrative
functions in the Welsh work. In Mabinogion, the first
character, Pryderi, appears in all four tales, though not always
as the central figure. The tale of Pwyll, prince of Dyfed, tells
of Pryderi’s parents and his birth, loss and recovery. The story
of Branwen, daughter of Llyr, is mostly about Branwen’s
marriage to the King of Ireland. In this particular story, Pryderi
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appears but does not play a major part. Manawydan, son of
Llyr, has Pryderi return home with Manawydan, brother of
Branwen, and describes the misfortunes that follow then them.
The story of Math, son of Mathonwy, is mostly about Math
and Gwydion, who come into conflict with Pryderi.

2. The Mabinogi game
On the basis of what was said above, let us now quickly
describe some essential aspects of Mabinogi, a massively
multiplayer online role-playing video game released by the
South Korean game distributing company Nexon.1 The purpose
of this section is to show in what ways the game reflects the
Celtic literary predecessor, albeit rather independently.
Some aspects of a loose approach to the Celtic world are the
game’s combined traditional melee-combat (signaled by use of
various swords, maces and shields), ranged combat (obtained
through use of various weapons such as crossbows and long
bows), and magic and alchemical elements. All of these have
their own strengths and advantages for players in different
stages of the game.
In the game, one of the cultural references is the Celtic
Otherworld, depicted as powerful and beautiful. It consists of
three zones: Uladh (the starting point for Human players), Iria
(the starting point for Humans, Elves and Giants), and Belvast
(that can be accessed by taking a ship from the continent of
Uladh - it is possible to access it by playing a level up). These
zones are populated with the three races I have just mentioned,
1

Official Internet site: http://mabinogi.nexon.net/. See also the European
site: http://mabinogi.nexoneu.com/ [Accessed 17 March 2014].
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Humans, Elves and Giants, all of whom, in the video game, are
cute creatures and have simple shapes - and this applies even
to the giant characters. However, their deep psychology is
more complex than their external appearance would seem to
suggest. This game has two further unique characteristics, once
again somehow related to Celtic Mabinogion.
The first of these characteristics is the death and rebirth
system. In the game, death causes loss of experience points,
and sometimes also of equipment. Fallen players can be
revived by other players. Rebirth is very important. It changes
characters’ age, gender and appearance, and it allows
characters to rest by going back to level 1. In brief, death and
rebirth have vital meanings, which compare well with the
transformations we find in the original Celtic mythological
model used by the Mabinogi authors.
Secondly, there is skill, which is shown in the way in which
Mabinogi portrays everyday life, combat, magic, alchemy, and
in the attributes of the fighter, the bard and the puppeteer.
Mabinogi characters work at making flour, gathering wool
from sheep and eggs from hens, weaving and making
garments, mining for minerals and drafting weapons, playing
and composing music, cooking, taming animals, and so on.
These activities are connected with the original human world
and reflect archaic historical activities, but their scope in the
game is for players to interact with each other in order to
obtain items, upgrade points, and achieve other typical players’
aims.
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3. The relationship between culture and the mass media
The main focus of my argument is actually this section of
the present paper. The first aspect to consider is the impact of
the mass media on national cultures depending on originality
of import. In the case of Mabinogi, we can see this by noticing
the difference in popularity in Korea and Europe. The year of
the first release of Mabinogi in Korea was 2002 (open beta)
and it was followed by a subsequent release in 2004. The game
is still very popular in Korea, and one of the reasons for this is
presumably the fact that the Celtic reference world adopted is
new and original in the Korean cultural context, in brief there
seems to be an exotic curiosity for the original Celtic reference
culture via the modern game. Things stand differently in the
European context. Due to the game’s popularity it was released
in Europe in January 2010 in an open beta version (Morrighan
and Macha game servers), and it was initially successful,
maybe and simply because it was a new game, however it did
not pass the test of time in Europe, where its popularity
decreased two years later. One might argue that one of the
reasons for the European decline might be the fact that the
Mabinogi world is not as exotic to Europeans as it is to
Koreans since it originates from one of Europe’s native
cultures, so European game users lost interest in it.
Nonetheless, within the framework of the relationship
between culture and the mass media, the meaning and the
impact of the game are more relevant, in my view, than its
popularity. My point is that, even though Mabinogi clearly
changes the original version of the Welsh stories and
characters due to the scope of the game, yet it presents some
educational aspects which help players to relate to Celtic
culture.
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In this respect, one should first consider the use of plot. As
stated above, Mabinogi uses prose stories that bear relations to
the medieval Welsh manuscripts. Mabinogi, in fact, consists of
Generations 1 to 16 in the storyline entitled The saga: Iria.
Secondly, one should take into account the background.
Mabinogi’s main places are dungeons, mounds, caves, water
and other details that imitate the real world. Their design, as
visually pictured in the game, and the explanations given, are
derived from the ancient world. We know from the previous
section of this paper that Mabinogi is both a real world and an
Otherworld. The Other Portals, even though their places do not
coexist with each other, have a similar mimetic background (or
shape).
Thirdly, we can look at the characters. Mabinogion has many
characters: Pryderi, Pwyll, Branwen, Banawydan, Mathfab, and
Gwydion. In terms of cultural reference, Mabinogi has three
characters analogous to those of the original Welsh work:
Pryderi, Manawydan, and Gwydion. Their shape, or illustrationdesign, seems to mirror the mythological Celtic model.
There are further details to be considered. In Mabinogi we
find some loosely similar terms to those used in the Celtic
sources for the cycle of the year, and in the game these terms
are used to indicate the names of the days of the week: Imbolc
(Sunday), Alban Eiler (Monday), Beltane (Tuesday), Alban
Heruin (Wednesday), Lughnasadh (Thursday), Alban Elved
(Friday), and Samhain (Saturday).
Mythology is fundamental in Celtic culture. The ancient
Celts had several deities, and, of course, an array of evil forces.
The demonization of pagan deities might have been partly due
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to the advent of Christianity among these peoples. 2 Dearg Due
(a variety of Vampire), and Dullahan (an Irish headless
horseman), were among these demons, and entities similar to
these are found in a number of cultures worldwide. 3 If, for
instance, we consider Korea, we find creatures such as
Dokkaebi: a magical being whose shape is unique, and one of
these distinctive features is two horns, or in some cases one
horn, on top of the head. The frightening Dokkaebi also has a
special wand for magic spells that he practices towards both
kind and bad persons. This kind of similarities might have
been one of the reasons behind the creation of the Mabinogi
game, and it might partly explain the familiarity Korean
players feel with its world.
Expanding on the cultural significance of the Mabinogi
game, we can also notice that the two different cultural fields
of Korean children’s literature and Celtic mythology have
female deities in common. In Celtic mythology, we find
Abunoba, Adsullata Dea, and Sequana. In Korea, there are the
deities Baridegi, Jiha Yeojangun, and Dae(soon)nim. Their
appearance is both unique and similar, even though they
belong to very different histories and cultures. This is perhaps
another of the reasons why Koreans who play the game can
relate to its cultural Celtic background, which, while raising
curiosity as a component of an exotic culture, is at the same
time, at least partly, recognizable to them by analogy with
Korean folklore.
2

As an Internet site called Irish Central observes, “some of the Celtic
‘monsters’ were originally gods but were later demonized as pagan
creatures when many of the Celts became Christians”. Available from:
http://www.irishcentral.com/roots/craic/the-scariest-monsters-and-demonsfrom-celtic-myth-67305337-237784881.html.
3
Ibid.
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4. Conclusion
The main purpose of Mabinogi is entertainment, but this
game seems to go beyond this simple scope and reach a wider
cultural territory. As I have attempted to show, we can
recognize, learn about and understand another world from this
amusing way of playing. To conclude on a slightly
metaphysical note, I also think that perhaps Mabinogi uses
standard game devices to show players some kind of spiritual
reality, by warning about forthcoming supernatural events and
by marking the passage from one world to the next.
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THE ROLE OF TRADITIONAL MARKETPLACES
IN THE POST-INDUSTRIAL CITY:
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
OF INFLUENCES OF URBAN RENEWAL
IN KOREA AND EUROPE1

1. Introduction: Increasing competitiveness of urban polices
and their influence on local places
Today’s city economies are characterised by a structural
change in trade and industry. Process grouped under the terms
of “postfordism”, the emergence of “service sector” (Bell
1974), “space of flows” (Castells 1989), or the shift from
“industrial to a post-industrial society” (Harvey 1989), forced
many cities to address the questions of competitiveness,
productivity, and attractiveness for workforce, knowledge and
capital. Cities are obliged to compete with other cities on the
international “playground” and simultaneously respond to local
challenges by trying to maintain a high quality of life for the
majority of inhabitants. Some cities with high ambitions to
increase the level of economic flows are not capable of
adequately responding to these challenges and end up
neglecting the social, economic, and environmental issues
present at the local level. The requirements of economic
interest groups put great pressures on city governments, which
1

The author would like to thank the Korea Foundation for its support
during research for this paper.
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try to assure the best conditions for upgrading the economy of
the city. In such circumstances city authorities often try to
implement competitive urban policies which may not lead only
to positive effects on the economy of cities but can provoke
negative consequences seen in a growing social division,
income inequality, political exclusion, and a growing distrust
in the political class. Consequently, such economically
oriented competitive urban policies may lead to processes of
“gentrification” (Smith 1996, Hamnett 1984, Perrons 2004)
and diminish or even destroy the traditional urban structure
and cultural identity of specific places.
Cities are faced with a dilemma of up to which level they
should support the intense urban transformation processes of
specific local places that at the same time represent a great
economic opportunity but also embody important social and
cultural values for the community. In some cases, city
authorities and other interest groups acknowledge the
importance and potential of local places with good location,
rich cultural heritage and social identity. But at the same time
they try to fashion it in line with global standards and mainly
use it as a form of supplement to the city - i.e. as a cultural
curiosity that attracts visitors, consumers and investors. During
this process, many of the original uses and spatial features of
once unique places have been substituted with more
“standardized” (Zukin 2009) i.e. safer, sterile environments,
which rule out unpredicted but locally embedded social
practices, rituals and events. During the process of protection
and renovation, important quarters, historical buildings and
streets can easily lose part of their “intangible” (non-material)
cultural value (represented by traditional services, local
population and their habits, knowledge, memory of the place),
while preserving that part of their “tangible” (material)
physical value in the form of architecture and artefacts.
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This paper discusses various renovation projects and their
role in the further development of Korean and European cities.
More specifically, the renovation projects in Korean and
European cities are analysed from the perspective of urban
revitalization and economic regeneration of the wider area in
which the projects are embedded. In the case of traditional
marketplaces we are thus particularly focused on analysing the
effects that renovation may have on the local area and
consequently we examine further development of social,
economic, cultural and creative potentials of the city. We will
try to show why urban renewal cannot be merely understood as
a top-down process that intends to increase the attractiveness
of the city centre. It should also be interpreted as a process of
deep restructuring of condensed network of different sociocultural roles, local economic services, events, information and
visitor flows that influence other activities in the cities. This
network supports various aspects of socio-economic
heterogeneity and offers a range of opportunities to diverse
individuals and groups, and allows the so-called “urban
experimentation”, which is not possible in other more closed,
standardized, less permissive and uniform parts of the city.
In other words, one of the main questions that arise from the
processes of renewal is how to adequately balance the
ingredients in such a way that they could enable the local
communities to thrive without neglecting the economic
demands and important socio-cultural elements that are present
in the city. The present conditions of postmodern, globalized
environments in which cities are literally competing for
resources, adequate labour force and economic capital, make
the task even more difficult. Nevertheless, the paper discusses
possible alternative approaches to urban renewal that might
encompass at the first glance incompatible, economic, social
and cultural aspects with the intention to find optimal solutions
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in order to promote high quality of life along with the
economic development of the city.

2. Confronting global and local actors: The role of traditional
marketplaces in the post-industrial city
The restructuring of city economies due to influences of
globalisation had great effects on traditional marketplaces in
cities. In this paper, we are deliberately using the notion
“marketplace” instead of “market”. The difference is obvious
as marketplace represents the concept of a heterogeneous and
socially situated place with a specific identity embedded in
current networks of personal relationships (Granovetter 1985,
Knorr-Cetina 2006) whereas market represents a more socially
limited economic space with primary emphasis on physical
exchange of goods and other resources. Traditional
marketplaces are being strongly influenced by the changes in
the economy, that is more and more globally oriented, i.e.
tends towards the internationalization of goods, consumers and
organization of markets. Not only are traditional marketplaces
affected by the “growth of virtual technologies” (Knorr-Cetina
2006, p. 555),2 but marketplaces are also deeply affected by
the cities new investment strategies aimed at changing their
role and function according to global standards.
The development strategies of globally oriented cities are
aimed at attracting global capital investments and maximizing
the city’s profits (Harvey 1989, Friedmann 1995). The
2

Although in the text we will not pay any attention to cyber shopping, it is
important to mention that virtual technologies and e-consumers are becoming
an ever more important factor in shopping (see Knorr-Cetina 2006, Crewe
2003). Especially in Korea, on-line shopping is becoming increasingly
important between the younger population groups (see Park 2002).
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consequence of this primarily urban-growth oriented formula
is reflected in reorganization of places that were once
functionally and culturally site specific, i.e. used mainly by the
city inhabitants and local communities. Striving for their cities
to have greater appeal and a globally competitive edge, the
economic and political interest groups do not want to push
away potential investors, and for this purpose they resort to an
organization of space that will yield the highest level of
economic profitability in the shortest possible time. Zukin
(1998, p. 825) notes that investors tend to rely on “strategies
that ‘aestheticize’, or focus on the visual consumption of
public space - although this has been accompanied by an
increase in private groups’ control over specific public
spaces”. By distinguishing between “acceptable” and “nonacceptable” elements, investors establish specific rules or
standards to be applied in the course of urban redevelopment
processes. This evaluation process produces standardized
spaces, resulting in uninspiring urban impulses, depleted of
local identity elements and experiences. The result is a new
cultural and commercial redevelopment strategy which,
through redevelopment, produces an “instantly recognizable
corporate zone with cultural amenities for a discerning ‘global
eye’” (Zukin 2009, p. 23). Similar developmental ideas,
connected with the expansion of branded businesses, shopping
and cultural quarters, are applied in many cities around the
world, resulting in turn in a pronounced homogenization of
redeveloped areas.
The accumulation of similar elements, i.e. the homogenization
of globally oriented cities, means also that their economic bases,
social structures and spatial organizations are becoming more and
more alike. Even though Seoul and various European cities may
have different historical backgrounds and are governed by
different political and cultural systems, their common
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denominator remains a trend towards concentrating global
capital flows and reorganizing the space according to
investment needs. Traditional marketplaces are places that
demand the visitor to be an “engaged consumer” in the sense
that the consumer needs to enter in a dialogue with the
environment and negotiate with it. The process of negotiation
may occasionally provoke discomfort and even stress, but it also
brings unique experiences that “serve the individual to construct
self-identification and establish personal defence mechanisms”
for coping with the challenges of everyday life (Sennet 1996).
Standardised and sterile spaces cannot fully reproduce the
excitement of heterogeneity and unexpected events. In fact,
spaces like multifunctional shopping malls and theme parks
reproduce impulses of planned stress, i.e. adrenaline surges or
advertized amusement, but they cannot provide opportunities for
experiencing real social confrontations or ambivalent urban
situations that may also turn to be of great socio-cultural
importance for local communities and interesting for specific
groups of inhabitants or visitors. As such, traditional marketplaces are not only potential commodity spaces but may include
various elements of unexpected cultural infrastructure that could
on the long run help the city to improve its strategic position.
These cultural “resources” represent a great opportunity for any
city that wants to “build” upon its distinctive characteristics and
become more attractive both to visitors and economic actors.

3. Urban renewal and the transformation of marketplaces in
Korean and European cities
At first glance, the spatial contexts of Europe and Korea
seem to have little in common. However, if we perceive urban
renewal as an instrument of intense transformation in
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conditions of global city restructuring, there seem to be
meaningful similarities between them. In the last two decades,
an unprecedented expansion in retailing has happened in
Korean and European cities. However, the expansion of
retailing did not happen on the basis of marketplaces growth
but at their expense. The growth in retailing was marked by a
shift in consumer orientations, i.e. changes in consumption
patterns that influenced the growth of a new type of large,
multifunctional consumption spaces best represented in
shopping malls or superstores, supermarkets, hypermarkets,
etc. (see graphs 1 and 2).
Graph 1: Change in the number of various types of
commercial facilities in Korea

Source: National Statistical Office, 1970–1992.
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Graph 2: European shopping centre growth:
Gross lettable area (GLA) (per million square meters)

Source: Cushman and Wakefield, 2010.

In comparison to marketplaces, the new shopping facilities
offered to consumers a new type of consumption experience
that is based on clean, designed, safe, standardized shopping
spaces. The previous predominating marketplace mode of
shopping, where the consumer put more effort in the act of
shopping and evaluated the quality of merchandise through
engagement with the vendor, was replaced by a self-service
system, which gave the shoppers a more individualistic
shopping experience (Crowley 2000). Shopping became an
intrinsic experience where the individual could not only
express himself but also build his identity through the
acquisition of specific goods (Campbell 1995, Lash and Urry
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1996, Slater 1997). The shopper becomes in this sense more
autonomous in fulfilling his/her needs or better follow wishes
and impulses as he/she decides when additional information on
the merchandise is needed. It is important to add that the
autonomy of the consumer is only apparent, as the shift in
consumer orientations opens room for the process of
mediatization, marketization and commodification in all
spheres of social life. During this process, consumption and
entertainment become increasingly indistinguishable. The
media become important trendsetters in consumption, and
influence the construction of consumer wishes, while shopping
spaces represent the safe and highly controlled environment,
where wishes are fulfilled for a short period of time. Crewe
(2003, p. 353) notes that “commodification is assumed to be a
remorseless process, ‘a process that must end in cultural
meltdown’”, with shopping malls becoming the “battleships of
capitalism, bludgeoning consumers into unconsciousness”
(Amin and Thrift 2002, p. 40).
The expansion of huge standardized shopping areas, which
are more and more connected with spectacle and
entertainment, perfectly overlapped with the new urban
renovation schemes and competitive urban polices. The results
of these processes had mixed effects on the functioning of
marketplaces. Some of these effects are presented in table 1.
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Table 1: Possible effects of urban renewal of marketplaces
Impacts

Impacts upon urban
cultural practices and
representations
(+)

Impacts upon
urban
Economies
(+)

Diversification,
rediscovery, exchange,
identity, reappropriation

More jobs and
sources of
revenues

- Increase in
protection of unique
urban landscapes
- Heritage
valorisation

- Increased awareness of
shared history
- Rediscovery or keeping
alive of local values and/or
traditions

- Requalification of
otherwise lost places
of interest
- Creation of new
infrastructures

- Diversification,
multiplication and improvement in cultural offer
- Benefits of cultural
exchanges
- Changes to (public)
urban space use
- Development of short
term events and animations
- Pride of origin or
residence due to increased
visibility or notoriety of a
town.
- Increased feeling of
safety resulting from better
care of public realm

- Creation of
job
opportunities
- New fields
for commercial
activities
- Various
consumer
groups spend in
local stores,
restaurants,
cafés, hotels
- New sources
of revenue
- Multiplier
effect

POSITIVE aspects
(+)
Urban Regeneration

- Public spaces
better cared for
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- Attraction of
enterprises by
soft location
effect

NEGATIVE aspects
(-)

(-)

(-)

Destruction, saturation,
standardisation or
pollution of urban
landscapes

Standardisation,
caricaturing, loss of
authenticity,
alienation, sense of
invasion
- Conflicts between
local inhabitants and
visitors

Monosectorializatio
n, more expenses
and gentrification

- Creation of
monofunctional spaces
(commodification,
touristification)

- Loss of community
spirit, local
alienation, feeling of
loss in identity
- Changes to
(public) urban space
use

- Augmentation of
real estate prices
- Price increase of
commodities in
general due to
gentrification
processes

- Globalisation and
standardisation of
architecture
- Prettification and
petrification
(conservation) of
public urban spaces

- Obliteration of
alternative histories/
creation of
“alternative”
histories (Urry 1995)
- Loss or
theatralisation of
local values and/or
customs
- Adverse
stereotyping

- Increased
expenses for a
town, due to
instable/unclear
financing strategies
and social
problematic.

- Heritage erosion
- Tourist pollution
- Degradation or
destruction of urban
landscapes

- Risk of
monosectorializatio
n and
overdependence on
specific economic
activities (e.g.
tourism).

Source: Adapted after Dupagne, Dumont (2006).

The effects of urban renewal process on marketplaces can
be divided into various developmental levels, which could on
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one side contribute to the growth of the marketplace and its
socio-economic function and on the other side diminish the
social and economic importance of marketplace (table 2).
Table 2: Ladder of urban renewal influences on marketplaces

Source: Adapted after Ursic, 2013.

In the case of Korea and Europe, marketplaces may vary
according to their unique characteristics. Nevertheless,
marketplaces on both locations are in the process of intense
transformations that impact on their functioning. Some of these
effects can be recognized and compared on a global level.
Table 3 lists some representative examples which differ
according to the local context, i.e. environmental specifics (e.g.
cultural perception of marketplace, orientation of city
authorities, capabilities of individual traders, trade guilds,
socio-economic situation, the physical context of location etc.),
but are similarly affected when intense urban renovation
processes are present in the place.
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Table 3: Changing characteristics of marketplaces in Korea
and Europe in selected cases
i. Marketplace. Dongdaemun (Korea).
Description of location. Area composed from various types of
marketplaces in the central part of the city.
Stage, i.e. development trend of the marketplace - current position of
the marketplace in the urban structure. The marketplace covers a huge
area composed from smaller marketplaces, which can be found in various
stages that range from small diminishment and reorientation (stage 2) to
shut-down (stage 4) and substitution of smaller marketplaces by other
economic actors.
Socio-economic effects of competitive urban policies. The processes of
intense urban renewal (e.g. the project of Dongdaemun design plaza, the
restructuring of the Cheonggyecheon stream, etc.) affected the area of this
marketplace by displacing specific functions, social groups of people, small
(micro) economic actors and infrastructure. The character of the area is
being slowly transformed as small local shops and textile production are
diminishing and other functions are being inserted (e.g. tourism, culture,
design, business, etc.) (Kim et al. 2003, Ursic and Kriznik 2012).
--------ii. Marketplace. Namdaemun (Korea).
Description of location. Area composed of various marketplaces in a
central location of the city.
Stage, i.e. development trend of the marketplace - current position of
the marketplace in the urban structure. The area that contains various
smaller marketplaces was not greatly diminished, but it partly experienced
reorientation (stages 2 and 3) in the sense of specialization of trade (e.g.
increase of specific shops) and consumers (e.g. tourism, shift to staged
authenticity, etc.).
Socio-economic effects of competitive urban policies. The marketplace
was totally redeveloped during the period 1968-1970. Although the
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modernization and revitalization project was initially successful in boosting
the number of visitors due to the new infrastructure on the marketplace, it
also defined its development borders and limited its spatial growth. This
resulted in the dissolution of the social fabric of existing merchants (Kim et
al. 2003), a reorientation of the marketplace basic functions, and an
intensification of tourist oriented processes.

-----iii. Marketplace. Retail corridor along Marszalowska and Pulawska street
in Warsaw (Poland).
Description of location. Area composed of large-scale retail developments
composed of a cross section of diverse shopping typologies including
bazaars (marketplaces),3 and western-style and topical shopping centres.4
Stage, i.e. development trend of the marketplace - current position of
the marketplace in the urban structure. In the case of Warsaw shopping
streets, the role of the marketplaces was greatly diminished in the last
decade. The area is undergoing intense transformation as the marketplaces
are trying to adapt to and compete with new retail facilities, but they not
very successful (stages 3 and 4).
Socio-economic effects of competitive urban policies. The expansion in
retail was overwhelming in the quantity of offer of merchandise and the
transformation of consumption spaces. Thirteen out of eighteen of the
existing large-scale developments along Marszalkowska and Pulawska
streets were built after 1995 and greatly influenced the groups of vendors at
marketplaces and topical shopping centers.5 The marketplaces were seen by
the authorities as an unwanted effect of market transformation (transition
3

Bazaars consist of numerous small kiosks or stands owned by private
small traders, which are organized along internal pedestrian malls (Kreja
2004, p. 9).
4
A topical shopping centre represents a cross fertilization of shopping
centre and bazaar characteristics, both in management and layout. Unlike in
a western-style shopping centre, the tenants of a centre are part of the
retailers’ federation that manages it (ibid.).
5
Topical shopping centres as well as marketplaces did not have big,
extensive, standardized shops that attract consumers and function as a
consumer magnet (Kreja 2004, p. 10).
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period) and were not included in long-term plans for retail development
(Kreja 2004). Marketplace vendors today struggle not only due to
administrative constraints, but in order to face the outflow of customers
who prefer to patronize modern retail developments (Piskiewicz 2000).
-----iv. Marketplace. Lewisham marketplaces in South East London.
Description of location. The area includes three council-operated
marketplaces (Lewisham, Catford, Depford marketplace), run by the
marketplaces teams.
Stage, i.e. development trend of the marketplace - current position of
the marketplace in the urban structure. The marketplaces are affected by
the offer of new retail facilities in the area. Moreover, the marketplaces
have partly failed in adapting to new consumer needs and expectations. The
marketplaces are trying to find new ways for development and reorientation
towards different sectors of trade (stages 2 and 3).
Socio-economic effects of competitive urban policies. The
competitiveness of consumption spaces in London puts great pressure on
traditional (local) marketplaces in Lewisham. The marketplaces now try to
adapt to new consumer needs by integrating new offer (e.g. farmers
markets, organic markets) that would increase the number of consumers in
the marketplaces (SDSC 2010; House of Commons 2009), which has
slightly declined. The marketplaces also want to put more stress on their
identity by installing new facilities and infrastructure. They also intend to
improve the image of the marketplace by redesigning places and working
on spatial beautification.
Source: Kim et al. 2003, Ursic and Kriznik 2012, Kreja 2004, Piskiewicz 2000,
SDSC 2014, House of Commons 2009.

In general, the comparison shows that traditional (local)
marketplaces have been deeply affected by new retail
developments in the last two decades. The changes in retail
were usually accompanied by intense urban transformations,
renewal and erection of new facilities that would offer new
consumption spaces but also influence the local (micro)
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economic environment. Both in Korea and Europe the
marketplaces are going through intense restructuring but with
slightly different emphasises. In Korea, the processes of urban
renewal triggered marketplace transformations that are deeply
connected to their economic viability. Consequently less
attention is paid to the preservation of specific tangible cultural
value (physical artefacts) as well as intangible cultural value
(social networks, rituals, habits) on the locations, and to the
role marketplaces play in the local contexts. Similar effects can
be noticed in the case of marketplaces from Eastern Europe
(Warsaw), which have in the past decades undergone intense
transformations due to the period of economic and political
transition and are now trying to implement policies that should
be able to guarantee more inclusive spatial planning for local
communities. From this perspective, marketplaces in
Lewisham represent a case from the Western environment
which has not experienced such intense transformation in the
last decade but has still been affected by the rise of mass
consumption and has to deal with decline of local (traditional)
marketplaces. In comparison to other cases that are mainly
based on the economic viability of marketplaces, the strategy
for Lewisham marketplaces tries to assure both a solid
economic base and a sufficient level of public (local)
inclusivity by improving the identity and functioning of the
marketplaces through the integration of various local
stakeholders.
Despite the differences that appear when examining
marketplaces in Korea and Europe, both locations have
specific common denominators that can be perceived as an
effect of more competitive urban policies in the cities:
i. GENERAL

DIMINISHMENT IN THE NUMBER OF TRADITIONAL
MARKETPLACES. Their floor space and trade transactions - the
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market share of traditional
marketplaces - is slowly
diminishing and being taken over by other consumption spaces
(shopping malls, supermarkets, discount stores and other
consumption concepts like theme parks etc.). This is due to
issues of mobility (increase of car consumers, difficult
pedestrian access), mass production (the importance of prices
differentials - large-scale retail and competitive pricing of
international chain stores i.e. franchises), changes in perception
of consumer lifestyles (importance of sanitation of consumption
spaces, interior design, architecture, fashion, range of offer) and
new urban planning strategies that try to capitalise i.e. gentrify
the locational advantages of marketplaces.
ii. MARKETPLACES ARE CHANGING INTO CONSUMER MARKETS
through the diminishment of importance of social networks
linked to marketplaces and by increasing the importance of
economic viability of marketplace.
iii. “PLACELESSNESS“ AND “DETERRITORIALIZATION”. Tomlinson
(1995) argues that globalization affects built environments by
weakening the tie of culture to place. Deterritorialization leads
to the “non-place” (Augé 1995), which is a place with no
relational or historical concern with identity. In this perspective,
marketplaces may be losing elements of “authenticity”,
standardisation and homogenization, i.e. diminishment of
cultural diversity are present on locations.
iv. CHANGES

IN THE MAIN ECONOMIC ORIENTATION OF
MARKETPLACES. Marketplaces are implementing changes in

the structure of functions, services, offer (e.g. shift from
diversity to mono-functionality by focusing on specific items)
or specialisation of entire marketplaces for specific age groups,
social groups, etc. The change in economic orientation of
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marketplaces is often accompanied by the “touristification”
processes (more importance is put on tourism, scenery,
picturesqueness, beautification, etc.).

4. Conclusions
According to various authors (Harvey 1989, Urry 1996,
Sennet 1996), increased mobility and access to global
networks of people, resources and information cannot totally
substitute the need or wish for physical experience with
diverse spaces or places. In this sense, the new standardized,
clean, semi-public (controlled) sterile spaces of consumption in
the city cannot reproduce the same type of experience that
marketplaces provide with their unique heterogeneous
structure. The internationalization of the economy and the
expansion of the retail offer undoubtedly helped Korean and
European cities to become more competitive on the global
scale but also influenced the sensitive functioning of local
environments. The negative aspect of competitive urban renewal
processes is low interest and small legal protection for small
local enterprises, which are not able to compete with large
multinational companies and cannot afford themselves to spend
the same resources for infrastructure or to adequately adapt to
new circumstances. With the diminishing importance of small
local enterprises in central areas, Korean and European cities
lose part of their diversity of balanced urban concentration of
functions, which is an important feature that helps raise the
quality of everyday life and enables development.
In this paper, we have analysed the role of traditional
marketplaces against the backdrop of competitive urban
policies in Korean and European cities that are trying to
improve their competitiveness by opening up to the world. We
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argue that during these processes, in spite of the many
historical, cultural and institutional differences between
Korean and European cities, a similar instrumentalization of
urban renewal has taken place in both locations. This form of
instrumentalization, despite the differences mentioned in the
examples given, can eventually lead to very similar negative
consequences in the everyday life of the localities affected by
the urban renewal, especially in terms of undesired social,
economic and political changes.
On a local level, processes of global city competitiveness
have produced concentrations of excluded people, in particular
neighbourhoods, and they have contributed to move from
“inherent and re-emerging spatiality to social exclusion”. Due
to the context of complex socio-economic relations on the
micro level, urban public policies cannot just be inserted into
the “relational ensemble” of the local communities in the
cities. The response to these circumstances should include
“new combinations of people-based and place-based policies”
(Madanipour et al. 1998). Interventions in urban space cannot
be understood these days only in terms of “top down”
approach but must combine with inclusive, participatory
strategies of urban planning. Spatial planning is thus perceived
as the “product of dialectic interaction between society and
space” (Soja 1995).
Despite rare exceptions, the aspect of ensuring a higher
level of inclusivity is undoubtedly the weak spot of the present
system of spatial planning in both locations. Considering the
power relationships regarding spatial interventions, the users of
marketplaces have mainly symbolic power, while the levers of
power remain firmly in the hands of formal institutions. The
range of participation strategies has seen little change in recent
years, as it continues to focus on conventional methods, which
largely involve disseminating information to the public, and
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not on direct inclusion of the users (bottom-up approach) in
spatial planning processes.
The marketplaces, seen as localities with a unique set of
layers of cultural assets, may be in this sense overlooked by
authorities and not sufficiently included in the scheme of
renovation. The urban renewal processes destroy part of the
intangible value that accumulated over decades and is reflected
in marketplaces through the social networks of temporary
users, cultural, social services and events at the location. In the
long term, their exclusion may deeply affect the quality of life
and spatial practices of local communities. In this sense, the
planning systems in Korea and Europe need to redefine the
criteria and methods that are used to define places of high
social, cultural and economic quality (Bianchini and
Parkinsson 1993). The attitude, i.e. approach, towards different
tangible and intangible values that are present in traditional
marketplaces is still ambivalent both in Korea and Europe, and
new mechanisms have to be developed that try to measure and
integrate the “non-monetary and non-material” (Olsson 1999),
i.e. intangible values of a specific locality into the strategy of
urban regeneration.
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In-Jin Yoon
(Korea University)

IS MULTICULTURALISM VALID FOR SOUTH KOREA:
MULTICULTURALISM DISCOURSE
AND POLICY IN SOUTH KOREA1

1. Multiculturalism in Northeast Asia
Multiculturalism emerged as a discourse and policy of
managing ethnic and cultural diversity in the 1970s. It was
regarded as a more liberal and democratic alternative to the
assimilation model in race and ethnic relations (Kymlicka
2010). It met, however, a backlash in the mid-1990s in western
Europe as multiculturalism seemed to separate rather than
integrate immigrants and ethnic minorities into the mainstream
society and prevent them from having a sense of identity and
responsibility as members of a society (Joppke 2012). The fear
that accommodation of diversity has gone too far and is
threatening the majority group’s way of life gave rise to
nativist rightwing political movements in the Netherlands,
Denmark, Switzerland, Germany, France, and the UK (Back et
1

Paper prepared for presentation at “EurKorea 2013: A conference on
European perspectives of Korea” (Trinity College Dublin, 7 to 9 November
2013). In this paper, I revised and expanded an earlier version presented at
the international conference on “Revisiting theories on international
migration: A dialogue with Asia” (Bayleaf Hotel, Manila, 25-26 April
2012). This work was supported by the “National Research Foundation of
Korea Grant”, funded by the Korean Government (NRF-2010-330B00225).
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al. 2002, Entzinger 2003, Koopmans et al. 2005). Political
leaders of France, Germany and Britain continuously declared
the failure or the end of multiculturalism in their own
countries. The cynicism, criticism, and opposition to
multiculturalism at the intellectual as well as policy levels
joined their forces in the phenomenon of “multicultural
backlash” (Vertovec and Wessendorf 2010).
While multiculturalism lost popular support in Europe, it
gained public interest and policy attention in Northeast Asia,
particularly in South Korea (hereafter Korea) since the 1990s.
The rapid increase of immigrants and the urgent need for
accommodating new members of a society and helping them
integrate into the mainstream society were the main reasons for
the sudden interest in multiculturalism.
Korea accepted multiculturalism discourse and policy with
great enthusiasm. Given a small number of immigrants,
especially a smaller number of permanent residents, the
enthusiasm for multiculturalism that Korean people have
shown so far is quite surprising and unusual. The drive behind
a multiculturalism fad was possible because it was thought to
be politically correct and was regarded as synonym for
globalization and advancement, a step toward joining the ranks
of advanced nations (Seol 2009).

2. Concepts and indicators of multiculturalism and immigrant
integration
Before we start discussing multiculturalism discourse and
policy in Korea, I think it is necessary to define in advance
what I mean by multiculturalism and migrant integration.
These two terms are defined differently depending on the
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country and context, and this contributes to the confusion and
debates surrounding multiculturalism discourse and policy.
Let me first define the term “migrant integration”. While this
term can be understood differently, the International
Organization for Migration (IOM) defines it as “the process of
mutual adaptation between host society and migrant”. That
definition implies a sense of obligation and respect for a core set
of values that bind migrants and their host communities to a
common purpose. IOM designates the following eight areas as
important criteria of effective integration policy: the protection
of migrants’ human rights and equal opportunities, employment
and labour market issues, regional development, national
security, social cohesion, public health, education, and
naturalization and citizenship issues. The Brussels-based
Migration Policy Group, an international and independent
policy think-tank, has developed the migrant integration policy
index (MIPEX) that is composed of seven strands or
dimensions: labour market mobility, family reunion, education,
political participation, long-term residence, access to
nationality, and anti-discrimination. Each policy area has
multiple sub-categories, and the complete index has almost
150 indicators in the seven policy areas. Similarly, in 2010 the
European Commission undertook a pilot study of migrant
integration indicators that cover the following four policy
areas: employment, education, social inclusion, and active
citizenship. If we can extract the common elements of the
aforementioned indices, migrant integration can be understood
both as the process and state of migrants’ adaptation and
incorporation to the host society. If migrant integration is well
achieved, migrants can have as equal access to important life
chances as natives and lead secure and decent lives in the host
society. It is clear, though, that migrant integration focuses
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more on economic, social, and political dimensions than on the
cultural dimension.
Multiculturalism is a more complex and complicated term
than migrant integration, and as a result it has become a more
controversial and divisive vocabulary. The main reason for
such confusion is that it is employed both as an analytic
concept of cultural diversity and as a normative precept for
promoting cultural diversity (Parekh 2006, p. 7). The definition
of multiculturalism by Troper (1999) touches upon several
different, but related, phenomena: (1) demographic phenomena
of plural ethno-cultural traditions and racial origins; (2) a
social ideal or value that accepts cultural pluralism as a
positive and distinctive feature; and (3) government policy
initiatives designed to recognize, support, and manage cultural
and racial pluralism that secure equal opportunities for all.
Kymlicka (2010) regards multiculturalism as part of a larger
“human rights revolution” in relation to ethnic and racial
diversity, and maintains that it is about developing new models
of democratic citizenship to replace uncivil and undemocratic
relations of hierarchy and exclusion. The multiculturalism
policy index developed by Kymlicka and his colleagues at
Queen’s University in Canada covers eight areas of stateminority relations: the affirmation of multiculturalism as state
policy, the adoption of multiculturalism in the school
curriculum, the inclusion of ethnic representation in public
media, exemptions from dress codes, the allowance of dual
citizenship, the funding of ethnic group organizations or
activities, the funding of bilingual education, and the
affirmative action for disadvantaged immigrant groups. The
major difference between migrant integration and multiculturalism is that the latter emphasizes cultural rights of
immigrant groups, whereas the former focuses on economic
and social adaptation of immigrant groups. Based on my
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review of literature on multiculturalism, I draft a working
definition of multiculturalism as “a set of ideologies and
policies that aim to protect cultures and identities of
immigrants and ethnic minorities, acknowledge their group
rights and ensure equal opportunities, and promote mutual
understanding and coexistence between ethnic minorities and
the majority group”.

3. Revision of Korean immigration policy
Debates about multiculturalism in Europe have significantly
affected Koreans’ multiculturalism discourse and policy.
Korean scholars and government policy makers became aware
of the attack on multiculturalism in western democratic
countries and began to have more realistic perceptions and
judgments about multiculturalism. Although Korea has never
adopted and implemented a multiculturalism policy, Korean
researchers and policy makers began to be concerned more
seriously than ever about potential self-segregation of ethnic
minority groups and the consequent social division between
immigrants and natives. These concerns are well reflected in
the revision of the Korean government’s basic plan for
immigration policy.
According to the Act on the Treatment of Foreigners in
Korea (Foreigners Treatment Act in short), the Minister of
Justice, in consultation with the heads of relevant central
administrative agencies, is required to establish the basic plan
for immigration every five years. The purpose of the basic plan
is to consolidate the fragmented policies of ministries into a
comprehensive and systematic long-term policy. The first basic
plan was devised in 2007 and became effective from 2008
through 2012. As illustrated in the proclaimed vision of the
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first plan (“World class Korea where foreigners live in
harmony with Koreans”), coexistence between foreigners and
Koreans was the core policy direction. The first plan had the
following four policy goals: (1) enhancing national
competitiveness with a proactive openness policy, (2) pursuing
quality social integration, (3) enforcing immigration laws, and
(4) protecting human rights of foreigners. When we examine
closely the policy goals and related policy tasks, it becomes
clear that the basic plan is basically immigrant integration
policy with little attention to cultural rights of immigrants and
ethnic minorities. Despite this fundamental limitation, it is
regarded as a proactive measure in preparation of a
multicultural society and for the advancement of human rights
of foreigners.
Korean scholars and policy makers were not well aware of a
multiculturalism backlash in Europe when they drafted the first
basic plan in the mid-2000s. Thus, the primary goal was to
assist female marriage migrants and their children, and to
protect foreign migrant workers from mistreatment and
violations of human rights. Such policy orientation was due to
the progressive political leadership of President Rho Moohyun as well as the policy alliance between the government
and civil society. Since the mid-1990s, migrant rights
advocates and their organizations had long demanded and
pressed the government to reform the hitherto inhumane and
discriminatory treatment of migrants (Kim, D. 2011). The
former human rights lawyer-turned-president and his appointed
government officials adopted the vision and strategies of civil
society for achieving an open society where foreigners and
natives peacefully coexist. In this regard, immigration policy
reforms during the Roh Moo-hyun government were the
product of a collaboration between the government and civil
society (Lee 2008, Yoon 2008).
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The political climate of Korea changed drastically when Lee
Myung-bak became the president in 2008. The policy alliance
in multicultural policy between the state and civil society
shattered and weakened significantly because the conservative
government regarded civil activists as threats to its political
power, especially after they led the candlelight vigil against the
import of US beef suspected of causing mad cow disease.
Also, President Lee was more interested than his predecessor
in enhancing national competitiveness, social integration of
immigrants, and public security. Human rights issues were not
a top priority in his political agenda. The status and influence
of the National Human Rights Commission of Korea, a
national advocacy institution for human rights protection
established in 2001 during the Kim Dae-jung government,
declined deplorably during the Lee Myung-bak term. He
regarded the presence of large numbers of undocumented
migrant workers as a serious violation of public authority and
threat to public safety, and ordered the police and the Ministry
of Justice to arrest and deport undocumented migrants. As a
result, the number and proportion of undocumented migrant
workers declined significantly during his term.
Such changes in political and policy environments are well
reflected in the second basic plan of immigration policy in
2012. The task force in charge of the developing the second
basic plan, in consultation with experts on immigration policy
in various fields, discussed the general trend on immigration
policy in Europe as a rationale for shifting the policy
orientation and priority towards civic integration. In the vision
and policy agenda of the second basic plan, the policy
environment in Europe regarding multiculturalism was
described as follows: “Most European countries have admitted
failure in their integration policies, prompting central and local
governments to play a greater role in managing social conflicts
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caused by the influx of immigrants. In October 2010, Reuters
cited German Chancellor Merkel as saying Germany’s attempt
to create a multicultural society has ‘utterly failed’. At the EU
security summit held in December 2011, British Prime
Minister Cameron and French President Sarkozy echoed the
sentiments of their German counterpart” (Korea Immigration
Policy Commission 2012, p. 17).
At the same time, the task force pointed to the mixed public
views on immigration policy (economic gains vs. social
conflicts) as another rationale for the new kind of immigration
policy. Reported acts of antisocial behavior by foreigners,
ranging from littering to crimes under the influence of alcohol,
were cited as the source of public outcry and the legitimate
reason for a stricter control and management of foreigners. It
also mentioned the anti-multiculturalism sentiment among the
public, especially low-income people as the rationale for a
more balanced policy towards foreigners and natives. It
warned the general public that uneven support measures tilting
heavily towards multicultural families have fueled public
discontent, and this causes the anti-multiculturalism backlash
in Korea. It also mentioned a concern over the crisis of
national identity as the justification for immigration policy
promoting a variety of social integration that respects shared
Korean values.
For the aforementioned reasons, the second basic plan
departs from the first basic plan in its emphasis on the
responsibility of immigrants for social integration and
crackdown on foreigners’ crimes and on illegal migrants. It
also added a new policy goal, “promoting co-prosperity with
the international community”, to cope more effectively with
the global trend of immigration. If the first basic plan
emphasized the protection of human rights of foreigners and
immigrants and their successful social adaptation in Korean
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society, the second basic plan underscored the duty and
responsibility on the part of immigrants by demanding them, as
prerequisites of naturalization, to enroll in social integration
education courses and to pass the new naturalization
examination where the assessment of reading skill is newly
added. Also, the aspects of social order and security were
highlighted by such policy tasks as crackdown on foreigners’
crimes and on illegal migrants, surveillance of foreigner
concentration areas, and enhanced management of information
on foreigners (see Table 1 on the next two pages).
Table 1. A comparison of the first and second basic plans for
immigration policy
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Some advocates for migrant workers’ rights claim that, as
compared to the first basic plan, the second basic plan waters
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down human rights and multiculturalism values and instead
highlights social order and security as well as responsibility
and contribution of immigrants, making Korean immigration
policy anti-human rights and racist (Lee 2012). I do not agree
with such argument completely, though, because the second
basic plan attempts to establish the institutional protection of
immigrants by legislating a basic law of anti-discrimination. In
this sense, if the first basic plan was influenced by
“paternalism” and a “tolerance paradigm” towards immigrants,
the second basic plan seems to seek for equilibrium between
rights and responsibilities of immigrants. Also, in order to
secure support for sustainable immigration policy from the
general public, the government seems to attempt to establish
more balanced relations between natives and immigrants than
ever. Another new aspect of the second basic plan is its
emphasis on enhancing international cooperation in
immigration policy. I think this new policy goal is appropriate
in the age of migration where cooperation with sending
countries and receiving countries is essential, and the role of
international organizations is significant in the protection of
human rights and living conditions of immigrants.

4. The Korean approach to multiculturalism and immigrant
integration
When we view the Korean approach to multiculturalism
from the perspectives of aforementioned migrant integration
and multiculturalism, several distinctive characteristics of the
Korean model become apparent.
First, multiculturalism and migrant integration are not
clearly distinguished, and terms such as multicultural policy,
multiculturalism policy, foreign policy, and immigration policy
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are often used almost synonymously and interchangeably.
Although multiculturalism policy and migrant integration
policy have some overlaps, the former is distinguished from
the latter in its emphasis on the recognition of a minority
group’s rights to maintain cultural and religious practices
(Wright and Bloemraad 2012, p. 78). When we examine
closely the Korean government’s policies and programs
regarding immigrants, most of them are about assisting
immigrants to adapt to Korean society with little attention to
cultural rights (Kim 2010). Nonetheless, such policies and
programs are often regarded as multiculturalism policy, and
this confusion has led some critical Korean researchers to call
Korean government’s policy as “multiculturalism in only
appearance” (Kim 2007). There is no official multiculturalism
policy explicitly stated by the Korean government, and
currently the official names of similar policies are foreigner
policy and immigration policy. However, many ministries of
the central government and local governments as well as civil
society organizations carry out a variety of migrant integration
programs in the name of multicultural policy, because
multiculturalism is viewed by many as popular and politically
correct discourse in Korean society.
Second, the main target group or beneficiary of the
government’s migrant integration policy is people of
international marriage and their children. Koreans coined a
new term for these people, the multicultural family, to avoid
negative connotations associated with international marriages
between American military servicemen and Korean women,
and with children of international marriage (e.g. mixed-blood
people). Migrant workers, who account for a larger share of
immigrants in Korea, are not considered a major clientele of
migrant integration programs. Ethnic Chinese, who have lived
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on Korean soil for many generations, are not even considered a
relevant target group that the government needs to take care of.
Third, most migrant integration policies and programs aim at
assimilating immigrants to Korean culture and society rather
than acknowledging and respecting their cultures and identities.
Korean language education, Korean culture learning,
counseling, and vocational training are the backbone of the
current migrant integration programs. Some civil society
organizations like the Women Migrants Human Rights Center,
run a Vietnamese language program for the husbands of
Vietnamese female marriage migrants, but such a program for
intercultural understanding is very rare. Also, although
multiculturalism is officially adopted as a goal of Korean public
education, and efforts are put in to enhance multicultural
acceptance among the general public, multicultural education is
still equated with helping immigrant children adapt to the
Korean school environment.
Fourth, Korean people and society as a whole are pretty
sympathetic toward immigrants, especially toward female
marriage migrants and their children. Because of the general
public’s positive and benevolent attitudes toward immigrants,
the Korean government allocated a generous budget for
migrant integration programs. This phenomenon is called
“paternalist policy” and “tolerance paradigm” (Shim 2007),
and this is largely due to a small number of immigrants and
their weak influence on Korean society and culture. Thus,
immigrants are not perceived to pose any significant threat or
challenge to the dominant group’s status quo and way of life,
making Korean people tolerant of immigrants. In addition, as
aforementioned, Korean people recognize their historical
wrongdoings to ethnic minorities, especially ethnic Chinese
and children of international marriages, and thus
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multiculturalism is viewed as a liberal democratic way of
coexistence with ethnic minorities in the global era.
The last point relates to what I want to elaborate in the next
section. Because immigrants and ethnic minorities are not
numerous and non-threatening and had arrived in Korea in
different time periods, Korean society has responded to each
group in a separate manner. When their number was small and
the economic burden was negligible, such a piecemeal
approach was not a problem. As their number increases and
people feel burdensome, however, a new approach needs to be
designed to restore fairness and efficiency in immigrant
integration policy.

5. Migrant integration of distinction
As a result of sudden immigration since the late 1980s,
Korea now has a group of multicultural minority groups. Here,
a multicultural minority group is defined as a group of people
whose race, ethnicity, nationality, or culture are more salient
markers than sex, age, sexual orientation, or region when
defining him or her as a minority. At the present time in
Korean society, migrant workers, marriage migrants, children
of international marriages, overseas Chinese (華僑), overseas
Koreans living in Korea, and North Korean migrants are the
most representative multicultural minority groups. Koreans
have different perceptions and grant different status and
privileges to each of these groups according to their
nationality, compatriot status, and legal status (Yoon 2010).
The Korean government is no different from Korean people
in its relationship to each multicultural minority group. In
response to a sudden rise of immigrants and diverse
immigration-related problems since the late 1980s, the Korean
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government offered a number of countermeasures. In each
instance, it tried to establish ministry-centered migrant
integration policies for each specific case. Its case-by-case
pattern of response is quite visible in its policies for protecting
the human rights and supporting the social adaptation of
multicultural minority groups. For example, the government
enacted the North Korean Defectors Welfare and Resettlement
Act in 1997, the Overseas Koreans Immigration and Legal
Status Law in 1999, the Foreigners Treatment Act in 2007, and
Multicultural Family Support Act in 2008 to address one by one
the problems of domestic adaptation and social integration of
each migrant group. However, these laws distinguished
foreigners and migrants from ordinary citizens and approached
each migrant group separately by enacting special laws for each
group. On the other hand, it failed to take a comprehensive
approach, such as the legislation of the Anti-Discrimination Act,
to extend equal treatment to all minority groups.
Another effect of enacting policies according to individual
ministries was the awkward advent of a classification phase
wherein each multicultural minority group was differentiated
from the others. The Ministry of Gender Equality and Family
specified female marriage migrants and their children as the
beneficiaries of that ministry’s policies. Likewise, the Ministry
of Unification identified North Korean defectors, and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade earmarks overseas
Koreans as the targets of their ministries’ respective policies. As
a result, rather than simultaneously enacting support measures
for identical recipients, each policy was deliberated across
agencies, leading to the recurring problem of redundantly
investing material and human resources into similar programs
and policies, each under a separate support regimen.
Moreover, lines were not only drawn by government
ministries, but also by migrants themselves. Each separate
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migrant group highlighted their special qualities, distinguished
themselves from other groups, and demanded special treatment
and privileges from the Korean government and society.
Chinese Koreans tried to highlight their shared ethnicity with
Korean citizens and their special identities as the descendants
of independence movement activists during the Japanese
occupation of the Korean peninsula. To this end they dislike
being regarded on equal terms as foreign migrant workers and
female marriage migrants. North Korean defectors also share
an obvious kinship with South Koreans and claim special
treatment on the grounds that they are forerunners of future
North-South Unification. They argue that their successful
adaptation in South Korea is a litmus test of South Korea’s
ability to achieve social integration after unification. In
particular, civil society organizations and the Ministry of
Unification, the agency responsible for North Korean defector
policy, seem to oppose viewing North Korean defectors from
the perspective of multiculturalism. Female marriage migrants
become the wives, daughters-in-law, and mothers of Korean
citizens, roles recognized as essential for the reproduction of
families. Proactive government support is provided to these
individuals in order to aid their rapid assimilation as Koreans.
Meanwhile, foreign migrant workers are given only the most
basic considerations for human rights protection and are
otherwise excluded from social integration policies because
they are only perceived as being temporary migrants.
Moreover, legal foreigners receive governmental protection
and the guarantee of equal rights as Korean citizens under the
Foreigners Treatment Act legislated in 2006; however
undocumented foreigners and their children are situated in a
blind spot in terms of human rights. Accordingly, rather than
recognize multicultural minority groups in Korea as a unified
minority, their distinctions are highlighted, and they are unable
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to unite and respond collectively to the social discrimination
and exclusionary structures that constrain them.
The government policy of migrant integration does not
integrate migrants into prior administrative and welfare
systems but supports them by providing separate laws,
programs, budgets, human resources, and facilities thereby
giving rise to wasteful, overlapping investments. The Ministry
of Gender Equality and Family claims to provide services to
female marriage migrants that are customized to their life
cycle. The question is, once an immigrant acquires citizenship,
until what point should the government support them.
Similarly, it is also necessary to consider up until what point
the government ought to protect and support North Korean
defectors as well. Regarding the overlapping investment of
budgets and facilities, the Ministry of Unification operates 31
settlement support centers for North Korean defectors (called
Hana Centers, meaning “We are one” Centers) and the
Ministry of Gender Equality operates 200 multicultural family
support centers nationwide. In metropolitan areas across the
country, institutions under various names such as foreigner
human resource centers, foreign worker support centers, and
foreign laborer support centers, are all supporting foreign
migrant workers. The Korean approach to migrants is quite
different from Japan where autonomous local governments
operate multicultural coexistence programs, and they do not
distinguish between foreigners and locals. Instead, they
recognize all participants as local residents and provide equal
services (Moon 2012, pp. 23-24).
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Table 2. General contents of Korea’s migrant integration
policy by Ministry

Source: Data from the Ministry of Security and Public Administration.
Multicultural Social Support Team (2012, p. 2), cited in Lee 2012.

Migrant integration policy of distinction has not only
created fissures among migrants, but has also amplified
prejudices and stereotypes, even antagonism and conflict
among migrants and natives. Cries of reverse discrimination
against natives grow daily as government support for migrant
groups is deemed excessive compared to the support provided
to marginal groups among ordinary citizens such as the low240

income class, single-parent families, and the disabled. A
backlash of this type is increasingly prevalent in “contact
zones” such as tenement housing areas where migrants and
natives live in rather dense proximity to one another.
In the past, the problem of reverse discrimination of natives
was raised primarily by anti-multiculturalism activists, but now
the issue has received so much criticism from civil society
activists who maintain that the cost-free childcare for the
children of multicultural families regardless of family income
goes too far and is unfair for low-income families of ordinary
people.
Given all of the issues raised above, it is clear that at this
point it will be difficult to obtain the consent of ordinary
citizens and to continue operating special group-specific
policies. Thus, in the future, government support ought to be
provided to people equally, not according to their particular
background information and identity, but according to their
needs as determined by universal standards such as social class
and risk factors (familial dissolution, sickness, and
unemployment). If universal standards are applied, then support
will be available not only to those minority groups with a
migrant background such as North Korean defectors and
multicultural families, but also to natives such as low-income
households, single-parent families, the disabled, and so on.
This will have the effect of alleviating reverse discrimination
and controversies over fairness. When citizens believe that
they, too, can receive government support when they fall upon
hard times, they will be less stingy about providing support to
migrants who are in the initial stages of resettlement.
Naturally, with the expansion of policy beneficiaries comes the
problem of securing a budget. However, as policy targets are
universalized according to principle and the actual number of
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support recipients gradually expanded, this will also reduce
reverse discrimination and disputes over fairness.
6. Towards a multiculturalism of inclusion
As seen in the cases of the West and Korea, which have
specific government policies targeting a specific immigrant
group and minority group, it is difficult to garner the general
public’s support and to bring out sustainable policies because
of the controversies over fairness. Therefore, government
support must be provided in accordance with more universal
standards like social class, not by special statuses. If the
general public is able to receive the government support when
facing difficulties, it would not be miserly in supporting
immigrants at an early settlement stage. Enlarging the policy
targets in this way would definitely cause a budget problem,
yet the problem of reverse discrimination can be resolved if
such policy targets are first universalized theoretically and then
actual beneficiaries expand gradually.
Legislating separate laws for specific multicultural minority
groups is not only complicated and ineffective but also creates
conflict and division among different minority groups on the
one hand and migrants and natives on the other. From the
experience of advanced countries that practice multiculturalism, it is evident that the minimum and most basic
condition of multiculturalism is to abolish all kinds of
discrimination and social exclusion. Unfortunately, Korea does
not have a comprehensive anti-discrimination law yet. It has a
series of separate anti-discrimination laws for people with
disabilities, women, and the elderly, but it has failed to achieve
general consensus that prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race, ethnicity, nationality, religion, and sexual orientation.
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Legislating a comprehensive and universal anti-discrimination
law is a first step towards a multiculturalism of inclusion.
Korean ministries have created and managed separate
systems and facilities for multicultural minority groups. This
practice has created problems of overlapping support for
certain groups and criticism regarding reverse discrimination
against lower-classes of native Koreans. Although separate
systems and facilities might be essential at an early settlement
stage, integrating them into the existing welfare administration
system after a certain period is a more efficient use of budget
and labor force. It can also remove concerns of excessive
support for certain migrant groups and reverse discrimination
against natives.

7. Concluding remarks
The proportions of immigrants in Korea, including the
short-term and permanent residents, do not exceed 3% of the
total population. The proportion of permanent resident
foreigners is below 1%. Integration is not an urgent policy
issue because most foreigners are short-stay, low-skilled
workers expected to return to their homeland once the contract
period is over. If multiculturalism is limited to the social and
cultural rights of immigrants and ethnic minorities with
guaranteed citizenship, it may be irrelevant and invalid for
countries like Korea with a small number and a low percentage
of foreign permanent residents and indigenous peoples.
Moreover, it may be counterproductive to social integration in
countries like Korea where ethnic and cultural homogeneity
used to contribute to national solidarity and mobilization.
Europeans may find it difficult to understand why the Korean
government and Koreans have interest in multiculturalism
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when it is regarded a failed social policy in many European
countries.
We have to note, however, the fact that Korea was
ethnically and culturally homogenous in the past but is quickly
transforming into a multiethnic, multicultural society due to
the outburst of international migration since the 1980s. The
number of foreigners increased from 491,324 in 2000 to
1,445,103 in 2012, recording 1.9 times increase, and it is
projected that the proportion of foreigners will increase to 9.2
percent in 2050. As society is becoming more pluralistic and
complex, we need a new principle of social solidarity and
cohesion by which diverse ethnic and cultural communities can
coexist. Also, we need to develop social policy to aid
immigrants and ethnic minorities to integrate into the
mainstream society more effectively so that they can become
full and productive members of a society. In this context,
multiculturalism can function as one of the principles in which
diverse cultural communities can coexist.
Originally, multiculturalism did not simply refer to cultural
diversity based only on racial and ethnic differences, but
became overly racial or ethnical in Western Europe and Korea.
In particular, multiculturalism in Korea exhibited a labeling
effect that often restricts the discussion to female marriage
migrants and their children. This kind of interpretation
seriously distorts the meaning of multiculturalism. Multiculturalism is a set of principles and practices to acknowledge
and value of cultural diversity coming from differences in
various dimensions encompassing religion, region, gender,
age, and gender identity as well as race and ethnicity. Korean
society is expected to transform into a hyper-pluralistic society
in which conflict and opposition between social groups are
intensified by the traditional dimensions such as classes,
regions, genders, generations, and ideologies, as well as race,
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ethnicity, age and religion. It is Korean society’s important
mission to investigate the aspect of fracture and conflict
between social groups in a pluralistic society and to develop
the principles of coexistence and cohesion as well as action
plans for diversity management.
Another reason why multiculturalism is valid as well as
useful for Korea is that it can foster democracy and help
democratic values and behaviors be practiced in everyday life.
As we know, East Asian countries including Korea have been
strongly influenced by Confucianism that emphasizes
hierarchy and conformity. Freedom of ordinary people has
been severely suppressed and basic human rights of diverse
minority groups and disadvantaged classes of people have been
violated. Nationalism, communism, authoritarianism, and other
kinds of ideology that demand conformity to group norms
make it difficult for democracy to flourish. The recognition of
and respect for diversity is one of pre-conditions of equality,
and democracy is possible and can mature when people relate
to each other as equal beings. As Kymlicka (2010) points out,
multiculturalism is about developing new models of
democratic citizenship to replace uncivil and undemocratic
relations of hierarchy and exclusion. Then, multiculturalism is
more needed in less democratic societies than in already
democratized societies to expedite the consolidation of
democracy after the phase of transition to democracy.
The final reason why multiculturalism is needed in Korea is
that it can enhance cultural diversity and creativity that would
provide a new engine of national development in the age of
knowledge economy and creativity economy. Korea is wellknown for high levels of ethnic and cultural homogeneity. The
belief in sameness and the tradition of centralized authoritarian
rule gave birth to a phenomenon of strong group conformity.
Koreans fear of being different from others and do not allow
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others to be different. Individual freedom, privacy, and
creativity have been choked by pressure for group conformity.
In order for Korea to flourish in the knowledge and creativity
economy, Koreans need to develop more multicultural ability
to appreciate cultural diversity and hybridity and utilize them
for creativity and innovation.
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OLD SCARS
A STATEMENT BY JIA JEONG

Korea was liberated from Japan on August 15, 1945. Within a
week, political organizations began sprouting up all over the
country. More than seventy percent of them were under the
influence of Socialism. Allied Forces that had just liberated
Korea from Japanese colonial rule divided it along the 38th
Parallel, assigning the south and the north to the trusteeship of
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. militaries respectively. Shortly
afterwards, leftists, then prevalent in the south, waged a fierce
struggle against the U.S. military and the Syngman Rhee
governments. At the same time, a number of landlords and
Christians were massacred in the north, resulting in the
southward migration of a considerable number of people from
these two groups. A significant portion of these escapees later
organized the Northwest Youth Corps, which spearheaded the
wiping-out of socialists from the peninsula during the Korean
War.
Following the immediate aftermath of Korea’s liberation
and subsequent division, a new brutal, internal struggle began
within the southern portion of the peninsula. Traumatized
escapees from the north began to engage in personal vendettas
against socialists, going so far as ruthlessly murdering the
families, relatives, and even innocent people who happened to
provide them some small measures of aid. This in turn
traumatized these victims’ families and relatives, setting in
motion a vicious cycle of escalating brutal vendettas.
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This vicious cycle persists even to this day. When a group
of citizens held several peaceful candlelight vigils in protest of
the unfair U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement, extreme rightwing supporters claimed that these protests were organized
under the order of North Korea. These anti-communist
escapees who witnessed the brutal murder of their parents or
children never entirely escaped the pain of their losses. Also,
deprived of their basis for livelihoods and their hometowns,
these survivors were left with a kind of permanent sadness.
Nevertheless, theirs was not the only tragedy. My parents
were socialists during the Korean War. To them, Socialism
was not some grand ideology. My mother wanted to study, but
her father, a proponent of more conventional Confucianist
gender roles, forbade it. After hearing rumours that even
women could work and study in Japan, my mother was caught
by her father while trying to secretly leave for Japan. She had
her head shaved and was married off to a man she had never
even seen before. Her husband, a devout socialist, taught her
how to read and told her that everyone - rich or poor, man or a
woman - could study in a socialist world. My mother became a
socialist almost instantly.
My hometown is below Mt. Jiri, the second highest
mountain in South Korea. In the area surrounding this
mountain, there was widespread popular resistance to the
division of the South Korean government. Resistance to the
country’s division had been present in the area since 1948,
even before the Korean War. During the war, socialists and
their sympathizers, cut off from a retreating North Korean
army, engaged in a fierce, protracted battle against the U.S.
and South Korean military in the area surrounding Mt. Jiri. It is
estimated that, from around 1948 to early 1954, around 20,000
people were killed in the Mt. Jiri countryside. North Korea
refused to take these resistance fighters in following the
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armistice. The survivors often died alone, abandoned by both
South and North Korea. Today we call these abandoned
soldiers South Korean guerrillas.
My parents were both guerrillas - my mother for seven
years, and my father for four years. They were arrested and
imprisoned - my mother for five years and my father for fifteen
years. After their releases, they were faced with lives worse
than death. Branded enemies, socialists were forbidden to
engage in any sort of political activity whatsoever. They were
not allowed freedom of movement, their every action under
police surveillance. This heavily restricted life was passed
down to their children. The guilty-by-association system did
not allow political activities, public posts, and even
employment in large corporations to their family members and
relatives.
Although this guilty-by-association system was officially
abolished in 1980, it was only in 2005 that it actually
disappeared more or less completely. I also had to spend my
adolescence without a teenager’s typical hopes and dreams.
Among South Korean writers in their fifties, there are many
whose parents were socialists. Writing was one of a few jobs
allowed to people socially condemned. Also, having been
disillusioned by their social realities, writers could explore the
core of their struggles and identities.
My parents lived the remainder of their lives as farmers. At
night, they whispered about their former lives in the hills of
Mt. Jiri under their blankets. After the introduction of a civilian
government, the lives of these forgotten people were partially
illuminated. However, their lives were still constrained by the
country’s division. The accurate number of surviving former
guerrillas is unknown. Most have chosen to live with their
former identities hidden in order to avoid social disadvantages.
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The number of surviving former guerrillas who have openly
come forward amount to less than a hundred.
My father passed away four years ago. When the Berlin
Wall collapsed and the shocking conditions in North Korea
began to be known, I asked my father: “The ideology you
risked your life for is dying all over the world. Do you have
any regrets?”
He replied without any hesitation, “I did not fight for
Socialism. As long as they are alive, human beings should
fight for a better future”.
I believe that my parents were humanists who willingly
dedicated their lives to the cause of humanity’s progress. Yet,
in a Korean society where blood had to be shed because of
competing ideologies, my parents had to live as enemies,
threats to social security. A veteran who lost his right leg
during war appeared at my father’s funeral. Brandishing his
crutch, he cried in front of the wreaths sent by the progressive
magistrate and assemblyman.
“I lost a leg protecting my country”, he cried. “Why all
these tears for a dead commie?”
Both my father, who died a lonely farmer’s death despite
his dreams of revolution, and the wounded veteran, crippled
while protecting his country as a naïve young man, are tragic
scars of the Korean War. These old scars still cast shadows
over Korea today.
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HYEHWA-DONG ROTARY
Translation by Seung Hee Jeon
“Hey, K-LO (Korea Liaison Office)! I’m hungry. Let’s go and
get lunch”.
Choi lifts up his body, grabbing his nearby cane. He’d not
only had a stroke a few years ago, but he also got injured in a
fall some time ago. The “expiration date” of his bones and
internal organs seems to be approaching rapidly.
“You must be still haunted by that rice ghost from your
mountain days. How come you’re always so hungry?” Pak
mutters, also grabbing his cane.
But Choi is not one to pass this up without retorting: “You
say that I was hurt in a fall because I was a third-rate guerrilla!
But you were hurt in a fall because you were a third-rate KLO?”
“You guys have been squabbling since the day you first
met. Are you planning on fighting until the day you go?” Kim
- his body still fine and healthy - silences them.
It was Kim who first introduced the K-LO and the Guerrilla
to each other. It wasn’t something he had intended, though. It
was a long and complicated story. Pak was Kim’s live-in tutor
before the war. Pak had not planned to stay with him. Kim’s
father was a bank president and his mother a poet. Since they
lived affluently and enjoyed socializing, their house was
always overflowing with guests chatting over drinks. Aspiring
writers gathered there whenever they had nowhere else to go.
Pak loved to listen to the writers’ stories and, since he’d
always enjoyed the drinking and literature, he ended up living
in the house like a parasite.
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But then the war broke out and Pak - on account of knowing
some English - became a member of the K-LO along with an
upperclassman from his school, Kyunggi High School. After
the war people returned to their everyday lives pretty quickly.
But Pak could not. The war remained with him, as did his
drinking habit. He could not pass his days without drinking.
When he drank, time flew. At twenty-two it was Pak’s wish to
spend his entire life drinking as if it was a single unbroken
night. Despite his drinking, though, his life was not flying by
as if it was a single night of drinking. Every time he sobered
up, he found endless gray days before him, causing him to start
drinking all over again. Whenever he got drunk, he called Kim.
Kim had grown up to be a kind, considerate man under his
generous parents’ influence, and he would immediately dash
over from his house in Myeongryun-dong to Jongno with
drinking money in his hand. He did this whenever the drunken
Pak yelled at him to come and pick him up.
One day, Pak, completely drunk, was on his way to Kim’s,
staggering along in the Myeongryun-dong alleys, his arm over
Kim’s shoulders, though he was about a foot shorter than Pak.
Suddenly, Pak tripped over a person squatting who
immediately fell sideways. Pak instantly awoke from his
drunken stupor, his mind alive with wartime nightmares.
Wondering if the person was all right, Pak kicked him gently a
few times. The stranger, Choi, woke up shivering.
“Hey, you, bum, where’re you living?”
Choi didn’t seem angry, although he had been kicked and
awoken from his apparently drink-induced slumber. He simply
asked, “Me?” and pointed to the wall of the house against
which he was leaning. That house had belonged to his family
before the war, but all of Choi’s family members had gone
north during the war except Choi. Choi had remained in the
south as a South Korean Communist Party soldier. When he
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came back from prison, he found his uncle living in his house.
Choi had to live like a sponge in his own house. Already
hating leftists for ruining his family, Choi’s uncle was
extremely strict with Choi. Whatever Choi did - be it sleeping
in late or drinking - his uncle blamed it all on his being a
commie.
“That’s what commies do”, he’d say.
Because Choi was drunk that night and hadn’t wanted to
hear any “commie” abuse, he had been sleeping right outside
his own house in the hours approaching the midnight curfew.
Choi, probably having slept off his drunkenness, asked, his
voice clear, “And you?”
“There”, said Pak, pointing at the house next door.
“Hey, let’s have one more drink! Since we’re both
parasites!”
“Great!” said Choi, leaping to his feet.
Putting their arms around each other’s shoulders as if they
had been decade-old best friends, Choi and Pak retraced their
steps back into the alley Pak had come from. Kim, a model
student, anxiously followed after them, not knowing what else
to do. After exchanging cups a few times, Pak asked Choi.
“What did you do before the war?”
Since Choi had not done anything other than silently
emptying his cups, Kim answered for him.
“Umm, his father was Mr. Choi Hyeong-yun”.
Everybody knew Choi Hyeong-yun. The son of a wealthy
landlord, he had become a communist during his studies in
Tokyo and had gone north after squandering his family’s
fortune.
“So, you’re the infamous son?” Pak asked, laughing out
loud.
There was a legend famous among Kyunggi Middle School
graduates. After Choi Hyeong-yun’s son had passed his written
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test in the entrance exam to Kyunggi Middle School, he had
been interviewed. The interviewer had asked him what he
thought of the U.S.-Soviet Committee.
“What do you mean, the U.S.-Soviet Committee? It’s the
Soviet-U.S. Committee” was Choi’s answer.
Because of this, Choi was barred from entering Kyunggi
Middle School even after passing the extremely difficult
written test.
“Your father taught you how to become a commie well”.
“He? Taught me? I just thought the Soviet-U.S. Committee
was the correct title because that’s how everyone around me
called it. How could I have known that I’d fail the exam just
because of that? I was just a child”.
“You ended up becoming a guerrilla because you were so
clueless. My, why would a wealthy landlord’s son do such a
thing? If I’d been you, I would have had a fine life just eating
and playing. Why on earth did you donate all your enormous
assets to the commies who wanted to ruin capitalists like you?”
“So, what have you done? Been a smart ass?”
“Me? I was so smart that I learnt a bit of English and was
called up to the K-LO”.
“So, if you’re so smart, why didn’t you stay on that path?
What are you doing now?”
“Huh, being clueless or being smart never really helped. In
those days, it was best just to hang on to a fishing rod and
catch the times”.
Choi and Pak, who both alleviated their sense of futility by
drinking, immediately recognized one another for who they
were. From that day on, they had become inseparable, hanging
out with each other more often than they did with Kim. That
was half a century ago, though the day was still vivid in their
memories.
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Pak and Choi sit on the edge of the floor and manage to put
on their shoes. It is even hard for them to lift their own rear
ends. When their bottoms become so heavy that they cannot
lift them any more, that’s when they will say good-bye to this
hateful world. They wait for that day; at the same time they
don’t want to leave this world yet.
“Brothers, I’ve made a reservation at the homemade
chopped noodle house”, Kim says gently. A smaller man than
both of them, Kim is now towering over the two disabled men
squatting on the floor. The chopped noodle house used to be an
old haunt of theirs. When they were in their prime, they whiled
away their time over mung bean pancakes, one of the most
famous side dishes in that restaurant.
“Hey, not that restaurant!”
“Don’t you like the chopped noodles there?” says Kim.
Those who grow up comfortably are always clueless. That’s
how the world is fair.
“Boy, how thoughtless you are even now you’re old!” Both
Pak and Choi wave their canes, indicating that they have to go
to a restaurant where they can sit on chairs rather than the floor
because of their legs.
“It’s because he’s so clueless that he’s still living in this
house. They say a simpleton remains in his hometown, right?”
Pak and Choi mutter, walking down the gravel path in the
garden.
Kim’s house looks the same as the day he was born. Kim’s
parents had friends on both the left and the right. Under the
leftist regime, their leftist friends had protected Kim’s family,
and under the rightist regime, their rightist friends had
protected them. The war left Kim’s family untouched as if it
had been in the eye of a typhoon.
“His old man must have known how to get on in the world”.
“He was a nice person”.
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“That’s the same thing”.
Before they pass through the gate, Choi turns around and
gazes at the lonely and cosy-looking traditional style house.
“It was nice when his old man was alive…”
“That’s right. When he was alive, he started out treating his
guests by serving them expensive liquor. This guy’s nothing
like that. What is coffee, huh! It’s like scorched rice tea. I have
a mountain of American coffee at home that my daughter sent
me”.
“Yeah, what are chopped noodles, huh? The rich are so
mean”.
Kim grins behind them.
“Don’t laugh! I might become attached to you. It’s already
hard for me to go. What am I gonna do if I get attached to you
at my age? You’re an unreasonable chap!” Pak says, still
thinking of himself as Kim’s tutor.
“And you aren’t already attached to me? I thought you
were”, says Kim.
“Huh, people become attached to each other over drink.
What would you know?”
Kim has been abused for half a century for not being able to
drink, so he just smiles.
“Knowing you were going to want to drink, I brought this
along”, Kim says, raising his arm, a liquor bottle in his hand.
“What is it?”
“I still have a few bottles left from my father’s stash. I
didn’t know what was what, so I just grabbed the first one that
came to hand. You know I have no idea about these things”.
Pak snatches the bottle from Kim’s hand. He raises it up
and examines it through his multifocal lens glasses. It is a
1950’s tequila.
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“It’s like a blind hen finding corn. Hey, this one’s sixty
years old. Your old man must have kept it to remember the war
by”.
Anticipating that he’d have liquor made in the year the war
broke out with his meal, he feels as if all the trouble he has
taken since early morning to go out is seeping away. His wife
had nagged him for going out “when he could not even walk
well”, as if she herself was not bent over as well.
“Okay, okay! Let’s go! Didn’t you say you were hungry?”
Despite Kim’s urgings, Choi looks around sadly. He looks
at the sinudae plants in the small flower garden. The sinudae
plants were gifts Choi’s mother had brought from her
hometown in Goryeong for Kim’s mother. Both the giver and
receiver are now gone, but the sinudae plants are alive and
fresh.
Before Choi’s parents went north, Kim and Choi’s families
had been friendly neighbors. Kim’s father had been the son of
a wealthy landlord from Namyangju and Choi’s father, the son
of a wealthy landlord from Hapcheon; each had gone their
separate ways. Kim’s father had been a bank president,
practically a capitalist, whereas Choi’s father had been a
socialist activist. Still, they had remained friendly towards each
other until the day Choi’s father had gone north, even when
they criticized each other, just as Kim and Choi criticized each
other for “not being able to drink”, or for “being a clueless
philanthropist who would eventually be disposed of by
communists”. It was in great part thanks to Choi’s father that
Kim’s family had been left unharmed during the war. This was
of course before ideology turned into a monster that destroyed
not only their friendship but also their love for their own blood
relations.
“Hey, Choi, good-byes are best when they’re short. You’re
so unromantic!” says Pak.
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“Are you… going somewhere?” asks the clueless Kim. Pak
clicks his tongue.
“It’ll only be a few days before Choi or I go to the next
world, right? You don’t have a lot more time left, either. Do
you think you’ll live to be a thousand?”
“Geez, I’m still in my seventies”.
“Hey, there’s an order fashioning when we come to this
world, but there’s no order governing when we go to the next.
Who knows? I might end up taking care of your funeral”.
“Please, do! When I think about your funerals, I get a
headache. I know all the drinkers in Seoul will come… If I go
before you, I’ll be a lucky man”.
As it so happened, there weren’t many of those drinkers left
in the world. Quite a few of them had quit drinking for their
health’s sake. Even Choi, who used to claim that a drinker was
finished only on the day he quit drinking, does not drink more
than a cup at a time. Pak is the only remaining real drinker.
Although Kim has been friends with Pak since their
adolescence, he doesn’t know what Pak experienced during the
war. Choi doesn’t know, either. They just assume that Pak
must have gone through some horrific experience that he
cannot live with without pouring hard liquor into his stomach.
Choi’s good-bye is a prolonged one. Quick-tempered, Pak
chides Choi again.
“Hey! You might be embarrassing yourself now. You might
yet come back here alive, y’know”.
Choi turns around, his eyes wet. Pak won’t let it go.
“You’re crying again! Look at how big you are! That’s why
I call you a third-rate guerrilla”.
“What do you mean ‘again’?”
“I heard that you cried on your way to the USSR”. Pak says.
“You did, didn’t you?”
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Choi glares at Kim, his eyes wide. Kim, who has been
looking disapprovingly out of the corner of his eyes at Pak,
deliberately avoids Choi’s stare. Whatever you say to him, Pak
always responds with sarcasm. Kim had been so surprised to
see Choi cry on his way to the USSR, he had let the fact slip to
Pak unwittingly.
“Who cried? I was just upset because my trip had been paid
for by the ANSP (Agency for National Security Planning)”,
Choi says.
This had happened around fifteen years ago, when Kim’s
father was still alive. Choi, still in good health, had visited
Kim’s father late at night and had fallen on his knees.
“The ANSP are proposing to send me to the USSR. What
should I do?” Choi had asked.
Choi’s parents had been executed in the North after they
were accused of being American spies together with Yi Seungyeop. But Choi’s two sisters had survived, and one of them
was married to a North Korean high official. The ANSP
brokered his meeting with her. His health failing and on his
deathbed, Kim’s father had slapped Choi on the back with all
his might.
“You, fool - you! When you can meet your own flesh and
blood, what does it matter who is paying for your travel?”
Kim’s father said.
Perhaps that scolding had been comforting to Choi. Or,
perhaps it had offered him the excuse he had needed to go?
Choi had shed hot tears. That was the first and last time Kim
had seen Choi cry.
“Tut, that’s right! I know you cried because, you shriveled
old thing, you missed your own flesh and blood. You were
heartbroken. Right? You third-rate guerrilla!”
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“What are you talking about? I was the only one to survive
in the South Korean Communist Party unit that scared the hell
out of the South Korean punitive force”.
“Huh, that’s why you’re third-rate. Otherwise, how could
you have survived? All the greatest people - whether rightwing or left-wing - died. Don’t you know that?”
“So, what about you? You survived because you were so
great?”
“Have I said that about myself? I’m third-rate, too. That’s
why I’ve been hanging out with you all my life”.
Bickering amicably, Pak and Choi walk on slowly. After
about thirty meters, they stop in front of Choi’s old house. A
total stranger now occupies this house. Choi’s parents used to
live there, and then his uncle had taken it. Just before the house
had been sold, Choi had dug up three boxes full of secret South
Korean Communist Party documents that his parents had
buried in the back yard of the house. Although they had been
top secrets worth burying then, the ANSP wasn’t at all
interested in them when Choi dug them up. Modern Korean
history scholars were the only ones to show any interest.
“Why? Are you going to say good-bye here, too?” Pak asks
Choi sarcastically, staring at the stranger’s doorplate.
“What good-bye? I’m just taking a break because my legs
hurt”.
“Are you the cat that didn’t get the cream? Whatever! The
third-rate always have excuses”.
Choi and Pak are always like this. Pak, like a contrary child,
continues to goad Choi who, though usually hotheaded, does
not seem to mind.
“Well, I guess you have to say good-bye anyway. Don’t you
have your wonderful socialist parents to thank for your turning
out the way you did?”
“What about my parents? They never told me what to do”.
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“Huh, they didn’t have to tell you what to do to control you
from behind the scenes. Didn’t you say Soviet-U.S. instead of
U.S.-Soviet because that was what your parents said? Wasn’t
that controlling you from behind the scenes”.
“All right, I became a Soviet-U.S. after repeating the phrase
the Soviet-U.S.! So did you become a K-LO after repeating
‘hello’?”
“Hmm. Nice one! I guess you’re not entirely third-rate”.
Choi and Pak spent time like this under the Syng-man Rhee
and Park Chung-hee regimes. Those were times when no one
would dare to speak the name Kim Il-sung or Stalin. But there
were no taboo subjects between Choi and Pak. In fact, Choi
was perhaps able to tolerate Pak’s sarcastic remarks because
they happened to scratch his itchy spots, because they bore a
hole to parts of himself that were blocked. Still, Kim finds
their lifelong arguing somewhat tedious.
“Please, stop it now. You aren’t children, you know”, Kim
says.
“Listen to you! I’m your teacher, not the other way around,
okay? Look how first-raters differ from us. He even tries to
teach his teachers”, Pak says.
Pak called Kim “first-rate” for the first time after he
returned from his studies at the Sorbonne. Kim, who had
studied political science, was certainly not leftist, nor even
progressive by nature. But, as someone who had studied in
Europe, he found it difficult teaching at a national university
under a dictatorial regime. When he had hinted at these
feelings to Pak, Pak had simply said, “Hey, you studied at a
first-rate world-class university. So you should live like a firstrate person. You have to live like a first-rater to take care of
third-raters like us”.
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Kim had grinned, and he had somehow felt less troubled by
his situation: he hadn’t always been on the giving end to Pak
and Choi.
Brandishing his cane, Pak calls out to Kim, a few steps in
front of the two older men, “Hey, where are we going?”
“Let’s go to Daboseong. It’s been a while since we ate
there”.
Daboseong was a Chinese restaurant that dated back to the
Japanese colonial period.
“No, we can’t go there. I don’t think I cleared off my debts
there. Hey, have you paid off your credit?” Pak asks as he
waits for Choi. Since his stroke Choi is slower than Pak.
“No! I think I still owe money there”.
In the past, when Pak and Choi ran up debts at the
restaurant, they made detours to avoid the place. They haunted
Myeongryun-dong every day, but they didn’t frequent the
Hyehwa-dong Rotary.
“Well, it has been a while since the owner passed away”.
“Really? I guess that makes sense, since he was some years
older than your father, right?”
Exchanging pointless words in this way, they slowly make
their way to the two-lane road. They turn a corner and pass the
house where the late president Chang Myon was born. The
house is now being restored. Walking between stacks of
lumber, Pak suddenly pushes away an empty paint can from in
front of the gate of the house with his cane.
“He blocks my way even when he’s dead”, Pak says.
Choi laughs.
“When did Dr Chang block your way?” Kim asks naively.
“You don’t know?”
“That’s right. There were only the two of us that day,
remember?”
It is only then that Kim realizes that they’re joking.
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“You must have gotten into trouble then?” asks Kim.
“Trouble? What trouble? That day, on our way back home we were completely drunk - Dr Chang’s car was blocking our
way”, Pak says.
It wasn’t only Dr Chang’s car that had blocked their way.
But his car was the only thing that they could easily handle.
“We pushed the car. Huh, so, when we pushed it, that big
car just rolled down without the slightest bit of resistance and
then fell headlong into the brook”, Pak continues.
“We just ran”, Choi quickly adds, smiling. Perhaps,
remembering what they had done that night. That was the night
right after the May 16th military coup. Their accumulated
frustration must have given them incredible strength. The
liquor may have helped as well.
These days there are CCTV cameras on every street corner,
so you can’t even dream of doing such things. Although they
complain about those past times, those were the good old days.
No. What had been good was not the days, but their youth in
those days. Even when they were tumbling about in the depths
of aimlessness, youth was still youth.
The brook into which Dr Chang’s car had plunged is now a
four-lane road. It’s pretty crowded. In order to move through
the crowd, they walk even slower. Whenever they come face to
face with these old men, young people dodge them, annoyed.
Youngsters cannot imagine that they will become like them
fairly soon. Youths don’t dream of old age. It’s only the old
who dream of youth. Coming towards them, a young man
spots them from a distance and makes the unnecessarily polite
gesture of stepping down onto the roadway to make a quickstepped detour around the old men. Well-raised young men
who promptly yield their seats to the elderly in buses or trains
don’t have a clue about how this gesture makes the elderly
even sadder.
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Pak stares at the young man walking vigorously by. The
young man even smiles warmly at Pak. There had been a time
when Pak could also walk as much as he liked. He hadn’t then
appreciated just how precious his body was. He had been
drunk all the time; he had just wished that time would quickly
pass him by. It was only when he became unable to walk easily
that he realized that the meaninglessness of life and such like
were a healthy man’s complaints.
Pak and Choi walk down the five-hundred-meter-long road
in slow motion. Nobody who sees them on the narrow
sidewalk can imagine that they were once veterans - a guerrilla
and a K-LO. They’re just annoying old men.
Kim waits for them. Kim has always been like that. During
the years when he was racing quickly along in the world after
returning with a Ph.D. from Paris - he roared as fast as a car in
the early morning highway - he had stopped on his way and
embraced Pak and Choi, the losers. Although they knew that
this thoughtfulness was a virtue that had likely come from
Kim’s comfortable, and fine upbringing, Pak and Choi would
become cross with him without even realizing it. They would
complain, “A tavern, huh? You’ve made so much money that
you should be taking us to a lounge or a bar with a hostess!”
They haven’t forgotten those feelings.
“Hey, what are you doing? You’re in the way. You don’t
think we can find the restaurant? Go on ahead and wait at the
restaurant!”
Kim simply smiles. Kim is very familiar with this routine.
Life is like a treadmill. Although Pak or Choi have never asked
for his help, Kim has somehow ended up taking care of them.
After he takes pains to help them, he gets scolded and
criticized - that’s how it’s been since his middle school days
right up to the present.
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When they arrive at Daboseong, they find the restaurant
unexpectedly deserted. Though it’s still lunchtime, if a little
late. In the old days, Daboseong was always crowded because
the Chinese Korean chef and owner made the best
jjajangmyeon in town. That chef’s son comes to take their
order. The son looks exactly like his father, who was always
gracious enough to give them food on credit. They feel as if
they are looking at his father.
“These gentlemen ate a lot on credit when your father was
around. Do you keep your credit notes? It’s not too late to
check them and get paid”, Kim jokes, very much unlike
himself.
“What are you talking about? We were great customers
here!”
The chef’s son, who looks more and more like his father the
more Kim and Choi look at him, is as old as his father had
been when the old men used to frequent the restaurant. Pak and
Choi become as lively as they had been back in those days.
“Don’t worry! I won’t check the credit book. Eat as much as
you want!” The late chef was so generous that he had never so
much as hinted at their overdue credit. Still, they had felt so
embarrassed that they had avoided Hyehwa-dong Rotary in
order not to run into him and see his face. Neither Pak nor
Choi were barefaced enough.
The chef’s son, who takes after his father in nature as well
as in his appearance, his belly a large potbelly like a woman in
the last month of pregnancy, simply smiles. He is glad to see
customers still reminisce about his father who passed away
twenty years ago. It has been almost thirty years since Pak and
Choi stopped coming to this restaurant, although the days
when they used to make detours around the restaurant because
of their overdue credit seem only a few days ago. These days
they talk about things as vividly as if they had happened
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yesterday, and then immediately realize that they happened
decades ago.
Choi orders ulmyeon, Pak jjajangmyeon, and Kim
japtangbab. Although they have lived near one another all
their lives, they have different tastes when it comes to food. As
soon as the pickled radish comes out, Pak opens the 1950’s
tequila. How could Kim’s family have kept this liquor until
today? No, how could a house that kept bottles of foreign
liquor in its cellar have survived those bloody days? The world
is a strange place.
Because his drinking buddy Choi has quit drinking, Pak
pours tequila only into his own cup and downs it in one shot.
The strong liquor tickles his throat as it goes down. This taste,
the taste that makes you feel every shape and contour of your
internal organs from the esophagus to the stomach, this is the
taste of one’s first cup. His life’s first cup tasted too cruel and
bitter. Perhaps Pak has been staggering around all his life
because he has been drunk from the moment he drank that first
cup. Pak keeps on emptying his cup and eating the side dish of
sliced onions dipped into Chinese bean paste.
“You can’t even walk well. What if you get drunk?” Kim
nags. Kim has watched the precarious paths that Pak and Choi
have taken, all the while nagging them. Come to think of it,
since they wished for nothing, their paths might not have been
that precarious after all. But, for them surviving and enduring
was a precarious thing.
“You don’t even know what liquor tastes like. Why are you
nagging me? Anyway, you can always take me home”.
“Not today. I have to drop by the hospital”. At his age it’s
about time for Kim to understand what Pak means - he has
heard Pak joke all his life - but Kim still cannot help taking
Pak’s jokes at face value.
“Hospital? Why?”
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“An old school alum has been hospitalized with cancer”.
“Which one?”
Kim was four years behind Pak at Kyunggi High school.
When he was being tutored by Pak, Kim managed to enter the
same high school - although, not thanks to Pak’s tutoring, but
because he himself had worked so hard to get in. “You know
Kang, the former cabinet member?” says Kim.
“You call that ten-day minister a cabinet member?”
Kang was Pak’s classmate. About four-fifths of their
classmates had survived the war. Given that there were quite a
number of leftists among them, this survival rate is surprising.
It’s said that those who perished in the war did so because they
hadn’t had powerful backers. That statement must contain a
grain of truth. A considerable number of leftists survived
because they had powerful backers. Although, strictly
speaking, it was probably because they had powerful backers
and some education that they were able to quickly read the
state of affairs.
“You’re talking about that guerrilla minister, right?”
“A scared guerrilla who ran away from his guerrilla unit is
still a guerrilla?”
“He is a guerrilla minister because he had to step down
because of his guerrilla background”.
Nobody had known of his past until he was appointed to the
post of government minister. The public’s ignorance had been
possible only thanks to his family’s fine background.
But there are no secrets in this world. As soon as he became
a minister, his guerrilla past in Mt. Baegun had been disclosed.
He had to step down ten days later. Although Kang had failed
in his governmental bid, he had been freed from his past thanks
to this incident. It was also Kang who had bragged about his
cowardly behaviour at Mt. Baegun.
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“I was so cold and hungry that I was afraid I would die.
Regardless of whatever ideology I was a part of, I was going to
starve or freeze to death. I decided to run away, but I had two
high school friends who had become guerrillas because they
trusted me. So I called them secretly and tried to persuade
them to run away with me. Both of them refused, so I ran away
alone”.
After stepping down from his ministerial post, Kang had
often hung out with Pak and Choi. Although Pak and Choi
were heavy drinkers, Kang would get drunk when the other
two were just getting going. Whenever Kang got drunk, he
cried. Pak and Choi had heard from him more than a hundred
times that the two friends, who had followed him to Mt.
Baegun and whom he had left, had died there. Liquor brought
out stories he had hidden in his subconscious.
“Don’t beat yourself up about it. Life is about good luck and
bad luck”.
It was mostly Choi who said this as a way of comforting
Kang. However, Choi saying this somehow made them all lose
their taste for liquor. They began to avoid Kang because of
this. When was it that they had last seen Kang? Although it
wasn’t clear if that was really their last time seeing Kang, their
last memory of Kang was connected to the day the Berlin Wall
collapsed.
Kang had insisted that Pak and Choi come out for a drink.
They had been stuck at home all day and it had left them
feeling agitated. Kang had gotten terribly drunk again. As he
stared at the tavern’s old TV set, Kang began to cry. He didn’t
explain why he was crying. An old man, over sixty years old,
silently wept as if he was a twenty-year-old who had just had
to send his first love away.
Neither Pak nor Choi asked him why he was crying. They
didn’t need any explanation. In fact, though they weren’t
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crying themselves, Pak and Choi had felt the same way. The
ideology that had trampled so many people’s lives was
collapsing right before their eyes. It had felt so personal. Pak
and Choi were two of those that had been trampled. They
stared silently at Kang, who lay listlessly on the couch.
Weary of his crying, Choi finally blurted out, “Hey,
everything’s okay”. That was their last memory of Kang.
“He has cancer? What kind of cancer?” Choi asks, staring at
the tequila Pak continued to drink.
“Liver cancer”, Kim says.
Their dishes come out and the three of them concentrate
only on eating. If they don’t pay attention, they spill a lot of
their food. Even Kim, who used to be so neat when he was
younger, leaves crumbs on the table these days. It’s worse with
Choi, whose right hand is clumsy since his stroke. Choi
impatiently bangs down the chopsticks with which he had been
working hard on his food and grabs a cup.
“I need a drink. Pour me one”.
Kim wants to dissuade him, but Pak has already filled
Choi’s cup. Choi downs it immediately. It’s been a while since
he last drank. The strong tequila makes him feel warm. In
Moscow in 1994 when he met his younger sister, from whom
he had been separated in 1950, he drank vodka with her. The
door of the place they met had been heavily guarded. Choi
learned that day that his sister could drink as well as he. It was
in their blood. Although they emptied three bottles of vodka,
they were wide-awake, not at all drunk. The old wooden
window frame clattered from the whirling winds outside.
Outside, heavy snow was falling endlessly. The snow, falling
as if there was a hole in the sky, would disappear without
leaving a trace the next spring. Both Choi and his sister were
no different from that snow. That was life. All they could do
was keep drinking.
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“Your family all likes ulmyeon, right?” Kim suddenly asks
in the middle of eating his jjajangmyeon.
Kim saw Choi’s entire family eating ulmyeon at Daboseong
many times. They were an unusually happy family, a rarity at
the time. That scene was deeply engraved in his memory
because of Choi’s beautiful sisters, the cause of many
Gyeonggi High School students’ disappointments and
heartaches.
“Your life has turned out the way it has because you eat
ulmyeon, weeping noodles”, Pak shoots at Choi.
Choi can’t simply pass this up without retorting, “So, your
life has turned out so black because you eat jjajangmyeon,
right?”
“I might be a flipflopper, but that’s grey. Why’re you
calling me black?”
“Black… grey… — where’s the difference?”
“Black is black and grey is grey. Anyway, how’s your
sister?”
“How should I know?”
His sister’s husband had fallen from power a few years ago.
Since then, he hasn’t heard any news of her. It would be
difficult for them to meet again, even if her husband still held
power. Since he didn’t have high expectations that he would
see her again, he wasn’t disappointed.
When they said good-bye, not knowing when they would
meet again, Choi gave his sister a book of poetry. Mo Yun-suk,
a well-known right-wing poet, was a close friend of Choi’s
mother. Mo visited Choi one day after trying hard to track him
down. This was when Choi was drunk all the time, soon after
he had been released from prison. Mo gave him her book of
poetry with her signature on it for Choi’s mother, whose
whereabouts were unknown since she had gone north. Mo had
wept fiercely, holding Choi’s hands and putting a thick
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envelope into Choi’s shabby coat pocket despite Choi’s
protests.
Many people had criticized Mo for her actions under the
Syng-man Rhee regime. But Choi had kept quiet. He didn’t
care whether she was right-wing or not, because she continued
to cherish her love for her left-wing friend. He handed that
book of poetry to his sister, not only because it had belonged to
his mother but, perhaps, because he wanted to present an
ideology-defying friendship in front of his mother’s grave. It
was probably his own small gesture of rebellion against his
mother, who had chosen the North for ideology’s sake but had
eventually been disposed of. It was a gesture ridiculing the fate
of two generations of his own family, a fate that had been
twisted because of ideology.
The three friends eat up their ulmyeon, jjajangmyeon, and
japtangbap as slowly as they walk. “Eat up” is a fitting term to
describe the way Pak and Choi eat their food. Both guerrillas
and K-LOs ate to survive. Kim also eats up. Once a gourmand,
Kim hasn’t felt excited about eating for some time. He just eats
up what’s put in front of him as he’s been doing all his life. It’s
now hard even to eat up. Their bowls are still more than half
full. Pak empties his cup of liquor with his soggy jjajangmyeon
as a side dish.
A large crowd enters Daboseong, which has been as quiet as
the three friends’ afternoon. A Catholic priest leads the crowd,
which means that a mass has just finished at a nearby Catholic
church. The crowd, including five or six women, goes up to the
second floor.
“Hey, there are women! You like women, don’t you?” Choi
jokes meaninglessly. One time, Choi caught Pak groping a
hostess’ breasts in broad daylight in a tavern. That impressed
Choi so much that Pak remained a womanizer in Choi’s mind
ever since. In fact, Pak did not really desire women. Some
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hostesses pestered him, finding him attractive because they
mistook his nihilism for romanticism. He just found solace in
touching their breasts as he whiled his life away.
“Hey, so you’re not going up to the second floor?” Choi
asks, pretending to wonder why Pak won’t follow the women.
“Why don’t you go?”
“Well, would yours stand up anyway?”
“What are you talking about? You want to check?”
“So, why not follow them?”
Although the women do not join them, the three men
suddenly become merry. Men are men even when they’re old.
The women have disappeared from view and the jocular
atmosphere dissipates as well. Pak goes to grab his liquor
bottle again. Kim snatches it quickly. Pak gives up and stops
looking at the bottle. When he was younger, this could not
have happened. Pak might have let the women go, but he
would never have let go of his liquor.
But now he is an old man, overwhelmed by the thought of
hobbling back with the help of his cane. As the thought passed
through his mind, Pak grabs his cane. As always, Kim quickly
pays. Although Kim has always paid for their meals, both Pak
and Choi do not look embarrassed. Kim should feel lucky not
to be scolded: “Oh, look at the rich man, taking credit for
treating us with a bowl of jjajangmyeon!”
Come to think of it, having a friend who can treat you for
life is a lucky thing. They might have lost their parents,
siblings, dreams, but they still have the good fortune of a
friend to bully into treating them.
The hot sun occupies Hyehwa-dong Rotary. The day after
tomorrow is the official first day of winter. Whether the
seasons will be wild or not these days, their old and weary
bodies are just glad to have the warm sun on their bodies.
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“Shall we go and visit Kang?” rays of sun still on his back,
Choi suddenly asks.
“I hear that even cancer doesn’t grow in the body of an old
man. Who knows, we might go before him?”
There’s nothing more depressing than visiting an old, ailing
man. Kim hurries after them after completing the transaction.
The owner of the restaurant comes out. He looks like he wants
to see them off.
“Sir, please come back again. I’ll be very happy to serve
you”. The late owner’s son welcomes them, the old men who
didn’t even pay off their debts to his father.
Hyehwa-dong Rotary is crowded with cars. Choi and Pak
hesitate on the large sidewalk surrounding the rotary because
they cannot find a spot where they can easily hail a taxi. Cars
are locked in a grid around the rotary even at mid-day.
“It’s hard to get a taxi here. Let’s walk up a bit towards
Sungkyunkwan University”, Kim says.
“Huh, you must be so happy to be so smart! You know they
say that there are no smart or stupid people over sixty, no
learned or ignorant people over seventy, and no living or dead
people over eighty”, Pak retorts, his cane in his hand and
following after Kim.
Choi adds, “And no guerrillas or K-Los, either”.
“When are you going to stop talking nonsense like that?”
Kim, who has slowed down and has followed them anxiously,
now dares to shoot back impudently. He’s old now - although
younger than either of them.
“Are you acting the teacher again? Nonsense! Learn to
respect your teachers. Look, here’s a taxi”.
Kim hails the taxi and lets Choi, the most disabled among
them, in first. After barely managing to get in the taxi, hauling
himself up with the help of his cane, Choi turns towards Pak
and Kim before Kim closes the door.
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“I’m off”, Choi says.
Kim and Pak nod. Their good-bye is as undramatic as usual.
They close the door. Pak and Kim stare at the back of the car
as it gets farther and farther away. At some point, their goodbyes changed from “See you again!” to “I’m off”. Nonetheless,
they have met again and again since then.
Cars continue to appear after turning around the rotary. An
empty car approaches. Pak’s good-bye is also simple.
“I’m off”.
As always, Kim is the last to go. After Pak and Choi leave,
the street is peaceful, as if their weight had not existed there,
despite their desperate struggles under the weight of their lives,
heavier than their own bodies.
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